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OFFICIAL BUSINESS
MINUTES OF 57TH ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING, OCTOBER 9,1997,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Louis Jacobs, President, called the meeting to orderat 4:00 P.M. and welcomed the group
to the 57th Annual Meeting.Jacobs noted that the sale of ASue@had been a topic for
discussion at the meeting and noted thatthis topic would be addressed in detail at the open
ExecutiveCommittee Meeting on Saturday, October 10. Jacobs did note thatthe SVP had
created a formal statement regarding the sale of ASue@and asked members to keep these
four points in mind when discussingthis topic:
a) the sale of ASue@validates the high level of interest in paleontology now morethan ever
before;
b) the SVP is against the sale of vertebrate fossils;however, ASue@was going to be sold no
matter what;
c) this sale reinforces the need for paleontologiststo have strong relationships with
amateurs; and
d) all members should be concerned with the saleof fossils and should support
ASaveAmerica=sFossils for Everyone@(SAFE) so that this organization can provide the
financial meansnecessary to lobby on SVP=sbehalf for protection of fossils on public
lands.
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John Flynn summarized facts pertaining to the purchaseof ASue@by the Field Museum.
Catherine Badgley, Secretary, gave her report whichincluded the following motion: to
accept the minutes as presentedfrom the 56th Annual Business Meeting. The motion was
secondedand carried by acclamation. Badgley then briefly reviewed thehighlights of the
June 1997 Executive Committee Minutes. She alsoreviewed the officer election results as
follows: John Bolt, Treasurer;Richard Cifelli, Member-at-Large; and Catherine Badgley,
Secretary.Badgley then noted that the current membership totalled 1,700,the highest
membership in five years. Lastly, Badgley remindedthe members of some Annual
Meeting logistics.
John Bolt, Treasurer, delivered the 1996B1997budget results and the proposed
1997B1998budget. (See complete Treasurer=sreport in this issue.) A motion to accept the
Treasurer=sreport was made, seconded, and carried by acclamation.
Michael Parrish, Program Committee Chair, gave hisreport and noted that 417 abstracts
had been received this year,the largest number ever. There were five symposia this year,
inaddition to the Preparator=sSymposium. Due to the large number of abstracts, three
concurrentsessions were run on Friday and Saturday in an effort to haveas many platform
sessions as possible. Parrish did note, however,that he was disappointed that one-third of
the abstracts neededto be returned to authors due to errors. Parrish commented thatnext
year SVP would be accepting abstracts electronically in aneffort to reduce the workload
of the Program Committee. (See completereport in this issue.)
Jacobs gave a brief report on the Information ManagementCommittee on behalf of the
Chair, Ralph Chapman. Jacobs said thatnext year the committee will look to enhance the
SVP Web siteas well as find a permanent location for the site. (See completereport in this
issue.)
William Clemens, BFV Supervisor, reviewedthe accomplishments achieved by the BFV
staff over thepast year. He reported that with subsidies from Don Baird andThe Dinosaur
Society, the staff was able to complete the BFVretrospective capture project. The Romer
volumes through the mostrecent 1993 volume will be available for electronic search
capabilityvia the Internet in early 1998. Clemens recognizied the dedicationand hard
work of Judy Bacskai, Bonnie Rauscher, and George Shkurkinin completing this
monumental task. The BFV staff werethanked by applause. Lastly, however, Clemens
noted that the costsof operating the BFV had become too great and that theBFV office
unfortunately would be closing in November 1997.
Richard Fox, JVP Co-Editor, delivered theeditor=sreport, noting that a total of 877 pages
was printed in volumes16(3) through 17(2). He commented that there were 69 titles
withan average length of 12 pages. The review time from acceptanceto print as of
Volume 17(2) had been reduced to 11 months formanuscripts and 10.5 months for notes.
Fox noted that he was encouragedthat the review time had been significantly reduced
since oneyear ago at this time. (See complete report in this issue.)
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Don Lofgren, Chair of the Development Committee,reported that the Committee had
been active and had submittedseven grant proposals to corporations but without a
successfulresponse. He also noted that the Committee had coordinated thePopular
Lecture Series held at the Field Museum in conjunctionwith the Annual Meeting. Lastly,
Lofgren noted that the Committeehad developed a bequest brochure explaining the
options of leavinga bequest to the Society. He encouraged members to review
thisbrochure if they were interested in leaving a lasting gift tothe Society. (See complete
report in this issue.)
Michael Woodburne, Co-Chair of the Government LiaisonCommittee, gave an overview
of the Committee=ssubstantial accomplishments for the year. (See complete reportin this
issue.)
Larry Flynn, SAFE President, encouraged SVP membersto support SAFE in its mission
to preserve our nation=sheritage by getting to know their individual congressional
aidesand alerting them to their views. He noted that SAFE benefitsfrom the financial
support of SVP members via both direct donationsand through the SAFE auction.
Anthony Fiorillo, Education Committee Chair, notedthat the Committee had received
and reviewed five predoctoralapplications this year. Also in conjunction with the
DevelopmentCommittee, the Education Committee assisted in the developmentof the
Popular Lecture Series for the public for the first timethis year. He noted that the
Committee plans to expand on thiseffort to hold a half-day teachers=workshop at next
year=sannual meeting. Eventually the Committee hopes to create a portableworkshop for
teachers that could be used in conjunction with futureannual meetings. (See complete
report in this issue.)
Sally Shelton, Outreach Committee Chair, summarizedtheir Committee=sefforts over the
past year. She noted that the Committee is interestedin working closely with the
Information Management Committee toexpand the distribution of the Outreach
newsletter by includingit on SVP=sWeb site.
Mark Uhen, Membership Committee Chair, thanked EmilyBuchholtz for her leadership
of the Committee. He noted that onechange that the Membership Committee instituted in
1997 was theaddition of SVP=sethics statement to the membership application and
renewal invoice.(See complete report in this issue.)
Hans Thewissen, Media Liaison Committee Chair, notedthat SVP had received press
coverage in Nature and severalother magazines and newspapers. The Committee had
scheduled twopress conferences and welcomed 30 journalists to the meeting.Although he
acknowledged that the coverage of the meeting wasovershadowed by ASue,@Hans said he
was enthusiastic about the coverage being received.He requested that SVP members
forward media contact names to himso that he could continually build upon the press
database thathad been established. (See complete report in this issue.)
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Louis Jacobs then called for new business from thefloor. Jessica Theodor noted that this
year=smeeting as well as the 1998 annual meeting were both schueduledover the Jewish
high holiday of Yom Kippur. She requested thatfuture annual meetings not be scheduled
over the holiday if atall possible. Jacobs acknowledged her request and noted that
thescheduling overlap with Yom Kippur had been an oversight, to becorrected in the
future.
Dave Gillette, Chair of the 1998 Host Committee,officially invited everyone to attend
next year=smeeting in Salt Lake City (Snowbird) and reviewed the dates ofthe meeting.
Louis Jacobs then invited Chuck Crumly to the podiumfor a special presentation. Crumly
noted that, through the effortsof many authors, the AEncyclopediaof Dinosaurs@had
recently been completed and was available for sale at thisyear=sannual meeting. He
acknowledged and thanked all the authors involvedand noted that Academic Press was
pleased to present $4,000 toSVP. Crumly requested that this amount, which included all
ofthe author honoraria, be allocated to the Richard Estes MemorialFund.
Louis Jacobs then reminded the group that the OpenExecutive Committee Meeting was
scheduled on Saturday, October10, at 12:30 P.M.
Louis Jacobs then called Jason Lillegraven to thepodium to give the motion of thanks.
The motion was as follows:
WHEREAS: this year=sHost Committee for the Society of Vertebrate Paleontology,
infar-sighted anticipation ofCanddeference toCourbreathing pleasure, closed the great
Chicago Stockyards in 1971;and
WHEREAS: Co-Chair John Bolt commandeered the ChicagoMercantile Exchange and
the Chicago Cubs, respectively, to providethe comestibles for our feasting and
entertainment at the banquet;and
WHEREAS: Co-Chair Lance Grande provided the entireChicago Symphony Orchestra
for background music during our scientificdiscussions; and
WHEREAS: Matt Carrano and Doreen Covey oversaw thespecial operations required of
O=HareInternational Airport, already the busiest in the world, to dealwith hordes of
converging paleontologists and their ponderousbaggage of fragile cladograms; and
WHEREAS: John Flynn and James Hopson saw to it thatthe Chicago Cubs, the Chicago
Bears, the ChicagoBulls, the Chicago Wolves, and the Chicago Blackhawksprovided
the preferred taxonomic balance for paleontological interestsof our Society; and
WHEREAS: Laura Panko and Carter O=Brienconvinced the Art Institute of Chicago to
lend their treasuresfor the unique decoration of our hotel-room walls; and
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WHEREAS: Olivier Rieppel wrote the proposals to thefederal agencies that helped
support, for our visiting pleasure,the Lincoln Park Zoo, the Shedd Aquarium, the Adler
Planetarium,and the huge celebration planned for Jay Lillegraven=sbirthday this Saturday;
and
WHEREAS: William Simpson long ago secured the servicesof Daniel H. Burnham,
William LeBaron Jenney, Louis Henri Sullivan,and Frank Lloyd Wright to inspire
Chicago=sskyline, which in silhouette looks like some kind of dementedstegosaurus; and
WHEREAS: the Symposium Conveners, the Auction Coordinator(who, incidentally, will
not auction that boy named ASue@),the Collections Coordinators, and the Program
Committee allcooperated with the Host Committee, not only in protecting usfrom
descendants of Catherine O=Leary=sexonerated cow, but helped us, as a scientific society,
to improveour discipline, and to let us enjoy the very process of its strengtheningC
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED: that the Society of VertebratePaleontology shall, in
honor of our hosts, permanentlyalter the words of Carl Sandberg, as he referred to the
City ofChicago, from AStormy,husky, brawling; City of the Big Shoulders@to
AStormy,husky, brawling; committees of the Enlarged Pectoral Girdles.@
The Lillegraven motion was enthusiastically approvedby acclamation. A motion to
adjourn the meeting was made, seconded,and carried by acclamation. The meeting was
adjourned at 6:00 P.M. (Catherine Badgley)
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MOTIONS
During the Executive Committee Meeting at the 1997Annual Meeting held October
8B11,1997, in Chicago, Illinois, the Executive Committee of the Society discussed
several issues. The motions below resulted from thesediscussions.
MOTION: To approve the Executive Committee minutes from the June 1997 mid-year
meeting.
By: John Flynn
Seconded: Blaire Van Valkenburgh
Passed
MOTION: To approve a joint theme session sponsored by the SVP and the
Paleontological Society at the upcoming GSAConference in Toronto.
By: John Flynn
Seconded: Blair Van Valkenburgh
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Passed
MOTION: To approve the SVP sponsorship of Dinofestwhich includes a complimentary
advertisement in the SVP NewsBulletin.
By: Louis Jacobs
Seconded: Catherine Badgley
Passed
MOTION: To approve the 1997B1998SVP Budget.
By: Blaire Van Valkenburgh
Seconded: John Flynn
Passed
MOTION: To adjourn the Executive Committee Meeting.
By: Catherine Badgley
Seconded: Blaire Van Valkenburgh
Passed
TREASURER==SREPORT
The Society=sfiscal year ends September 30, so final results were not availableat the time
of the annual meeting. These will be presented inthe auditor=sreport.
Endowment
The Society=sendowment funds are doing well. The endowment shows a
significantincrease over its value in preceeding years, and is now at a recordhigh. Almost
all of our endowment is now invested through MerrillLynch. The Merrill Lynch account
is a commingled account, whichincludes the general endowment plus the Patterson,
Skinner, andRomer funds. The Estes Fund is invested with Merrill Lynch asa separate
account, set up to mimic the holdings of the generalendowment fund so far as possible.
The Merrill Lynch portion of the endowment is splitbetween interest-bearing securities
and stock-oriented mutualfunds. As of October 1997, about 60% of the endowment was
investedin the interest-bearing securities and a money market fund. Themoney market
fund is a short-term parking place for recently receivedfunds, and for funds we expect to
need during the fiscal year.Most of our interest income is derived from a five-year bond
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ladder. Investments in the ladder include certificates of deposit, government securities,
and investment-grade corporate bonds. About 40% of the endowment is invested in
stock-oriented mutual funds. The Society currently holds six different mutual funds, with
different investment objectives. Executive Committee investment policy at present is to
have 25B40%of the endowment invested in equity-oriented mutual funds. We are now at
the upper end of that range, and have no immediate plans to increase our equity
investments.
Although extraordinary endowment gifts were not reflectedin the Treasurer=sBusiness
Meeting report, I did note that we expected to see asubstantial increase in endowment
principal during the 1997B1998fiscal year. That was because of two very generous gifts
of whichwe had been informed, but had not yet received. One is a bequestof $100,000
which is now going through probate. The other is agift of $150,000 which was promised
by one of our long-term benefactors.I am very pleased to be able to inform the Society
that this donationhas now been received. Public acknowledgement of the generosityof
both of these supporters will be made in the appropriate formand forum.
The 1997B1998budget does not depend on revenues from these anticipated gifts.In the
longer term, however, there is no question that the endowmentestablished on the base of
these and many other gifts will continueto be vital to the Society.
1996B
B1997Budget
Most results for fiscal year 1996B1997were close to projections, and I expect that we
will come in closeto budget. A few areas require some comment, as follows:
1. General endowment earnings, including interestand dividends received during the
fiscal year, were well overbudget. This does not include unrealized capital gains or
losses.Fortunately, the stock market was strong last year, and we hadsignificant capital
gains.
2. Journal of Vertebrate Paleontology expensesare going to be on track; revenues are
not, and will be significantlybelow budget. This is due partly to lower page charge
revenues.However, the largest factor is the financial difficulties of TheDinosaur Society:
The Dinosaur Society may not be able to coverthe amount of page charges that we
assumed in our budget. Fortunately,SVP=sown financial position is strong enough so that
we could fillthe gap. We were therefore able to publish the anticipated numberof pages
last year.
3. Bibliography of Fossil Vertebrates revenueand expenses will both be about $30,000
higher than projected.This is mostly thanks to a generous donation from Donald
Baird,who again enabled the BFV staff to accomplish more thanwe had originally
expected to be able to afford.
4. We assumed no revenue from the 1996 Annual Meeting.In the event, the meeting
showed a surplus of $14,000, almostall of which was generated from the annual auction.
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5. The Bottom Line: For the 1996B1997fiscal year, we were budgeting for an operating
deficit of $59,000.The predicted final result is very close to that, which I thinkis quite
good in itself. However, we actually did better thanmight appear at first sight: despite an
expected significant revenueshortfall due to the financial problems of The Dinosaur
Society,it looks as though we will still come in on budget.
1997B
B1998Budget
In reviewing the 1997B1998budget, I must note that we have tried to be conservative in
estimatingrevenues. I will comment on some budget areas, as follows:
1. Administrative costs are projected to rise byabout $6,500 from the anticipated costs
for last fiscal year.This is due to a combination of expected decreases in legal
andmailroom costs, and increases in information management costs,staff time, and
management fees. We anticipate that administrativerevenues (mostly dues) will be about
the same as last fiscal year.Administrative expenses thus should be about equal to
administrativerevenues.
2. Endowment earnings are estimated to come in atabout last year=slevel. This is
necessarily somewhat of a guess. Most of this figurerepresents income from the bond
ladder plus money market funds,and this is pretty much assured. The rest is dividends
from ourmutual fund investments, and that will of course fluctuate.
3. The Journal of Vertebrate Paleontologyis the budget area that shows the greatest yearto-year change.On the revenue side, we are budgeting revenue about $20,000 lowerthan
last year. This is mostly due to the fact that we cannotanticipate page charge monies from
The Dinosaur Society. It isalso due to a decision of the Board not to charge a separate
abstractfee, beginning with the 1997B1998fiscal year. In future years this will be built
into the registrationfee, but that will not happen until the 1998B1999fiscal year. This loss
is thus a one-time event.
On the expense side, the proposed JVP budgetis about $11,000 higher than last
year=stotal expenses. Although treasurers do not usually like to spendmoney, I don=tthink
that this increase is a bad thing; on the contrary. Thereasoning behind the JVP budget
proposal is spelled outbelow:
1. Printing is the single largest expense item forJVP; page charges, especially those from
The Dinosaur Societyin recent years, are very important in covering some of our
printingcosts. In 1997B1998,we expect to receive about $20,000 less in page charges
from TheDinosaur Society than was expected for 1996B1997.One response to this
shortfall would be to reduce our printingbudget by that amount, which would reduce
proportionately thenumber of pages published. Instead, the 1997B1998budget reduces the
printing budget by only $10,000. The JVPis the premier journal for vertebrate
paleontology, and we arecommitted to doing whatever we can to maintain it in that
position.I believe the Society is financially able to meet these printingcosts for at least the
forthcoming year.
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2. In March of 1998, Memoir 4 will be published.This will run over 700 pages, and all
costs but postage will bepaid by the authors. Postage for a work of this size is now
estimatedto be about $13,000, which will be paid by the Society.
3. At the time of printing, additional copies ofthis large Memoir can be produced fairly
inexpensively.The Executive Committee has decided to invest $10,000 in a 1,000copyoverrun, to be resold at a profit to the Society. We are financiallystrong and stable
enough at the moment to be able to make thisinvestment. At the same time, we have a
good management structureand experienced personnel in place. We are thus able to
mounta serious and credible marketing effort for the Memoirs.As with any investment,
nothing is guaranteed, and any possiblerevenues from sales of Memoir 4 are not included
in the1997B1998budget. But we have talked for years about marketing the Memoirsas a
means for raising both income and the profile of SVP=spublications. If we are ever going
to market the Memoirs,it is hard to imagine a more opportune time.
4. Annual Meeting: It is difficult to estimate annualmeeting results during the meeting
itself. At the time of theAnnual Business Meeting we estimated about a $12,000
surplus,and this will likely be close to the final result.
5. The Bottom Line: The 1997B1998operating deficit is projected to be about $92,000. I
would beconcerned if I thought our fixed costs were that high relativeto income. But this
high deficit is really a result of unusualcircumstances, and I think that at least one of
those unusualcircumstances represents an opportunity rather than a problem.I believe that
we have the resources to meet this deficit, althoughit will admittedly be a stretch. All
things considered, I feelthat this is a responsible budget, and I am optimistic about
theresult.
1996B1997UNAUDITED FINANCIAL REVIEW
(as of August 31, 1997)
Budget Area 96B
B97Budget 1 Mo. Actual Forecast
Admin. Revenue $105,900 $115,819 $115,819
Admin. Expense $101,625 $96,816 $104,683
Variance (Revenue
!Expense)$4,275 $19,003 $11,136
General Endowment
Contributions $25,000 $24,279 $25,000
General Endowment
Earnings $56,900 $80,762 $80,762
Rest. Endowment
Contributions $3,625 $4,742 $4,742
Rest. Endowment Earnings $2,675 $5,863 $5,863
Journal Revenue $82,353 $67,445 $68,795
Journal Expense $124,050 $97,815 $126,110
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Variance ($41,697) ($30,370) ($57,315)
News Bulletin Revenue$1,400 $1,150 $1,150
News Bulletin Expense$15,500 $13,993 $13,993
Variance ($14,100) ($12,843) ($12,843)
Awards Revenue $0 $0 $0
Awards Expense $6,320 $5,450 $5,450
Variance ($6,320) ($5,450) ($5,450)
BFV Revenue $72,000 $102,330$102,330
BFV Expense $70,850 $106,797$106,797
Variance $1,150 ($4,467) ($4,467)
Future Annual
Meetings Revenue $0 $0 $0
Future Annual
Meetings Expense $3,000 $4,110 $4,110
Variance ($3,000) ($4,110) ($4,110)
Merchandise Revenue $4,465 $3,449 $3,449
Merchandise Expense $3,806 $3,886 $4,179
Variance $659 ($437) ($730)
Annual Meeting Revenue $125,160 $154,356 $154,356
Annual Meeting Expense $125,160 $140,278 $140,278
Variance $0 $14,078 $14,078
Total Revenue $391,278 $444,549 $445,899
(Less endowment earnings & contributions)
Total Expense $450,311 $469,145 $505,600
Variance ($59,033) ($24,596) ($59,701)
1997B1998BUDGET REVIEW
(as of September 30, 1997)
Budget Area Revenue Expense Variance
(Revenue!Expense)
Administration $113,273 $111,215 $2,058
Gen. Endowment
Contributions $25,000 $0 $25,000
General Endowment
Earnings $80,762 $0 $80,762
Rest. Endowment
Contributions $3,920 $0 $3,920
Rest. Endowment Earnings $5,863 $0 $5,863
Journal of Vertebrate
Paleontology $61,795$137,550 ($75,755)
SVP News Bulletin $1,375$24,000 ($22,625)
Awards $0 $7,800 ($7,800)
Special Projects $2,000 $0 $2,000
Bibliography of
Fossil Vertebrates $4,000$3,911 $89
Future Annual Meetings $0 $4,500 ($4,500)
Merchandise $4,355 $2,915 $1,440
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Annual Meeting $165,395 $152,636 $12,759
Total $352,193 $444,527 ($92,334)
REVIEW OF ENDOWMENT INVESTMENTS
(as of August 31, 1997)
8/30/97 9/30/96 9/30/95 9/30/94
Fund Value Value Value Value
General Endowment $1,172,219 $956,530 $670,256 $630,743
(Merrill LynchBChicago)
General Endowment $0 $24,134 $22,286 $85,980
(CD, National Bank of
Commerce, Nebraska)
General Endowment $20,000 $20,000 $40,000 $66,275
(CD, Firstier Bank, Nebraska)
General Endowment $11,439 $91,070 $89,755 $0
(Money Market Account,
First Bank, Chicago)
Bryan Patterson Fund $18,678 $13,212 $12,116 $11,980
(Merrill LynchBChicago)
Morris F. Skinner Fund $28,622 $16,648 $16,400 $15,225
(Merrill LynchBChicago)
Richard Estes Fund $28,253 $24,307 $23,580 $22,547
(Merrill LynchBChicago)
Alfred S. Romer Fund* $14,938 n/a n/a n/a
(Merrill LynchBChicago)
Total $1,279,212 $1,145,901 $874,393 $832,750
*The Romer Fund was previously not tracked separately.

COMMUNICATING EFFECTIVELY WITH THE MEDIA:
SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR SCIENTISTS
Ours is a highly visible field. The public interestin dinosaurs and other life of the past
shows no signs of decline.Members of the press and developers of television
documentariesare generally not well trained scientifically, and do not havethe same aims
in presenting science to the public as scientistsdo. They must balance information with
entertainment, and theycannot go over the heads of their audiences. They will
conveyyour idea to their audience if they understand it and feel thattheir audience will
too.
Prepare Your Materials
When a journalist phones to set up an interview,you need to know the scope of the article
or documentary. Whatquestions are being investigated? Who is the audience? Who
elsewill be interviewed? This will help you to prepare yourself forprobable questions, and
also to prepare materials that the journalistcan photograph or take away to help compose
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the piece. Illustrationsthat can be reproduced are especially helpful if they
summarizeyour point. These should be clear and not too cluttered, and capableof being
substantially reduced or redrawn (for most newspapersand magazines). They can be
colorful and more dynamic for videopresentations (with computer graphics and quicktime movies, possibilitiesare extensive). Journalists may not understand technical
articles,but they can deal with informal summaries of articles that youproduce to
accompany them. Increasingly you can e-mail informationor refer journalists to your
Web site or another that might helpthem prepare in advance of talking with you.
Project an Image
For journalists and their audiences, the importanceof the questions that we study is not as
great as it is to us.They are fascinated and often amused by our science, but theydo not
take it as seriously as we do. They want to inform andentertain their audience. They do
not necessarily want to decidea question; they want to understand what is new and how
we discoveredthis. Obviously, we enjoy our work, and media consultants agreethat this is
one of the most important qualities to convey toan audience. Projecting a pleasant and
helpful image is good business.It conveys a constructive attitude and an openness of
mind. Itdisposes people to like you and to appreciate your points. (Sosmile.)
Clarity and Brevity
In a talk or lecture you can convey complex ideasand subtleties, but this is not usually
possible in an interviewunless you alone are the subject. Generally, journalists wantto
find out the thing that you know that they want to convey totheir audience. To be
effective, the point must be given simplyand briefly. Assume that your audience is
intelligent, but noteducated on these issues. They will appreciate your ideas morereadily
if they are simply and vividly conveyed. Use simple language,as if you were talking to
your neighbor over the fence. A sentenceor two is usually all the space that one can
expect to be allottedin a reportCpublishedor broadcastCona scientific issue. Even if a
journalist spends an hour with youon the phone, in person, or even in front of a camera, it
is likelythat your contribution to the final product will be only a sentenceor a couple of
seconds of exposure. So it helps to speak simply,get to the point quickly, and frame it in
terms that are catchyenough to resonate to an interviewer and the potential audience.It
also helps to prepare a summary statement in advance, to ensurethat your view will be
effectively conveyed.
Do Something
Producers of documentaries don=tlike Atalkingheads.@They prefer to film you doing some
kind of activity, preferablyrecreating the experiment, the moment of discovery, the
flashof insight. Some producers will ask you to go so far as to re-stagethese events, but
you might not be comfortable with that Adocudrama@approach. Use your judgment. A
good way to be effective when thefilm crew comes is to prepare in advance whatever
materials, equipment,experimental setups, or visual aids that might be available
toillustrate your work, and that will give them ideas for filmingand asking questions.
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They will frequently want to have some footageof you working with equipment or
specimens that they can use duringvoice-over sequences; this is more creative than the
time-wornAwalking-into-the-building@shots. Anticipating the visual needs of filmmakers
can save everyonetime and improve the final product.
Different Strokes
Controversy is the stuff of journalism; it enlivensarticles and gives the audience a handle
on the issues. Becauseneither the journalists nor the audience are usually
professionalscientists, the Ahumaninterest@angle of personality is often what strikes a
producer or reporter,because science is done by people. But the stuff of science
isevidence and methods, not personalities. You can avoid authoritarianismand personal
disputes by emphasizing that science works when aconsensus on the evidence is reached
in a field, after the evidenceand the methods used in coming to a conclusion have been
evaluatedby other scientists. When explaining your point of view to a journalist,focus on
how we know what we know in science, our ways of askingquestions, and our methods.
It is less important to evaluate orcriticize opposing points of view than to show what we
would needto know, or the methods that we would need to agree on, in orderto advance
the issue. AScienceas a way of knowing@can be a very effective communication tool.
Answering YOUR Questions
Journalists, except for a small segment of the sciencejournalists, cannot be expected to
have much background in ourfield, or even in science. Often, the person on the other
endof the phone has been assigned your story 20 minutes ago and hasa 5:00 deadline.
They generally want to know what you found, whyit=simportant, and (inevitably) who
might disagree with you if it=scontroversial. Even if all this was laid out in your article
andpress reports, a reporter still wants an original quotation fromyou, and all the better if
it=spithy and entertaining. A simple paraphrase of what you did anda quick phrase
embodying why it=simportant will help the reporter and will get you off the phonefaster.
For visual interviews, the time investment is greater.A good rule of thumb is that a fast
story for the 6:00 news willtake an hour, and any piece for a documentary will take half
aday to a day at minimum, largely because of the logistics of cameras,sound, and
lighting.
In many cases, an interviewer=squestions may not be the most important ones. They may
have misapprehendedevidence or its significance; they may not understand the
methods,techniques, or issues. It can be adaptive to answer these questionsindirectly, by
stating exactly what you want to say regardlessof the question. You might have to do this
more than once, butit usually leads to a more productive line of questioning. Often,you
can discuss questions in advance, especially if the topicseems unfamiliar to the
interviewer (Awhydon't you ask me [X], and I=lltell you about [Y]@).
Pitfalls and Manipulations
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A good way to ensure an effective interview is tonote some points that you want to make
before the interview begins.However, the angle taken by a journalist may not coincide
withall your points. It may help to ask who else is being interviewedand what the
journalist wants to explore in the piece. You shouldfeel comfortable declining to
participate in an effort that seemsstaged or forced, or to answer trick questions. A
journalist lookingfor a reaction might say, A[X]says your work is all wrong. How do you
respond to that?@Don't rise to the bait. Terminate an interview if you don't likethe tactics
or ethics, if you feel the line of questioning orthe filming is manipulative, or if it is
wasting your time. Don=thesitate to share your experiences with colleagues who might
facethe same experience. Good journalism benefits journalists as wellas scientists, and
slipshod journalism cannot succeed if cooperationfrom its subjects is withheld.
Checking Quotes
Many reporters will call you back to check what yousaid before publishing; nearly all
will if you ask them to, andsome will want to, in order to be accurate. If deadlines
makethis impossible, you can ask the reporter to read back what heor she thinks you said
before you hang up. Most will send a copyof their printed article if you ask.
Effective coverage of our discipline in the pressand in documentaries helps make other
scientists, teachers, students,and the public aware of our work and how we do our jobs.
Evenmore importantly, it makes people aware that science is an enterpriseof discovery
shaped by the expectations of theory, constantlyinquiring and testing. It excites people,
educates them, and makesthem think. Good press coverage is one of the best ways we
haveto ensure that our discipline flourishes in the future. (Compiledby the SVP Media
Liaison Committee, October 1997)
CCOMMITTEE REPORTS C
DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
The activities of the Development Committee for thepast year can be divided into three
areas. They are:
Initiating a Planned Giving Program
SVP Business Manager Pam D=Argoand the Development Committee have been
working on a planned givingbrochure that should be completed in time to be displayed at
theannual meeting in Chicago. It will eventually be distributed tomembers of the Society.
Gifts to the Society through planned givingcould significantly enhance the long-term
financial growth ofthe Society and we hope that members will consider the SVP asa
giving option as they plan their estates.
In this regard, the Society learned that FrancisSchloeder, SVP member and a regular at
the annual meetings, passedaway in May and bequeathed $100,000 to the Society. Dr.
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Schloeder=sthoughtful and generous bequest to the Society is greatly appreciated.More
recently, former President of the Society Albert Wood decidedto match the bequest of Dr.
Schloeder and also has agreed to informallychair a working group on planned giving to
the Society. The leadershipand generosity of Dr. Wood is a second example of how the
plannedgiving program will generate significant financial income forthe Society both
now and in the future.
Public Lecture Series
Development Committee member Cathy Forster initiatedthe idea of the Society
sponsoring a public lecture series tobe held in concert with the 1997 Annual Meeting in
Chicago. Withthe help of staff at the Field Museum of Natural History, PeterLaraba in
particular, Cathy was able to set it up for Saturday,October 11. Four speakers have
generously agreed to donate theirservices. They are Dan Chure, Scott Sampson, David
Norman, andDevelopment Committee member Stuart Sumida. Both the Field Museumof
Natural History and the Society will receive a portion of theprofits from the lecture
series.
Private Foundation Solicitations
Seven foundations were identified as having interestin science and/or science education.
Introduction letters or proposalswere sent to these foundations with the area of need
targetedas support for the Journal of Vertebrate Paleontology inthe amount of $10,000.
Unfortunately, a favorable decision wasnot received on any of the proposals/letters,
although one decisionis still pending. The Committee knew in advance that the
chancesfor success were slim but felt that some effort should be madeto garner financial
support for the SVP outside of the Society=smembership. To have a better chance for
success in future privatefoundation solicitations, a personal contact within a
foundation=sboard of directors is needed so that the Society=sproposal/message can be
carried directly to a foundation=sboard. In this regard, the Development Committee would
be gladto work with anyone who has a personal contact to a foundationthat is willing to
promote the Society=smission/needs to that foundation=sboard of directors.
Finally, the Committee is very pleased to reportthat honorary member Dr. Herbert
Axelrod, generous benefactorof the Society and to the Bibliography of Fossil
Vertebratesin particular, recently pledged an additional $150,000 to theSociety. Dr.
Axelrod=slong-term support of the Society and its mission is greatly appreciated.(Don
Lofgren)
EDUCATION COMMITTEE
The Education Committee awarded Richard Blob of theUniversity of Chicago the 1997
SVP Predoctoral Fellowship, whileMarcelo Sanchez-Villagra received an honorable
mention. The EducationCommittee has also begun planning an education workshop for
scienceteachers for the 1998 SVP meeting in Snowbird, Utah. (Tony Fiorillo)
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INFORMATION MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
This past year has been a transitional year for theInformation Management Committee
(IMC). Sam McLeod of the IMCcontinues his mentorship of the VRTPALEO list server
and it continuesto include interesting discussions on relevant topics.
However,concentration has been on the SVP Web site. Over the past coupleof years
David Polly, our Web master, has developed a very usefuland interesting Web site with
input from other members of theIMC. John Damuth generously has allowed us to use the
ETEWEB serverfor this developmental period but now we need to migrate the siteto its
permanent homes. Polly, in coordination with the rest ofthe IMC as well as the Executive
Committee, has tentatively identifiedtwo sites as potential permanent homes; one in
North America,and a mirror site in Europe. Developing mirror sites should keeptraffic on
any one site at reasonable levels and with good responsetime. A proposal has been made
to the Executive Committee to finalizethe arrangements and allow us to start the
migration. A maintenanceschedule is being developed to update the site at reasonable
intervalsand whenever spontaneous changes are necessary. Polly will dothe updating and
maintenance, backed by a group of IMC memberswho will provide quality control on the
changes.
John Damuth has been progressively uploading datafrom the Bibliography of Fossil
Vertebrates as it becomesavailable from Bill Clemens and the BFV staff. The
electronicBFV is accessible through the Web site and contains a powerfulsearch engine
designed by John that allows boolean searches. Reactionfrom users has been exceedingly
positive and many of us now useit regularly. The electronic BFV is located on the
ETEWEBserver and will continue there under John=sadministration. Those of us who
have tried it can=twait for all the references from all the bibliographies currentlybeing
transferred to electronic format to be available, whichshould happen sometime this
coming year if everything goes accordingto plan. When completed, the electronic BFV
will be a powerfultool for vertebrate paleontologists worldwide and something forthe
SVP to be proud of. John will be working on the possibilityof finding a mirror site for the
electronic BFV.
Finally, Ralph Chapman and David Polly have beenworking with Mike Parrish, Rich
Cifelli, Lou Jacobs, and Pam D=Argoon using the Web site to allow the electronic
submission of abstractsfor the annual meeting. This has been done by other groups
withmixed success but we believe we can work out the procedure andhope to have a
prototype to test with some of this year=ssubmissions. We will let members know when
they can try it outthrough the Web site. We anticipate full implementation for the1999
Annual Meeting in Denver.
For the upcoming year (1998), we are planning to:finish the migration of the Web site
and implement the maintenanceschedule, upload more references into the electronic
BFVas they become available, complete the development of the proceduresnecessary for
the electronic submission of abstracts for the annualmeeting using the Web site, and start
the process of buildingon the current Web site by expanding the information and
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servicesavailable through it and improving even further on its overallappearance,
especially with graphic images. (Ralph Chapman)
MEDIA LIAISON COMMITTEE
New York Meeting, 1996
SVP=sfirst media effort at the New York meeting was a success, withapproximately 40
journalists attending and prominent coverageof the meetings in Time, New York Times,
NewScientist, Discover, and Science.
Before the meeting, three separate mailings weresent to the members of the press on the
media mailing list, includingletters of invitation, a teaser sheet (outlining some
interestingpresentations), and press releases for the presentations in thepress conference.
The main MLC event at the meeting was the press conference,co-organized with the
AMNH PR Department. The conference lastedone hour and presented the research of
five scientists (Chiappe,Farlow, Krause, Gottfried, and Voorhies) with a short
introductionby Novacek. In addition, Thewissen spent a lot of (too much) timetrying to
find scientists at the request of journalists. Our effortsalso resulted in an hour-long
syndicated live radio show (ScienceFriday) of a New York NPR affiliate. The research of
four scientistswas presented here.
A media survey handed out after the meeting showedthat we are on the right track;
journalists felt that SVP haddone a good job catering to their needs, especially in
waivingthe registration fee. The survey also indicated that attendingmedia are possibly
equally divided into those interested in newsand those interested in features. The bulk of
the logistics forthe press-related events was done by the SVP office.
Chicago Meeting
The preparations for this meeting will be similarto those of the New York meeting, the
first of three mailingshas already been undertaken. At the meeting, there will be
oneimportant difference with New York, and several minor improvements.The big
change is that, in addition to the press conference atthe Ramada Hotel, we also plan a
media event at the Field Museum.It will be a walk through in which four to five scientists
(notexclusively Field Museum people) will present research in frontof an appropriate
exhibit. The conference will concentrate onnews, whereas the walk through will focus on
visual informationand will concentrate on feature information and on follow up fromlast
year=smeeting/press conference (e.g., a discussion of the origin ofbirds in front of the
exhibit of Archaeopteryx by Padian).
Presenters for both events will be picked by theMLC (with input from the program
officer and the FMNH). Differenceswith last year include that the FMNH will be
responsible for dealingthe the TV crews, since they tend to have demands greater thancan
be handled easily by SVP. FMNH PR will also target the localmedia, whereas the MLC
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targets national outlets. SVP-MLC willbe mainly responsible for the press conference
(writing releases,contacting contributors), and FMNH PR will be mainly responsiblefor
the walk through. Mailings are done from the SVP office and/orFMNH PR office.
Media Mailing List
The media mailing list is expanded whenever one ofthe MLC members finds the name of
a new science journalist ormedia outlet. The list is managed by the SVP office in
Chicago.
Additional Media Contacts
Fraser is giving some journalists advance noticeof the table of contents of JVP and more
and more journalistsare included in this service. Thewissen has received about a
handfulof calls from journalists requesting information about paleontology(unrelated to
the meetings). These calls are referred to an appropriatespecialist. Our intent to do press
releases during the year (asidefrom the meetings) has flopped, no releases were mailed
out. Thereason for this is that no member has provided the MLC with anynews suitable
for this purpose. Actively going out after thesekinds of stories would be the way to
remedy this, but this wouldbe very time intensive and probably expensive.
SVP Member Service
The charter for the MLC was submitted in 1997. Thewissenwrote a piece on the embargo
policies of Science andNature, since they affect the willingness of SVP members tobe
part of the press conference. Both editors (Gee of Natureand Hanson of Science) wrote
Thewissen that this piecewas helpful. Padian is preparing a sheet of guidelines for
scientistsin their dealings with the press.
Expanding the Concept of Media
A number of people on the media mailing list, anda number of people attending as
media, are not members of theindependent press. These include PR people, journal
editors, andpeople from granting organizations. I feel that, at this point,it is best to
classify these individuals as media, because theyall contribute to the public=sperception of
paleontology and the Society, and their actionsbenefit members. Targetting them with
mailings concerning themeetings may make the difference in their attendance of the
meetings.Without creating another committee, MLC involvement in this seemsto be an
efficient use of resources while maximizing SVP=sexposure to the outside world.
Self-Evaluation of MLC Actions So Far
Press management for the meetings was as good ascan be expected for a first-time effort
of a small society. Somemodifications will be made this year following a critical
evaluationof the New York experience. Assistance to media and members outsidethe
meetings is effective when it is in response to a query (callfrom a journalist, request for
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information from an SVP member).Public relations outreach on our own initiative is
sometimes effective(meeting events and JVP content announcements), but isnot effective
in most other respects. The most obvious ways toimprove this would take large amounts
of time and/or money. (HansThewissen, Chair)
MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE
I. Number of members
A. Currently have 1,701 members
B. Number of members by category
1. Regular 1,107
2. Student 313
3. Associate 248
4. Honorary 31
5. Senior 2
C. Current membership trends

II. Membership renewal/telemarketing campaign
A. Results

Contacts
will renew
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# contacts
1996

Actual
payments

24

12

# contacts
1997
39

Actual
payments
21
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may renew

7

will not renew 11

2

8

1

1

14

0

B. Reasons for nonrenewal
1. Not worthwhile/does not meet needs
2. No financial resources
3. Other
4. Retired/deceased
5. No one said the membership fee was too high
C. Cost/benefit analysis
1. Cost of 1997 campaign $1,133
2. Total fees collected in 1997 via campaign $2,165
3. Return on campaign investment $1,032
III. New membership application review process
A. Added ethics statement to simplify applicationreview
B. No one was turned down for membership in the pastyear
NOMINATING COMMITTEE
The SVP Nominating Committee is comprised of threepast presidents of the Society.
This year=sCommittee is comprised of William Clemens, Bruce MacFadden, andDavid
Krause. We were charged by President Louis Jacobs to providenominations for the
offices of Vice President, Treasurer, andone Member-at-Large. We are happy to
recommend the following individualsfor inclusion on the upcoming election ballot. As
stipulated inthe SVP By-Laws, Aadditionalnominations for any office may be added by
petition of any tenmembers@not later than two months after publication of this report.
John J. Flynn will have fulfilled his two-year termas Vice President of the Society and
will assume the Presidencyin October 1998. We are pleased to nominate two candidates
forthe office of Vice President, Catherine Badgley and Richard K.Stucky.
The SVP Constitution stipulates that the ATreasurershall be elected annually but shall be
eligible for re-electionto that office without restriction.@After five years of outstanding
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service to the Society, the currentTreasurer, John R. Bolt, will step down from the
position in October1998. We are pleased to provide two nominees, Michael E. Nelsonand
Dale Winkler, for the position of Treasurer.
A Member-at-Large is required to replace ElizabethNicholls, who will have fulfilled her
term in October 1998. Eachof the three Members-at-Large serves a term of three years,
witheach term beginning in a different year so that the terms arestaggered. The two
nominees for the vacant Member-at-Large positionare Zhexi Luo and Judith A.
Schiebout.
All candidates have indicated their willingness toserve the Society if elected. We are
very pleased to present thislist of nominees in that we are fully confident that, if
elected,each will serve the Society with diligence and enthusiasm. (DavidW. Krause,
Chair)
PROGRAM COMMITTEE
At the 1997 SVP meeting, more members submitted abstractsthan ever before, with 417
abstracts received. In the interestsof expanding the number of possible presentations, we
increasedthe number of Wednesday symposia to five, plus the Preparator=sSession. We
also added three concurrent sessions on Friday andSaturday mornings. The breakdown of
presentations by type andtaxonomic grouping is as follows: 53 talks in five symposia;
171total platform talks (fishes, 9; non-amniote tetrapods, 2; Synapsida,69; Reptilia, 65;
Aves, 65; Preparator=sSession, 17); 175 total posters (associated with symposia,
9;topics/history of VP, 6; preparator=s,9; fishes, 12; non-amniote tetrapods, 6; Synapsida,
67; reptiles,58); withdrawals/rejections, 9; abstract submissions, 408.
Despite these increases in the number of talks, roughlyone-third of the members
requesting platform talks had to be rescheduledto posters. Posters continue to form an
increasingly significantpart of the program of the SVP Annual Meeting and this trend
willcontinue, and platform slots will become increasingly competitiveunless some
provisions are made to increase the number of platformpresentations.
One hundred forty of the 417 submitted abstractswere returned to the authors for
revisions due to errors in format,grammar, or fact.
The number of submissions to the SVP program hasmore than doubled in the last four
years. The methods of abstractprocessing and meeting organization that served the
Society wellat its smaller size are becoming increasingly inefficient andcumbersome as
we continue to grow. Changes must be made, and immediately,to continue to serve the
needs of our membership. (Michael Parrish,Chair)
JOURNAL OF VERTEBRATE PALEONTOLOGY
As in previous years, this report is for the fiscalyear, 1 July 1996B30June 1997, and
summarizes information from the final two issuesof the Journal from 1996 (Volume 16,
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numbers 3 and 4 [September,December]) and the first two issues from 1997 (Volume 17,
numbers1 and 2 [March, June]).
Total numbers of pages published are: 877 (16[3],231; 16[4], 195; 17[1], 252; 17[2],
199); this compares with 796pages, the total in 1995B1996;for the current year, the
published contributions were distributedtopically as follows:
Papers (total of 64 titles; average length, 12 pages)
Fishes: 10 titles, 116 pages, 13% (of total pages)
Amphibians: 2 titles, 22 pages, 3%
Reptiles: 31 titles, 373 pages, 43% (includes dinosaurs:8 titles, 158 pages, 18%)
Birds: 2 titles, 14 pages, 2%
Mammals: 19 titles, 250 pages, 29%
Notes: 13 titles, 51 pages, 6%
Book Reviews: 5 titles, 8 pages, 1%
Rapid Communications: 1 title, 5 pages, 0.5%
Points of View: 2 titles, 3 pages, 0.3%
Announcements, Index, Guidelines for Manuscript Preparation:17 pages, 2%.
Number of contributions processed during the reportinginterval are:
Nonmammals:
Total number submitted: 42 (versus 50 in 1995B1996)
Rejected: 19 (45%, versus 33% in 1995B1996)
Mammals:
Total number submitted: 24 (versus 20 in 1995B1996)
Rejected: 14 (58%, versus 30% in 1995B1996)
Total number of contributions submitted: 66 (versus75 in 1995B1996,including five not
assignable taxonomically.
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Total rejected: 33 (50%, versus 31% in 1995B1996).
Speed of Publication
Time in months between acceptance and publicationhas steadily decreased during the
reporting interval: 16(3): 14.7(papers)/13.8 (notes); 16(4): 14 (for both papers and notes;
threemonths for Rapid Communications); 17(1): 13.1 (papers only; nonotes published);
17(2): 11 (papers)/10.5 (notes). During 1995B1996,the mean lag time between acceptance
and publication was not lowerthan about 14.5 months for any issue and was nearly 16
monthsfor 15(4).
International Contributions
It is important to note that the Journal of VertebratePaleontology has continued to be
international in the sourcesof its contributors, as indicated by the addresses of the
contributingauthors: USA: 74 (48%); non-USA: 79 (52%) (Canada, 29; UnitedKingdom,
7; China, 6; France, 5; Argentina, 5; India, 5; Australia,4; South Africa, 4; Russia, 3;
Turkey, 2; Finland, 2; Costa Rica,2; Brazil, 1; Japan, 1; Slovak Republic, 1; Kazakhstan,
1; Germany,1; Kenya, 1; Sweden, 1; New Zealand, 1).
Innovations
Two key innovations in the Journal were introducedduring the reporting period: the
establishment of the new categoryRapid Communications, with the first published
contribution in16(4), and Points of View, with two contributions published in17(2).
These new departments fill a need and do so without impingingin a deleterious way on
resources required for other parts ofthe Journal: collectively, these contributions
requiredless than 1% of the total pages published in the reporting period.One hopes that
the number of submissions in each department willincrease.
Change in Editors
During the reporting period, Nick Fraser completedhis term as Editor of JVP; David
Elliott, Department ofGeology, University of Northern Arizona, agreed to be his
replacementfor a three-year term beginning with Volume 17(4). (Richard C.Fox, David
Elliott)
CAWARD WINNERS C
1997 Awards Listing
Award Winner(s) Gift(s)
Romer/Simpson Colin Patterson Medal, framed SVPcertificate
Medal
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Alfred S. Romer Ryosuke Motani $300, $150 U of Cgift
Prize certificate, Snouters book*
Morris F. Skinner Churchill Family $500 + $300for expenses
Prize for the annual meeting, plaque
Joseph T. Gregory Judith Bacskai, $500 + $300for expenses
Award Bonnie Rauscher, for the annual meeting,
George V. Shkurkin plaque
Bryan Patterson Kristina Curry, $1,200, SVP certificate
Award Brian Curtice
Richard Estes Derek L. Parker $500, SVP certificate,
Award Snouters book*, $100 U of C certificate
Fellowship/ Richard Blob $2,500, certificate
Predoctoral
Honorary Chang Meemann, framed certificate
Membership Donald Russell,
William Turnbull
*Snouters books are donated each year by the Universityof Chicago.
ROMERB
BSIMPSONMEDAL: COLIN PATTERSON
I submitted a short biography a couple of years ago,when elected an Honorary Member
of SVP (News Bulletin,166:60B61),and will not repeat it here. Once I had convinced
myself thatthe President=sletter about the RomerBSimpsonMedal was not a joke (it took
some doing), I was amazed that thelot should have fallen on a foreigner who works on
fishes. Atthe Chicago meeting in October 1997, I took part in a symposiumon
actinopterygians at which the Great Hall of the Congress Hotel(seating capacity perhaps
600) held an audience outnumbered bythe 12 speakers. So it has usually been in my
previous experienceof fish sessions at SVP meetings. But consulting the list of
previousRomerBSimpsonrecipients, I was delighted to see that the second award wentto
my old friend and collaborator Bobb Schaeffer, who still visitsus annually in London. I
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learned too that three of the last fourrecipients are foreigners, and that my immediate
predecessor isanother Londoner and old friend, Percy Butler.
Receiving an award named for two people one knewbrings home the passage of time. I
did not know George Simpsonwell, and wonder if anyone did (Bobb Schaeffer has told
me ofhis daily ordeal, trying to think of a topic for conversationto occupy the lunch hour
that he had to spend with Simpson inAMNH). A characteristic memory is of taking
George to lunch inthe Victoria and Albert Museum, next door to BMNH. As we
crossedExhibition Road he pointed to some chalked graffiti high on apillar at the corner
of the V & ACAAh,Mongolian script!@he said. Perhaps it was. Al Romer I got to know
well when I spenta term at Harvard in 1970. Ruth and Al took me to their farmhouseat
Pelham for a weekend. I tried to repay them by spending Saturdayafternoon chopping
logs (and almost succumbed to sunstroke). AfterwardsRuth suggested beer, having heard
that I was fond of the stuff.She had got in a six-pack of Carlsberg Elephant, and I=msure
that neither she nor Al knew that it packs a far more substantialkick than everyday beer.
Al and I shared the six-pack and shortlyafterwards Ruth and I shared a hard time
getting him upstairs to bed.
An award like this is an occasion for thanks as muchas anything. Looking back over my
time in VP, I feel that I owea lot to a series of people. First would come Kenneth
Kermackwho supervised my Ph.D. and his wife Doris, who taught me as
anundergraduate and allowed me to escape from the horrors of parasitologyinto
Kenneth=sdomain. Next would be Erroll White and Harry Toombs, at firstdistant giants
who controlled the BMNH fossil fish collections,later friends and colleagues. Then
comes Brian Gardiner, who precededme in passing from Doris Kermack at Imperial
College to Kennethand fossil fishes at University College, and with whom I haveshared a
lot of fun over the years. When I joined BMNH, Briankept me supplied with his Ph.D.
students, including my presentexcellent colleague Peter Forey, who replaced Roger Miles
(whocame in when Erroll retired) moved into exhibition and management,to the
detriment of our profession. Next would come Donn Rosen,ichthyologist at AMNH (and
younger brother of the musician andpolymath Charles) who first brought me to the States
in 1967 andmany times thereafter. Donn and I enjoyed a most happy collaborationuntil
his awful death in 1986. Gary Nelson, who joined Donn atAMNH in 1968 (and had been
with us in London in 1967), was, andis, another valued and influential friend. Other
colleagues, American,European, and from elsewhere, become beyond enumeration once
onebegins to reflect, but I can=tomit Dave Johnson, ichthyologist at NMNH, with whom I
have enjoyed(and that is the word) collaborating since 1990. Dave has
filledDonn=splaceCnoeasy job. My repeated thanks to all of the above, to those
notmentioned, and to whoever at SVP pulled the strings. But mostof all, I thank BMNH,
a wonderful place to spend a working life,for its incomparable collection, libraries, and
staff. I alwayssaid I would work here for nothing, and have had the chance todo so since I
retired in 1993.
ALFRED S. ROMER PRIZE: RYOSUKE MOTANI
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I was born in a city called Tokuyama, located nearthe western end of the main island of
Japan (Honshu). Like anybodyelse, I loved dinosaurs as a kid. I=doften blame
ichthyosaurs for taking up precious space in my dinosaurpicture books; they looked too
ordinary, just like dolphins. Butwho knows what happens in life. Now I love ichthyosaurs
for beingso beautifully dolphin-like. Anyway, I lost my passion for dinosaursas I grew
up, especially after my family moved to Tokyo when Iwas 15. I wanted to become a
physicist or a mathematician.
Vertebrate paleontology is not a common disciplinein Japan: no doctoral course was
offered in 1990 when I chosethis field as my carrier (now there is one in Kyoto, with
Prof.Setoguchi). At that time, I belonged to the Geological Instituteof the University of
Tokyo as an undergraduate student in thepaleontology laboratory. Everybody there
worked on invertebrates,so it must have been a big headache for Prof. Hayami, the
headof the lab, when I insisted on studying vertebrates. But he generouslyallowed me to
pursue my interest with two conditions: I had towork on a partial ichthyosaurian skull
they had, and I shouldgo abroad to obtain a doctoral degree. I started collecting
literatureon ichthyosaurs, and quickly fell in love with these, the mostnoble of beasts. It
didn=ttake me long to learn that the leading ichthyosaurian paleontologistwas in Canada,
Dr. Chris McGowan.
I had a hard time getting funding for studying vertebratepaleontology abroad (my
country wouldn=tpay a cent, or yen, to be precise). First, I attempted to becomea student
of a dinosaur paleontologist, following Dr. Tomida=s(National Science Museum, Tokyo)
advice, but this did not workout in spite of his generous help. So the next year, I
decidedto follow my true interest, ichthyosaurs, and wrote to Dr. McGowan.And this was
the best decision I=veever made. Chris not only offered to take me as a student, butalso
provided funding out of his research grant. Once I arrivedin Toronto in 1992, he became
my doctorBfather,and I didn=thave to worry about anything. Chris and his first student,
Dr.Rosemary MacDougall (formerly Johnson), spent much time teachingme English
writing, and this is why I can manage to write manuscriptsmyself. According to Chris,
such help and support was passed onto him by his professor, Dr. John Attridge, who
probably receivedsimilar help from his professor, Dr. Charles Camp. I was awardedan
M.Sc. in 1994, and a Ph.D. in 1997, both from the Universityof Toronto. Thanks to Dr.
Kevin Padian and the Miller Institute,I am enjoying my postdoc at UC Berkeley now. I
am very lucky tohave supportive parents, Kensuke and Junko, and my wife Yoko,who
makes everything worthwhile.
MORRIS F. SKINNER PRIZE: CHURCHILL FAMILY
The Churchill Family=sassociation with paleontologists began in the early 1930s whenthe
Princeton University summer field crews, led by ProfessorGlenn Jepson, came to the
Churchill farm to get water. The crewswere working on Polecat Bench and the farm was
conveniently locatedin the Powell Valley just below the bench. The tie continues today.In
the past 67 years professors and their students from more than20 American universities
and ten foreign countries have visitedthe farm.
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Four generations of Churchills have enjoyed the interactionwith the fossil hunters;
Frederick G. and Alice, Frederick H.(Fritz) and Thelma, Winston and Beryl and their
family Thomas,Todd and Janice, and Coy and Deb.
Each Fourth of July, the Churchills host a barbecuefor all paleontologists doing field
work in the Big Horn Basin.The family looks forward to many more years of association
withthe professors and students who work in the area. In every way,they believe this
association has enriched their lives.
The Churchills have used the Skinner Award moneyto purchase a paving block at the
new Powell Valley Chamber ofCommerce building in tribute to the paleontologists who
have workedin the Big Horn Basin and to establish an Honor Roll of FossilHunters which
is also located in the Chamber headquarters.
JOSEPH T. GREGORY AWARD: JUDITH A. BACSKAI, BONNIERAUSCHER,
AND GEORGE V. SHKURKIN
Judith A. Bacskai
I was born and raised in Hungary, and immigratedto the United States of America in
1957. After working for tenyears as a chemical technician, I stayed at home with my
childrenand took night classes at the University of California Extension.In 1965 I was
introduced to vertebrate paleontology by SamuelP. Welles. When the class was over he
gave me a job preparingTriassic labyrinthodonts from Arizona. I was absolutely
fascinatedwith fossils and ancient life, and wanted to learn more aboutthem. I was
accepted to the University of California at Berkeleyand earned a B.A. in paleontology.
After graduating in 1970, Ijoined the staff of the Bibliography of Fossil
Vertebrates,where my background in foreign languages and paleontology camein very
handy. In 1973, when the Bibliography went outof business last time, I did some graduate
work in paleontology.With the enthusiastic support of the members of this Society,Joseph
T. Gregory, George Shkurkin, and I restarted publicationof the Bibliography in 1979, and
we kept it going for thepast 19 years.
Throughout the years I=vehad the privilege of working with some of the most
wonderful,dedicated people of this profession. Charles L. Camp and RachelNichols
introduced me to all the intricacies of compiling a bibliography.Dr. Boris Brajnikov was
a great friend; we often used to conversein French. My long-time cohorts and co-editors
Bonnie Rauscherand George Shkurkin, who share this award with me, have been
muchmore than just coworkers. They were invaluable companions andfriends, making
personal sacrifices through all of our ups anddowns; I shall miss them sorely. William A.
Clemens, our facultysponsor, has most generously given time and effort in supportof the
Bibliography, and deserves special thanks. MelissaWinans, Laurie Bryant, David
Fastovsky, David Eberth, Jim Clark,and all the others who worked with me, I remember
you well.
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Joseph T. Gregory, our Chief Editor, has been a majorinfluence over our many years of
association. His exacting scholarship,his tireless toil with the minutiae of compilation and
editingof references, and his generous efforts to keep this project afloatearned my great
admiration, respect, and heartfelt thanks. Itis therefore a very special honor to be the
recipient of the JosephT. Gregory Award. I appreciate the recognition, and wish to
expressmy gratitude to all those members of the Society who, with theirfinancial and
moral support, made it possible for me and my colleaguesto make our contribution to the
field of vertebrate paleontology.
Bonnie Rauscher
I am deeply honored to receive the Gregory awardwith my colleagues, Judy Bacskai and
George Shkurkin. I couldhardly be in finer company. It means a great deal to have
yearsof hard work recognized by the Society.
Of course I wasn=tgoing to be a scientist in the first place. My mother was oneof those
dedicated natural history folks who kept dragging meoff on bird walks, so I was pretty
determined not to have anythingto do with the natural sciences. The fact that I always
scoredhigh on science aptitude tests was irrelevant; as I told my highschool advisor,
ATheyjust make those parts easier!@I started college as a history major, and switched to
anthropologyhalfway through my first-ever anthro class. As I began doing
archaeology,someone pointed out that it was useful to know a little aboutrocks, and
maybe some botany and palynology would be helpful,and before I knew it I=dtaken more
than an academic year=sworth of nothing but science classes. I quickly realized thatbones
were more fun than artifacts (a lifetime dedicated to potsherdtypologies? No, thanks!),
and ended up with a bachelor=sdegree from San Diego State in physical anthropology. I
did havethe privilege of a summer doing archaeology with FranHoisBordes at PLchde
l=Azein France.
After the anthro department at UC Berkeley turnedme down (their loss, of course...), I
realized that UC actuallyhad a paleontology department, and furthermore there were
morekinds of fossils than just primates (gasp!). I ended up receivingmy master=sin
paleontology in 1983, describing a new genus of thylacoleonidmarsupial, Priscileo
pitikantensis, which is a very coolanimal and I wish someone would find a whole
skeleton. As a gradstudent, I began working for the Bibliography of Fossil
Vertebrates,continuing until the end of the project in 1997. I also do someintro level
teaching for UC, and I hope that I=llbe able to continue doing that, especially if a new job
takesme out of paleontology otherwise. Thank you again to the Societyfor many years of
good company, interesting meetings and discussions,and a deeply appreciated award.
George V. Shkurkin
The start of my university studies in 1947 was inchemical engineering which terminated
rather quickly as I becameaware of the multitude of fascinating subjects of which I
knewvery little. One of these was the beginning course in vertebratepaleontology taught
by the late Samuel P. Welles. This led toa plethora of courses in geology, zoology, and
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paleontology. Besides,finding an easy aptitude for languages, I took as many as
possibleto keep up my grade point average. At that time Sam Welles wasworking with
Charles Camp and Mort Green on the 1944B1948volume of the Bibliography of Fossil
Vertebrates, and Ibecame a gopher for library runs for Sam. In the next volume Iwas
making abstracts for entries.
Graduating from Berkeley in 1954, I did my stintin the U.S. Army and served in
Germany where I was dischargedand attended the Ruprecht-Karl (Heidelberg) University
in pre-and early history. Returning to Berkeley I entered graduate schoolin anthropology
and picked up where I left off working with CharlesCamp on the Bibliography of Fossil
Vertebrates. I leftBerkeley to teach prehistory at Hayward State University
whichinterrupted my collaboration with the Bibliography. Meanwhilethe Bibliography
ceased to exist. With the rejuvenationof the Bibliography, thanks to Joseph Gregory and
JudyBacskai, I was back in the saddle until its recent demise.
BRYAN PATTERSON AWARD: KRISTINA CURRY AND BRIANCURTICE
Kristina Curry
Kristina Curry received an undergraduate degree inbiology from Montana State
University in 1996. While in Bozeman,she studied under Jack Horner and conducted
research on dinosaurianbone histology and did field work in the Morrison, Judith
River,and Two Medicine formations. She is currently a Ph.D. studentunder the guidance
of Cathy Forster in the Department of AnatomicalSciences at the State University of New
York at Stony Brook. Inaddition to instructing human gross anatomy, Kristi is
developinga thesis on the Prosauropoda, with a focus on phylogeny and
biogeography,and the relevance of these issues to the TriassicBJurassicdinosaurian
radiation. Her work in bone histology continues withpreparation of manuscripts on
Apatosaurus growth ratesand dinosaurian epiphyseal microstructure. In September, she
plansa collaborative work on extant ratite histology with Dr. JacquesCastanet.
During the summer of 1997, Kristi was involved ina SUNY field expedition to
Zimbabwe and South Africa. While inZimbabwe, Kristi, Brian Curtice, and Darlington
Munyikwa conducteda reconnaisance in the ?JurassicBCretaceousKadzi Formation of
northern Zimbabwe (where few fossils were recovered,but mambas and elephants were
abundant!). She hopes to continuefield work in southern Zimbabwe in
TriassicBJurassicstrata in the coming months, and plans to incorporate recent
discoveriesfrom the Limpopo Valley into her dissertation. Finally, Kristiwill accompany
Dave Krause, Cathy Forster, and Scott Sampson toMadagascar this summer, where
she=llcontinue her investigation of the poorly sampled Ankazomihabokavertebrate fauna.
Kristi wishes to thank Cathy, Dave, and Scott forproviding so many opportunities for
such amazing field work. Specialacknowledgments go to Darlington and Brian,fellow
adventurers in the bush. Tatenda shikuru.
Brian Curtice
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My youth, spent amidst the relentless heat of northeastPhoenix=spristine deserts, offered
ample time to read, reflect, and dreamabout the terrestrial leviathans of yore. Crepuscular
activitiesinvariably involved imaginative Mesozoic journeys featuring suchchildhood
friends as rattlesnakes, Gila monsters, and horned toads,plus the omnipresent yellow
sauropod labeled ABrontosaurus@(of course none were permitted to call it anything other
thanApatosaurus, regardless of what the label said!). All of thestars in these fantastic
mental movies acted out their ordainedroles amidst a backdrop of prehistoric-looking
ocotillos, dreadchollas, and regal saguaros replete with chattering cactus wrens.In typical
paleontological fashion such antics failed to abate,despite many dire predictions from allknowing adults.
While earning a B.A. in anthropology at Arizona StateUniversity I spent many a
moonless night repossessing cars. Despitethe unique brand of excitement offered by such
a job I still feltempty and yearned to study my beloved quadrupedal saurischians.As
graduate school application deadlines loomed, the questionof AWhatnext?@took on
sauropodesque proportions, for though I knew exactly whatI wanted to do I had no idea
of where and how to make my dreamcome true. In hopes of finding a solution to this
dilemma I attendedthe SVP meetings in nearby Albuquerque, New Mexico, at which
Iwould meet two gentleman who forever altered the course of mylife.
One can imagine my awe at discussing sauropod dinosaurswith the world=sexpert, Dr.
Jack McIntosh, while standing beneath a Camarasaurusmount. Jack not only encouraged
me to pursue my interests, heintroduced me to Dr. Wade Miller of Brigham Young
University.Wade patiently listened to my plight then enthusiastically suggestedI apply to
be his student, which resulted in my sauropod apprenticeshipat the BYU Earth Science
Museum. The two years in Provo flashedby in but a blink, during which time countless
hours were spentlearning my craft. Upon receiving a M.Sc. in geology I was offto New
York where Dr. Catherine Forster of SUNY Stony Brook hadaccepted me as her student.
Cathy offered me not only the opportunityto study the jaw-dropping, drool-inducing
Madagascar sauropods,but also to venture into the Early Cretaceous sediments of
Zimbabweand South Africa! Sadly funding did not permit a sojourn to theLate Jurassic
Kadzi Formation of Zimbabwe, which two decades earlierhad produced sauropod
remains. Determined to touch Jurassic bedswhile in Africa, a proposal was submitted to
the Bryan PattersonAward Committee, and to my absolute delight and surprise it
wasselected for funding. The night before venturing to the KadziFormation, AGhostsin the
Darkness,@a movie about Bryan Patterson=sfather and his encounters with a pair of maneating lions, wasshown at the Bulawayo Theater. The end of the film noted thatthe lions
killed by Col. J. H. Patterson were on display at noneother than the Chicago Field
Museum of Natural History, whereI would receive the Bryan Patterson Award, and look
into the eyesof these lions, at the 1997 SVP meetings. Though the Kadzi offeredlittle in
the way of sauropod bones, it more than made up forthis by making one desert
dweller=schildhood dream come true.
RICHARD ESTES AWARD: DEREK L. PARKER
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I was introduced to paleontology quite by chancewhile I was an undergraduate at the
University of Chicago. IfI was to fall in love with paleontology, this was the universityto
do it at. I was soon interacting with researchers like AlfredZiegler, Paul Markwick, Jack
Sepkoski, Susan Kidwell, ChristineJanis, John Flynn, and Michael LaBarbera. I went
along with peopledoing field work in Texas, the Caribbean, Montana, Utah, and
NorthCarolina. Most importantly, I was given a four-term work-studyinternship at the
Paleogeographic Atlas Lab. This internship quicklyfostered a healthy interest in
terrestrial paleoecology and climatology.
In 1996 I joined the University of Cincinnati=sM.S. program in geology. At Cincinnati
I=vebeen able to take advantage of Glenn Storrs=expertise on fossil reptiles, as well as the
Department of Geology=sstrengths in paleoecology and paleoclimatology. The result
hasbeen an intriguing thesis project that is examining turtle paleoecologyand
EoceneBOligocenearidification in the Western Interior of North America. I havehigh
hopes for this project, and the possibility of applying climatologyand paleoecology to
areas outside of the study of Quaternary mammals.
I am, of course, grateful to the Society for my award.Without awards from SVP, I and
many other students would be inthe awkward position of having to pay all of our research
costsout of our own pockets. SVP=sinvestment in students helps to keep our scholarly
dreams alive.
FELLOWSHIP/PREDOCTORAL AWARD: RICHARD BLOB
I=vebeen fascinated by paleontology since my first childhood visitto the Academy of
Natural Sciences in Philadelphia, but the epiphanythat I could actually study fossil
vertebrates as a career camelaterCata volleyball game during my first week as an
undergraduate atthe University of Pennsylvania. At a Geology Department picnic,I
spotted a flyer advertising a new Individualized Studies Programin Paleobiology. After
talking to students and faculty excitedabout the inception of the program, I realized I
could actuallywork in the field I had dreamed about for years. I was hooked.With
supervision and encouragement from Peter Dodson, Tony Fiorillo,and Ted Daeschler, I
completed research on the comparative taphonomyof microvertebrate localities in the
Upper Cretaceous Judith RiverFormation of Montana. I not only found taphonomy and
evolutionarypaleoecology intriguing, but I felt especially rewarded as a
southeastPennsylvania nativeCIwas working at the museum that had spurred my interest
as a child,on fossil beds that had formed important parts of the early
paleontologicalresearch of Philadelphians Joseph Leidy and Edward Drinker Cope.
In 1992 I moved on to graduate studies at the Universityof Chicago. I=vecontinued to
work on Judithian microfaunas, collaborating withMatt Carrano, Cathy Forster, Ray
Rogers, and John Flynn on a reexaminationof the type area. We=vebeen especially
fortunate to have the help of volunteers fromthe Field Museum, who have helped us
create a live exhibit sortingmicrofossil concentrate and answering visitor questions. For
mythesis work, however, I=vehad an extraordinary opportunity at Chicago to explore
vertebratefunctional evolution by examining fossil morphology in the contextof
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experimental biomechanical data from extant species. Aftertwo courses with Jim Hopson,
I was convinced that therapsids werean outstanding group in which to study functional
transitionsand decided to focus on the evolutionary shift from sprawlingto nonsprawling
limb posture. A crucial component of my research(guided by Andy Biewener) has been
the measurement of limb-bonestresses during locomotion in living lizards and alligators.
Theseexperiments have shown the effects of differences in posture onbone loading, and
help to constrain biomechanically plausibleranges of limb posture in therapsid evolution.
Using these animalsto make experimental trackways in clay has also provided a
valuableperspective on the interpretation of South African fossil therapsidtrackways
(work with Laura Panko, Roger Smith, and Johann Welman),helping to quantify the
extent to which kinematics and footprintform vary with differences in substrate.
I am very grateful to the Society and feel trulyhonored to have been awarded the SVP
Predoctoral Fellowship. Iwould like to thank Peter Dodson and Tony Fiorillo for
steeringme through my undergraduate work and convincing me to pursue
paleontology,and my advisors Jim Hopson and Andy Biewener for their invaluableadvice
and strong support through the course of my thesis. I alsothank my fellow students at the
University of Chicago, especiallymy wife, Nora Espinoza, and my paleo office mates of
the pastfive years, Matt Carrano, Laura Panko, and Jeff Wilson, for allof their help and
encouragement.
HONORARY MEMBERSHIP: CHANG MEEMANN, DONALD RUSSELL,AND
WILLIAM TURNBULL
Donald Russell
I saw my first live vertebrate paleontologist inthe John Day fossil beds, in the persons of
Ted Downs and MortGreen, during a field trip that led to a degree in geology (1949)at
what was then Oregon State College. From there I went on tothe splendors of the campus
at Berkeley where I fell under theinfluence of Don Savage in the top floor warrens of the
HearstMining Building (shared with fellow grad students Richard Estes,Malcolm
McKenna, and Les Marcus). After four years in the NavyI returned to Berkeley for the
degree of Master of Arts (paleontology,I=msure all but the most fervent cladists will
agree, is still anart). This was in 1956, the year I embarked for a Aone-year@stay in France.
The object, or the excuse, was to become acquaintedwith the French material of the few
taxa known in common fromthe late PaleoceneBearlyEocene of North America. Four
years later I was offered a job,exclusively research, with the Centre national de la
Recherchescientifique, and three years after that, I defended the two thesesthat were
necessary to obtain a Doctorat-Ps-Sciences.The three-year Ph.D. had not yet reached
Europe.
The principal thesis concerned essentially all thathad been found of the Paleocene
mammalian fauna in Europe, buttreated material from only two localities: that from a
fissurefilling at Walbeck, housed in a gloomily picturesque castle inthen-Communist
Halle, Germany, and the other from Cernay-les-Reims,east of Paris, where I had quarried
and screen washed for fourlong field seasons. Using me as a foot-in-the-door, Don
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Savagemigrated briefly to France in the 1960s, initiating a collaborationon the mammals
of the early Eocene localities that are also foundin the region (Champagne) around
Reims. One thing led to anotherand we are still collaborating (I think).
Many other collaborations enriched my career, involvingprograms from Portugal to
Mongolia. Among these, that which leftthe deepest mark was surely the five consecutive
and wonderfulexpeditions to the early Tertiary of Pakistan with Phil Gingerich,beginning
in 1977. Another strong impression was left by the rigorsof five collecting sessions in
various parts of the Sahara. Theproject that was closest to my heart, however, was
AThePaleogene of Asia,@a ten-year hobby whose completion was made possible by the
helpof many friends, the most vital of which was Zhai Renjie for datafrom China. In the
realm of aid and counsel a particular placemust be reserved for my wife, Dr. Denise
Sigogneau-Russell, withoutwhom life would have been much more difficult and poorer.
Professionally, the past 40 years have been nearlyideal. Paleontology, and the worldwide
family of paleontologiststhat accompany it, have provided a lifetime of satisfaction.
Butnever having aspired to celebrity, it was a considerable surpriseto me to be notified of
my elevation to the status of HonoraryMember in the SVP. While feeling I do not equal
my peers, I thankmost sincerely all those responsible for granting me this distinction.
William Turnbull
I am grateful for having been selected as the recipientof the Society=sHonorary
Membership award for 1997. This is especially meaningfulfor me because the SVP has
been an integral part of my life. Byabout age ten Silurian and Devonian invertebrate
fossils foundin the pebbles of the Lake Michigan beaches near my Racine,
Wisconsin,home had piqued my interest in paleontology. By the time I reachedhigh
school, where no courses in either geology or paleontologywere taught, I had long since
devoured the available books onthose subjects in the public library. I finally overcame
my timidityand asked to see someone at the Field Museum for advice on howto prepare
for a career in that Aimpractical@field. This, the first of my several intrusions into the
Museum=sinner sanctum, brought me into contact with Elmer Riggs. His advicewas take
every high school science and math class offered, andsome readings were suggested.
Then, when I hoped to be shown somereal fossils, I was given a most unexpected bit of
advice: ASon,in this field you have to be able to do everything.@It was then that I focused
upon Riggs=job of the momentCrepairinga broken chair with wire and glue. It would take
another tripor two for me to get down to the real bones.
I attended the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukeefor two years before being inducted
into the Army in 1942. Soonafter basic training I was among the first to be entered
intothe Army=sSpecialized Training Program (ASTP), where I was assigned to
theengineering section for a year at Carnegie Tech in Pittsburgh(more science and math).
Then to the Armored Infantry and a six-monthhalftrack ride through Europe that ended at
the Brenner Pass onVE day. Upon discharge I walked into the museum and asked
forpermission to try out as a volunteer preparator, and soon washired. Almost at the same
time, to my dismay, I learned that Iwould have to wait several years before the University
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of Chicagowould accept anyone who had not already been one of their students,as those
returning veterans had to be served first. At this pointEverett Olson, later to become my
professor and one of four mentors,suggested that I enroll as a student-at-large, a category
thathad no such restriction. That done, it took me two decades ofpart-time university
study and simultaneous full-time work (tenyears as preparator, then as Assistant and
Associate Curator)before the doctorate was finally earned. In addition to Olson,Dwight
Davis, Bryan Patterson, and Rainer Zangerl all contributedto my development, offering
advice and encouragement. Four broadareas have captured my interest over the years: 1)
understandingthe evolutionary development of the Australian fauna (with yearsof
collaboration with Ernest Ludelius); 2) tooth development,morphology, and function; 3)
documenting the mammalian fauna ofthe Washakie Formation with its mixture of archaic
and modernorders; and 4) investigating the mammals of the Mesozoic
It has been a great experience watching the SVP growfrom a time when our annual
meeting was attended by perhaps 50people. It has always been open and friendly, with
genuine enthusiasms,discussions, theories, and arguments dominating the meetings.The
wonderful thing about it is that in spite of our present sizeand with necessarily
overlapping sessions, it still somehow retainsthat informality and friendliness that has
become its hallmark.During my year as President I was gratified to see the Societypick
up and restart the Bibliography of Fossil Vertebrates.It is a resource the likes of which
few fields can boast, andI for one regret its current (second) demise. I fear that we
willsoon come to regret the loss. We need to capture and documentthe ever-growing
publications in our field, without which thescience will suffer increasingly as the years
pass. On a morepositive side, it was in that same year of my presidency thatothers put
forth and enhanced the concept of starting a Journalof Vertebrate Paleontology. Its
success is gratifying. I rankthose two happenings as the highlights of my term. I thank
theSociety for giving me the opportunity to serve, and now for thisaward.
CCOMMITTEE LISTINGS C
AFFILIATED SOCIETIES LIAISON
Ted J. VlamisC6Brookfield Road\ Wichita KS 67206. (316) 685-2266; fax (316) 6852409;tjvlamis@aol.com.
ANNUAL AUCTION COMMITTEE
Brent H. Breithaupt, ChairCUniversityof Wyoming\ Geological Museum\ Laramie WY
82071-3006. (307) 766-2646;fax (307) 766-6679; uwgeoms@uwyo.edu.
Dan S. ChaneyCNationalMuseum of Natural History\ Dept. of Paleobiology, mrc121\
SmithsonianInstitution\ Washington DC 20560. (202) 357-4479; fax (202) 7862832;chaney.dan@nmnh.si.edu.
Pam A. D=ArgoCSVPBusiness Office\ 401 N. Michigan Avenue\ Chicago IL 606114267.(312) 321-3708; fax (312) 321-3700; svp@sba.com.
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Kyle L. DaviesCTheUniversity of Oklahoma\ Oklahoma Museum of Natural History\
1335Asp Avenue\ Norman OK 73019-0606. (405) 325-5327; fax (405) 3257699;ankylo@ou.edu.
Anthony R. FiorilloCDallasMuseum of Natural History\ P. O. Box 150349\ Dallas TX
75315.(214) 421-3466 x234; fax (214) 428-4356; fiorillo@mail.smu.edu.
David J. FroehlichCUniversityof Texas at Austin\ Vertebrate Paleo Lab\ J. J. Pickle
ResearchCampus\ Austin TX 78712. (512) 471-6088; eohippus@mail.utexas.edu.
Rolf E. JohnsonCMilwaukeePublic Museum\ 800 W. Wells Street\ Milwaukee WI
53233. (414)278-2745; fax (414) 278-6100.
DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Donald L. Lofgren, ChairCRaymondAlf Museum\ 1175 W. Baseline Road\ Claremont
CA 91711. (909) 482-5242;fax (909) 621-4582; dlofgren@webb.org.
L. Barry AlbrightCFloridaMuseum of Natural History\ University of Florida\
GainesvilleFL 32611-7800. albrt@citrus.ucr.edu.
Ralph E. EshelmanC12178Preston Dr.\ Lusby MD 20657. (410) 326-4877; fax (410)
326-4877.
Catherine ForsterCStateUniversity of New York\ Dept. of Anatomical Sciences\ Health
ScienceCenter\ Stony Brook NY 11794. (516) 444-8203; fax (516) 4443947;cforster@epo.som.sunysb.edu.
Cathleen L. MayCEC5-C,Elk Creek\ Gunnison CO 81230. (970) 641-2199; fax (970)
641-2199;catmay@rmi.net.
Stuart S. SumidaCCaliforniaState University\ Department of Biology\ 5500 University
Parkway\San Bernardino CA 92407-2307. (909) 880-5346; fax (909) 8807005;ssumida@wiley.csusb.edu.
Jessica M. TheodorCDepartmentof Ecology and Evolutionary Biology\ Brown
University\ Box G-B205\Providence RI 02912. (401) 863-3754; fax (401) 863-7544;
jessica_theodor@brown.edu.
EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Anthony R. Fiorillo, ChairCDallasMuseum of Natural History\ P. O. Box 150349\
Dallas TX 75315.(214) 421-3466 x234\ (214) 428-4356; fiorillo@mail.smu.edu.
Brent H. BreithauptCUniversityof Wyoming\ Geological Museum\ Laramie WY 820713006. (307) 766-2646;fax (307) 766-6679; uwgeoms@uwyo.edu.
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Michael J. RyanCRoyalTyrrell Museum\ Box 7500\ Drumheller AB T0J 0Y0\ Canada.
(403)823-7707; fax (403) 823-7131; rtmp@dns.magtech.ab.ca.
Judith G. ScotchmoorCMuseumof Paleontology\ University of California\ Berkeley CA
94720.(510) 642-4877; fax (510) 642-1822; judys@ucmp1.berkeley.edu.
RICHARD ESTES AWARD COMMITTEE
Timothy B. Rowe, ChairCUniversityof Texas at Austin\ Department of Geological
Sciences C1100\ AustinTX 78712. (512) 471-1725; (512) 471-9425;
rowe@mail.utexas.edu.
Kevin De QueirozCNationalMuseum of Natural History\ Division of Amphibians and
Reptiles\Smithsonian Institution\ Washington DC 20560. (202) 357-2212;fax (202) 7862979; dequeirk@nmnh.si.edu.
Jacques Armand GauthierCYaleUniversity\ Department of Geology and Geophysics\
Kline GeologyLab\ P. O. Box 208109\ New Haven CT 06520-8109. (203) 432-3150;fax
(203) 432-3134; jacques.gauthier@yale.edu.
Gregory K. PregillCUniversityof San Diego\ Department of Biology\ 5998 Alcala Park\
San DiegoCA 92110-2492. (619) 260-4729; fax (619) 260-6804; pregill@acusd.edu.
Robert M. SullivanCTheState Museum of Pennsylvania\ Paleontology and Geology\
Thirdand North Streets\ P. O. Box 1026\ Harrisburg PA 17108-1026. (717)783-9897; fax
(717) 783-4558; rsulliva@sparky.cmic.state.pa.us.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Louis L. Jacobs, PresidentCSouthernMethodist University\ Department of Geological
Sciences\ ShulerMuseum of Paleontology\ Dallas TX 75275. (214) 768-2773; fax
(214)768-2701; jacobs@mail.smu.edu.
John J. Flynn, Vice PresidentCFieldMuseum of Natural History\ Department of
Geology\ Roosevelt Roadat Lake Shore Drive\ Chicago IL 60605-2496. (312) 922-9410
x291;fax (312) 922-9566; flynn@fmppr.fmnh.org.
David W. Krause, Past PresidentCStateUniversity of New York\ Health Sciences Center\
Department ofAnatomical Sciences\ Stony Brook NY 11794-8081. (516) 444-3117;fax
(516) 444-3947; david.krause@sunysb.edu.
Catherine Badgley, SecretaryCUniversityof Michigan\ Museum of Paleontology\ Ann
Arbor MI 48109-1079.(313) 763-6448; fax (313) 936-1380; cbadgley@umich.edu.
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John R. Bolt, TreasurerCFieldMuseum of Natural History\ Department of Geology\
Roosevelt Roadat Lake Shore Drive\ Chicago IL 60605-2496. (312) 922-9410 x413;fax
(312) 922-9566; bolt@fmppr.fmnh.org.
Elizabeth Nicholls, Member-at-LargeCTyrrellMuseum of Palaeontology\ P. O. Box
7500\ Drumheller AB T0J 0Y0\Canada. (403) 823-7707; fax (403) 823-7131;
bnicholls@mcd.gov.ab.ca.
Richard Cifelli, Member-at-LargeCUniversityof Oklahoma\ Oklahoma Museum of
Natural History\ 1335 Asp Avenue\Norman OK 73019. (405) 325-4712; fax (405) 3257699; rlc@ou.edu.
Blaire Van Valkenburgh, Member-at-LargeCUniversityof California\ Department of
Biology\ Los Angeles CA 90095-1606.(310) 794-9398; fax (310) 206-3987;
bvanval@ucla.edu.
FINANCE COMMITTEE
John R. Bolt, ChairCFieldMuseum of Natural History\ Dept. of Geology\ Roosevelt Rd.
atLake Shore Drive\ Chicago IL 60605-2496. (312) 922-9410 x413;fax (312) 922-9566;
bolt@fmppr.fmnh.org.
William Stephen BartelsCAlbionCollege\ Department of Geological Sciences\ Albion
MI 49224. (517)629-0313; fax (517) 629-0509; wbartels@albion.edu.
Louis L. JacobsCSouthernMethodist University\ Dept. of Geological Sciences\ Shuler
Museumof Paleontology\ Dallas TX 75275. (214) 768-2773; fax (214) 7682701;jacobs@mail.smu.edu.
Michael E. NelsonCTrumanState University\ Division of Science\ Science Hall 262\
KirksvilleMO 63501. (816) 785-4597; fax (816) 785-4045; mnelson@truman.edu.
GOVERNMENT LIAISON COMMITTEE
Michael O. Woodburne, Co-ChairCUniversityof California\ Dept. of Earth
SciencesB036\Riverside CA 92521-0423. (909) 787-5028; fax (909) 787-4324;
mows@ucracl.ucr.edu.
Patrick Leiggi, Co-ChairCMontanaState University\ Museum of the Rockies\ Bozeman
MT 59717. (406)994-3983; fax (406) 994-3983; pleiggi@montana.edu.
Ted J. Vlamis, Co-ChairC6Brookfield Road\ Wichita KS 67206. (316) 685-2266; fax
(316) 685-2409;tjvlamis@aol.com.
Brent H. BreithauptCUniversityof Wyoming\ Geological Museum\ Laramie WY 820713006. (307) 766-2646;fax (307) 766-6679; uwgeoms@uwyo.edu.
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Donna J. EngardCDinosaurDepot\ Route 1 Box 9A\ Wetmore CO 81253-9619. (719)
269-7150;fax (719) 269-7227.
Lawrence J. FlynnCHarvardUniversity\ Peabody Museum of Archaeology and
Ethnology\ CambridgeMA 02138. (617) 496-3945; fax (617) 495-7535;
ljflynn@fas.harvard.edu.
David D. GilletteCUtahGeological Survey\ P. O. Box 146100\ Salt Lake City UT
84114-6100.(801) 537-3307; fax (801) 537-3400; nrugs.dgillett@state.ut.us.
Mark B. GoodwinCUniversityof California\ Museum of Paleontology\ 1101 Valley Life
SciencesBldg.\ Berkeley CA 94720. (510) 643-9745; fax (510) 6421822;markg@ucmp1.berkeley.edu.
John W. HogansonCNorthDakota Geological Survey\ 600 East Boulevard\ Bismarck
ND 58505-0840./(701) 328-8000; fax (701) 328-8010; jhoganso@pioneer.state.nd.us.
Robert M. Hunt, Jr.CW436Nebraska Hall\ Vertebrate Paleontology\ University of
Nebraska\Lincoln NE 68588-0549. (402) 472-2650; fax (402) 472-8949;
rhunt@unlinfo.unl.edu.
Allen J. KihmCMinotState University\ Department of Earth Sciences\ Minot ND
58707.(701) 858-3864; fax (701) 858-6163; kihm@warp6.cs.misu.nodak.edu.
James E. MartinCSouthDakota School of Mines and Technology\ Museum of Geology\
RapidCity SD 57701. (605) 394-2427; fax (605) 394-6131;
jmartin@msmailgw.sdsmt.edu.
Cathleen L. MayCEC5-C,Elk Creek\ Gunnison CO 81230. (970) 641-2199; fax (970)
641-2199;catmay@rmi.net.
Michael E. NelsonCTrumanState University\ Division of Science\ Science Hall 262\
KirksvilleMO 63501. (816) 785-4597; fax (816) 785-4045; mnelson@truman.edu.
Sally Y. SheltonCSanDiego Natural History Museum\ P.O.Box 1390\ San Diego CA
92112.(619) 232-0248; sshelton@sdnhm.org.
William P. WallCGeorgiaCollege and State University\ Department of Biology, CBX
081\Milledgeville GA 31061. (912) 454-0818; fax (912) 445-5290;
bwall@mail.gcsu.edu.
Anne WaltonC4505Roundup Trail\ Austin TX 78745. (512) 916-9233;
awalton@ix.netcom.com.
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Thomas E. WilliamsonCNewMexico Museum of Natural History\ 1801 Mountain Rd
NW\ AlbuquerqueNM 87104-1375. (505) 841-2835; fax (505) 841-2866;
tom@darwin.nmmnh-abq.mus.nm.us.
GOVERNMENT ADVISORY SUBCOMMITTEE
Laurie J. BryantCU.S. Department of Interior\ Bureau of Land Management\ 1701 EastE
Street\ Casper WY 82601. (307) 261-7731; fax (307) 234-1525;wylbryant@wy.blm.gov.
Dan ChureCP.O. Box 128\ Dinosaur National Monument\ Jensen UT 84035. (801)7892115; fax (801) 789-6159; dan_chure@nps.gov.
Theodore John FremdCJohnDay Fossil Beds\ HC 82 Box 126\ Kimberly OR 978489701. (541)987-2333; fax (541) 987-2336; ted_fremd@nps.gov.
Vincent L. SantucciCNationalPark Service\ Fossil Butte National Monument\ P. O. Box
592\ KemmererWY 83101. (307) 877-4455; fax (307) 877-4457;
vincent_santucci@nps.gov.
HONORARY MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE
Lawrence M. Witmer, ChairCOhioUniversity\ Department of Biomedical Sciences\
Athens OH 45701.(740) 593-9489; fax (740) 593-0300; witmerl@ohiou.edu.
Christine JanisCBrownUniversity\ Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology\
BoxG-B207\ Providence RI 02912. (401) 863-2215; fax (401) 8637544;christinejanis@brown.edu.
Olivier C. RieppelCFieldMuseum of Natural History\ Dept. of Geology\ Roosevelt Road
atLake Shore Dr.\ Chicago IL 60605-2496. (312) 922-9410 x414; fax(312) 922-9566;
rieppel@fmppr.fmnh.org.
Andre WyssCUniversityof California\ Department of Geological Sciences\ Santa
BarbaraCA 93106. (805) 893-8628; fax (805) 893-2314; wyss@geology.ucsb.edu.
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
Ralph E. Chapman, ChairCNationalMuseum of Natural History\ ADP-MRC 136 NHB\
Smithsonian Institution\Washington DC 20560. (202) 786-2293; fax (703) 680-1400;
chapman.ralph@nmnh.si.edu.
John D. DamuthCUniversityof CaliforniaBSantaBarbara\ Dept. of Ecology, Evolution
and Marine Biology\ SantaBarbara CA 93106. (805) 893-8066; fax (805) 893-4724;
damuth@lifesci.ucsb.edu.
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Nicholas C. FraserCVirginiaMuseum of Natural History\ 1001 Douglas Ave.\
Martinsville VA24112. (540) 666-8642; fax (540) 632-6487; nfraser@neocomm.net.
Tess KissingerCWaltersand Kissinger\ 2634 Parrish St.\ Philadelphia PA 19130.
(215)765-1123; fax (215) 765-1123.
Norman MacLeodCTheNatural History Museum\ Department of Palaeontology\
CromwellRoad\ London SW7 5BD\ United Kingdom. 44 (0) 171-938-9006; fax44 (0)
171-938-9277; n.macleod@nhm.ac.uk.
Samuel A. McLeodCLosAngeles County Museum of Natural History\ VP Section\ 900
ExpositionBlvd.\ Los Angeles CA 90007. (213) 763-3325; fax (213) 7467431;smcleod@rcf.usc.edu.
David PollyC125Aveling Park Road\ London\ E17 4NS\ United Kingdom. 44 (0)
171938-9574; d.polly@nhm.ac.uk.
Timothy B. RoweCUniversityof Texas at Austin\ Department of Geological Sciences
C1100\ AustinTX 78712. (512) 471-1725; fax (512) 471-9425; rowe@mail.utexas.edu.
Rickard S. Toomey IIICIllinoisState Museum Collections Center\ Geology\ 1011 East
Ash Street\Springfield IL 62703. (217) 524-7908; fax (217) 785-2857;
toomey@museum.state.il.us.
Neil Whiteley-BoltonCPrinseneiland79N\ Amsterdam 1013LM\ The Netherlands. 31 20
6274425.
MEDIA LIAISON COMMITTEE
J. G. M. Thewissen, ChairCNEOUCOMAnatomy\ 4209 State Route 44\ P. O. Box 95\
Rootstown OH 44272.(330) 325-2511; fax (330) 325-1076; thewisse@neoucom.edu.
Nicholas C. FraserCVirginiaMuseum of Natural History\ 1001 Douglas Ave.\
Martinsville VA24112. (540) 666-8642; fax (540) 632-6487; nfraser@neocomm.net.
Kevin PadianCUniversityof California\ Museum of Paleontology\ 1101 Valley Life
SciencesBldg.\ Berkeley CA 94720-4780. (510) 642-7434; fax (510) 6421822;kpadian@socrates.berkeley.edu.
Neil ShubinCUniversityof Pennsylvania\ Department of Biology\ Goddard
Laboratories\3800 Hamilton Walk\ Philadelphia PA 19104-6017. (215) 898-0483;fax
(215) 898-8780; nshubin@sas.upenn.edu.
MEETING PROGRAM COMMITTEE
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J. Michael Parrish, ChairCNorthernIllinois University\ Department of Biological
Sciences\ DeKalbIL 60115. (815) 753-3200; fax (815) 753-0461; mparrish@niu.edu.
Scott E. FossCNorthernIllinois University\ Department of Biological Sciences\
DeKalbIL 60115-2861. (815) 753-9218; fax (815) 753-0461; fossil@niu.edu.
John P. HunterCDepartmentof Anatomy\ New York College of Osteopathic Medicine\
Old WestburyNY 11568. (516) 626-6944 x6802; fax (516) 626-6936;
jphunter@iris.nyit.edu.
Kevin PadianCUniversityof California\ Museum of Paleontology\ 1101 Valley Life
SciencesBldg.\ Berkeley CA 94720-4780. (510) 642-7434; fax (510) 6421822;kpadian@socrates.berkeley.edu.
Nancy B. SimmonsCAmericanMuseum of Natural History\ Department of Mammalogy\
Central ParkWest at 79th Street\ New York NY 10024-5192. (212) 769-5483; fax(212)
769-5239; simmons@amnh.org.
Mark V. H. WilsonCUniversityof Alberta\ Department of Biological Sciences\
Edmonton AB T6G2E9\ Canada. (403) 492-5408; fax (403) 492-9234;
mark.wilson@ualberta.ca.
MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE
Mark D. Uhen, Co-ChairCCranbrookInst. of Science\ P.O.Box 801\ 1221 N. Woodward
Ave.\ BloomfieldHills MI 48303-0801. (248) 645-3253; fax (248) 645-3050;
mark_uhen@cc.cranbrook.edu.
Rebecca G. Mattison, Co-ChairC631Strawberry Hill Road\ Concord MA 01742. (617)
283-3172; mattison@bio.umass.edu.
J. David ArchibaldCSanDiego State University\ Department of Biology\ 5500
CampanileDr.\ San Diego CA 92182-4614. (619) 594-6917; fax (619) 5945676;darchibald@sunstroke.sdsu.edu.
Audrone R. BikneviciusCOhioUniversity\ Department of Biological Sciences\ Athens
OH 45701-2979.(614) 593-0487; fax (614) 593-0300; biknevic@ohiou.edu.
Luis M. ChiappeCAmericanMuseum of Natural History\ Dept. of Ornithology\ Central
ParkWest at 79th St.\ New York NY 10024-5192. (212) 769-5792; fax(212) 769-5759;
chiappe@amnh.org.
David L. FoxCUniversityof Michigan\ Museum of Paleontology\ Ann Arbor MI 481091079.(313) 764-0489; dlfox@umich.edu.
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Stephen Miles GatesyCBrownUniversity\ Department of Ecology and Evolutionary
Biology\ BoxG-B209\ Providence RI 02912. (401) 863-3770; fax (401) 8637544;stephen_gatesy@brown.edu.
Lois J. RoeCUniversityof Arizona\ Department of Geosciences\ Room 208,
GouldBSimpsonBldg.\ Tucson AZ 85721. (520) 621-6024; fax (520) 621-2672;
lroe@geo.arizona.edu.
Yukimitsu TomidaC3-23Hyakunincho\ National Science Museum\ Shinjuku, Tokyo
169\ Japan.81-3-3364-2311; fax 81-3-3364-7104; y-tomida@kahaku.go.jp.
Wighart von KoenigswaldCInstithtfhrPal@ontologieder Universit@tBonn\ Nussallee 8\ D53115 Bonn\ Germany. 49-228-733104; fax 49-228-733509;pal-inst@uni-bonn.de.
NOMINATING COMMITTEE
David W. Krause, ChairCStateUniversity of New York\ Health Sciences Center\
Department ofAnatomical Science\ Stony Brook NY 11794-8081. (516) 444-3117;fax
(516) 444-3947; david.krause@sunysb.edu.
William A. ClemensCUniversityof California\ 1101 Valley Life Sciences Building\
Museum of Paleontology\Berkeley CA 94720-4780. (510) 642-6675; fax (510) 6421822; billc@ucmp1.berkeley.edu.
Bruce J. MacFaddenCUniversityof Florida\ Florida Museum of Natural History\
Gainesville FL32611-7800. (352) 392-6566; fax (352) 846-0287;
bmacfadd@flmnh.ufl.edu.
BRYAN PATTERSON MEMORIAL PRIZE
James M. Clark, ChairCGeorgeWashington University\ Department of Biological
Sciences\ WashingtonDC 20052. (202) 994-7144; fax (202) 994-6100;
jclark@gwis2.circ.gwu.edu.
Thomas M. BownC450West Cool Drive #219\ Tucson AZ 85704. tmbown@usgs.gov.
Jin MengCUniversityof MassachusettsBAmherst\Department of Biology\ Morrill
Science Center\ Amherst MA 01003.(413) 545-3565; fax (413) 545-3243;
jmeng@bio.umass.edu.
Kenneth D. RoseCJohnsHopkins University School of Medicine\ Department of Cell
Biologyand Anatomy\ 725 N. Wolfe Street\ Baltimore MD 21205. (410) 955-7172;fax
(410) 955-4129; kdrose@welchlink.welch.jhu.edu.
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Paul C. SerenoCUniversityof Chicago\ Department of Organismal Biology and
Anatomy\ 1027E. 57th Street\ Chicago IL 60637. (773) 702-8115; fax (773) 8340545;dinosaur@uchicago.edu.
PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE
Richard Cifelli, ChairCUniversityof Oklahoma\ Oklahoma Museum of Natural History\
Norman OK 73019.(405) 325-4712; fax (405) 325-7699; rlc@ou.edu.
Brent H. BreithauptCUniversityof Wyoming\ Geological Museum\ Laramie WY 820713006. (307) 766-2646;fax (307) 766-6679; uwgeoms@uwyo.edu.
Ralph E. ChapmanCNationalMuseum of Natural History\ ADP-MRC 136 NHB\
Smithsonian Institution\Washington DC 20560. (202) 786-2293; fax (703) 680-1400;
chapman.ralph@nmnh.si.edu.
David ElliottCNorthernArizona University\ Department of Geology\ Box 4099\
FlagstaffAZ 86011. (520) 523-7188; fax (520) 523-9220; dke@jan.ucc.nau.edu.
Richard C. FoxCUniversityof Alberta\ Laboratory for Vertebrate Paleontology\
Departmentof Biological Sciences\ Edmonton AB T6G 2E9\ Canada. (403) 492-5491;fax
(403) 492-9234; richard.fox@ualberta.ca.
Nicholas C. FraserCVirginiaMuseum of Natural History\ 1001 Douglas Ave.\
Martinsville VA24112. (540) 666-8642; fax (540) 632-6487; nfraser@neocomm.net.
J. Michael ParrishCNorthernIllinois University\ Department of Biological Sciences\
DeKalbIL 60115. (815) 753-3200; fax (815) 753-0461; mparrish@niu.edu
Timothy B. RoweCUniversityof Texas at Austin\ Department of Geological Sciences
C1100\ AustinTX 78712. (512) 471-1725; fax (512) 471-9425; rowe@mail.utexas.edu.
ROMERSIMPSON MEDAL COMMITTEE
Audrone R. Biknevicius, ChairCOhioUniversity\ Department of Biological Sciences\
Athens OH 45701-2979.(614) 593-0487; fax (614) 593-0300; biknevic@ohiou.edu.
Per Erik AhlbergCTheNatural History Museum\ Department of Palaeontology\
CromwellRoad\ London SW7 5BD\ United Kingdom. 171 938 9528; fax 171 9389277;
pea@nhm.ac.uk.
Ted DaeschlerCAcademyof Natural Sciences\ 1900 Benjamin Franklin Parkway\
PhiladelphiaPA 19103-1195. (215) 299-1133; fax (215) 299-1028;
daeschler@say.acnatsci.org.
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David Bruce NormanCUniversityof Cambridge\ Sedgwick Museum\ Downing Street\
Cambridge CB2 3EQ\United Kingdom. 44 1223 333426; fax 44 1223 333450;
dnlO2@esc.cam.ac.uk.
Kenneth D. RoseCJohnsHopkins University School of Medicine\ Department of Cell
Biologyand Anatomy\ 725 N. Wolfe Street\ Baltimore MD 21205. (410) 955-7172;fax
(410) 955-4129; kdrose@welchlink.welch.jhu.edu.
MORRIS SKINNER PRIZE COMMITTEE
William R. Hammer, ChairCAugustanaCollege\ Department of Geology\ Rock Island IL
61201. (309) 794-7487;fax (309) 794-7422; glhammer@augustana.edu.
William Stephen BartelsCAlbionCollege\ Department of Geological Sciences\ Albion
MI 49224. (517)629-0313; fax (517) 629-0509; wbartels@albion.edu.
Donald L. LofgrenCRaymondAlf Museum\ 1175 W. Baseline Road\ Claremont CA
91711. (909) 482-5242;fax (909) 621-4582; dlofgren@webb.org.
MISCELLANEOUS
1998 SVP Annual Meeting Host Committee
David D. Gillette, ChairCUtahGeological Survey\ P. O. Box 146100\ Salt Lake City UT
84114-6100.(801) 537-3307; fax (801) 537-3400; nrugs.dgillett@state.ut.us.
Martha C. HaydenCUtahGeological Survey\ 1594 W. North Temple, Suite 3410\ P. O.
Box146100\ Salt Lake City UT 84114-6100. (801) 537-3311; fax (801)537-3400;
nrugs.mhayden@state.ut.us.
Janet Whitmore GilletteCUtahMuseum of Natural History\ University of Utah\ Salt Lake
CityUT 84112. (801) 581-5578; fax (801) 585-3684; gillette@geode.umnh.utah.edu.
Jerry GoldenCUtahFriends of Paleontology. (801) 485-0600.
Clark WarrenCUtahFriends of Paleontology. (435) 637-0312.
PUBLICATIONS
Journal of Vertebrate Paleontology
Richard C. Fox, EditorCUniversityof Alberta\ Laboratory for Vertebrate Paleontology\
Departmentof Biological Sciences\ Edmonton AB T6G 2E9\ Canada. (403) 492-5491;fax
(403) 492-9234; richard.fox@ualberta.ca.
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David Elliott, EditorCNorthernArizona University\ Department of Geology\ Box 4099\
FlagstaffAZ 86011. (520) 523-7188; fax (520) 523-9220; dke@jan.ucc.nau.edu.
Nicholas C. Fraser, JVP Memoir EditorCVirginiaMuseum of Natural History\ 1001
Douglas Ave.\ Martinsville VA24112. (540) 666-8642; fax (540) 632-6487;
nfraser@neocomm.net.
Robert J. Emry, JVP Editor for Special PublicationsCNationalMuseum of Natural
History\ Department of Paleobiology\ SmithsonianInstitution\ Washington DC 20560.
(202) 357-1774; fax (202) 786-2832;mnhpb065@sivm.si.edu.
Brent H. Breithaupt, Advertising EditorCUniversityof Wyoming\ Geological Museum\
Laramie WY 82071-3006. (307) 766-2646;fax (307) 766-6679; uwgeoms@uwyo.edu.
Pam A. D=Argo,Managing EditorCSVPBusiness Office\ 401 N. Michigan Avenue\
Chicago IL 60611. (312)321-3708; fax (312) 321-3700; svp@sba.com.
SVP News Bulletin
David S. Berman, EditorCSectionof Vertebrate Paleontology\ Carnegie Museum of
Natural History\4400 Forbes Avenue\ Pittsburgh PA 15213-4080. (412) 622-3248;fax
(412) 622-8837; bermand@clpgh.org.
Brent Breithaupt, Advertising EditorCGeologicalMuseum\ University of Wyoming\
Laramie WY 82071-3006. (307) 766-2646;fax (307) 766-6679; uwgeoms@uwyo.edu.
Mary Ann Schmidt, Managing EditorCScientificPublications\ Carnegie Museum of
Natural History\ 4400 ForbesAvenue\ Pittsburgh PA 15213-4080. (412) 622-3287; fax
(412) 622-8837;schmidtm@clpgh.org.
CNEW MEMBERS C
Adam, Peter J.CSDSUBiology\ 5500 Campanile Dr.\ San Diego CA 92182. (619) 5944584;padam@sunstroke.sdsu.edu.
Andres, Brian B.CM160Jester Center East\ 101 East 21st St.\ Austin TX 78705.
(512)495-2494; doppleganger@mail.utexas.edu.
Apesteguia, SebastianCAv.Angel Gallardo 470\ Capital Federal\ Buenos Aires 1405\
Argentina.(021) 23-3674; fernovas@muanbe.gov.ar.
Bartlett, JeffC2836Chapel Hill Rd. #30G\ Durham NC 27707. (919) 493-8251;
jabartle@unity.ncsu.edu.
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Berkoff, Michael D.CNaturalHistory Museum of Los Angeles County\ 900 Exposition
Blvd.\ Sectionof Vertebrate Paleontology\ Los Angeles CA 90007. (213) 763-3324;fax
(213) 746-7431; mberkoff@ix.netcom.com.
Bishop, John R., Jr.CRoute2 Box 137\ Ravenswood WV 26164. (304) 273-3720;
pkb00501@alpha.wuup.wunet.edu.
Black, SarahC488Old Bedford Road\ Concord MA 01742. (508) 369-1545; fax
(508)369-1545; sblack@gwis2.circ.gwu.edu.
Bowen, GabrielC216Packard St.\ Ann Arbor MI 48104. (313) 997-0603;
gjbowen@umich.edu.
Bradley, LawrenceCUniversityof Nebraska\ Department of Biology\ 2531 N. 60th Ave.\
Omaha NE68104. (402) 556-2306; lbradley@unomaha.edu.
Broede, IreneC2510Forest Ave.\ Riverside IL 60546. (708) 447-5295.
Cameron, Reid A.C1995Bison G.\ Grand Junction CO 81503. (970) 243-2282; fax (970)
256-9564.
Chemas, RichardoCCremeb:6.096\ Rue Ilheus 200BRioVermelho\ 41950-570 Salvador,
Bahia\ Brazil. 55 71 247-1313; fax55 71 247-1313.
Coleman, SteveC1011Lemon Drive\ Saint Martinville LA 70582. (318) 845-4994;
src2549@usl.edu.
Connely, Melissa V.CTateGeological Museum\ 2210 E. 17th\ Casper WY 82609. (307)
472-0605;fax (307) 268-2514.
Cuozzo, Frank P.CUniversityof Colorado\ Department of Anthropology\ Campus Box
233\ BoulderCO 80309-0233. (303) 492-7947; cuozzo@colorado.edu.
Dawes, StevenC105Apt. 1F Grant-Chamberlain Dr.\ Bozeman MT 59715. (406) 5872985;gsd1735@trex2.oscs.montana.edu.
DeNooyer, CathrinC137Red Cloud Trail #806\ Lafayette IN 47905. (765) 449-2580;
denooyer@eas.purdue.edu.
Deegan, BobC97Raymond St.\ Fairhaven MA 02719-2426. (508) 922-6869.
Dwyer, Patricia E.C5679BWright St.\ Otis ANGB MA 02542. (508) 564-7669;
ddwyer1@capecod.net.
Feranec, RobertCUniversityof Florida\ 1216 SW 2nd Ave. #144\ Gainesville FL 32601.
(352)378-5131; rsferane@ufl.edu.
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Fortman, FredCAugustanaCollege\ Box 550, 639 38th St.\ Rock Island IL 61201. (309)
794-8045;fred-fortman@augustana.edu.
Garcia, WilliamCFortHays State University\ Department of Geosciences\ Tamanek
Hall\Hays KS 67601. (913) 628-5431; w_garcia@hotmail.com.
Giminez, OlgaCMuseoPaleontologico\ 9 de Julio 655\ Trelew (9100) Chubut\
Argentina.54-965-20012; muspal@satlink.com.
Goldberg, ArthurC416Hungerford Dr., Suite 310\ Rockville MD 20850. (301) 340-0313.
Greene, Tene D.C828BlackwoodBClementinRd., Apt. 288\ Clementon NJ 08021. (609)
346-0221; teneg@unm.edu.
Harris, Susan K.C1150Sigman Rd. NE, Y-195\ Conyers GA 30012. (770) 761-9599;
susan_harris@hotmail.com.
Hartman, DeborahC2224W. Thorn Lane\ Crete IL 60417. (708) 672-0120;
dfh@interaccess.com.
Hawley, RussellCc/oScott Hartman\ 1900 S. Missouri #2736\ Casper WY 82609.
(307)235-4780.
Hiller, NortonCCanterburyMuseum\ Rolleston Avenue\ Christchurch\ New Zealand. 03366-5000;fax 03-366-5622; nhiller@cantmus.govt.nz.
Horovitz, InesCAmericanMuseum of Natural History\ Department of Vertebrate
Paleontology\Central Park West at 79th St.\ New York NY 10024-5192. (212) 7695810;fax (212) 769-5842; horovitz@amnh.org.
Horwitt, Rebecca P.C23Robin Rd.\ Craryville NY 12521. (518) 325-3395;
horwitt.rebecca@nmnh.si.edu.
Jagt, John W. M.CDienstKCO\ Natuurhistorisch Museum Maastricht\ P. O. Box 882\
NL-6200AW Maastricht\ The Netherlands. (+31) 43-350-5490; fax (+31) 43-3505475;mail@nhmmaastricht.nl.
Jaynes, CharlesC2513La Charles NE\ Albuquerque NM 87112. (505) 294-5269;
safety@flash.net.
Johnson, RolandC2533Riverwood Drive\ Port Huron MI 48060. (810) 987-3827.
Jones, DarrylC46Whitehaven Dr.\ Brampton ON L6Z 2R5\ Canada. (905) 840-4892;
dinoguy@interlog.com.
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Josephs, Richard L.C321Hawkeye Court\ Iowa City IA 52246-2806. (319) 353-4480;
richard-josephs@uiowa.edu.
Kaiser, Thomas M.CInstituteand Museum of Zoology\ University Greifswald\ JohannSebastian-BachStra8e11B12\Greifswald 17489\ Germany. +49 03834-864265; fax +49
03834-864252;kaiser@gryps1.rz.uni-greifswald.de.
Kear, Benjamin P.CP.O. Box 594 Bondi Junction\ Sydney NSW 2022\ Australia. (02)
9399-3863;z2208068@student.unsw.edu.au.
Kendrick, JamesC6655Sparta Road\ Sebring FL 33872. (941) 385-0452.
Key, Neva J.C40East Pleasant Lake Rd.\ North Oaks MN 55127. (612) 483-9352;
nkey1@aol.com.
Kouji, KawaiCGifuPrefectural Museum\ 239-1 Kamihachiya Hachiya\ Minokamo,
Gifu505\ Japan. 0574-26-7831.
Kraus, Trisha K.C502E. 6th, Apt. 6\ Hays KS 67601. (785) 623-2849; fax (785) 6284518;f778@fhsuvm.fhsu.edu.
Krolikowski, John G.C1554South 56th Street\ West Milwaukee WI 53214. (414) 3216366; jkrolik@execpc.com.
Laurie, Kevin H.C30Headland Drive\ Discovery Bay\ Lantau\ Hong Kong. 085229877045;fax 0852-29877522.
LoRusso, DanCTheDinosaur Studio\ 116 Bowdoin Street\ Medford MA 02155. (617)
396-8066;fax (617) 396-8177; loru1588@pop3.ziplink.net.
Lofgren, AndreaC151N. Michigan Ave. #18\ Chicago IL 60601. (312) 228-1073;
astock2@uic.edu.
Lovelace, DaveC935S. Melrose\ Casper WY 82601. (307) 472-2935; fax (307) 4732905;davel@trib.com.
Manning, RockyC1107Wiltshire Dr.\ Carrollton TX 75007. (972) 466-0483;
manningrl@aol.com.
Marshall, Mark S.CIndianaUniversity School of Medicine\ 1044 West Walnut St., Room
R4-302\Indianapolis IN 46202. (317) 274-7565; fax (317) 274-7592;
mark_marshall@iucc.iupui.edu.
Mickelson, Debra L.C3550Belcaro Lane\ Denver CO 80209. (303) 722-4905; fax (303)
337-9458;mickelsd@ucsu.colorado.edu.
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Mihlbachler, Matthew C.CUniversityof Florida\ Department of Zoology\ Bartram Hall\
Gainesville FL32611. (352) 392-1107; mihlbach@zoo.ufl.edu.
Miles, CliffC1038N. Industrial Park\ Orem UT 84057. (801) 226-5330; fax (801) 2265330.
Monteleone, WilliamCLostArt Sculpture\ 72 Timberland\ Aliso Viejo CA 92656-2143.
(714)448-7153; fax (714) 448-7154; wmonte@concentric.net.
Noble, BrianC130Annette Street\ Toronto ON M6P 1P2\ Canada. (416) 767-4082;
brian.noble@utoronto.ca.
O=Conner,PatrickCSUNYBStonyBrook\ Department of Anatomical Sciences\ Health
Sciences Center,T-8\ Stony Brook NY 11794-3947. (516) 444-3119; fax (516) 4443947;pmoconn@ic.suny.sb.edu.
Osterhaudt, JoniCNorthernArizona University\ 3765 S. Yaqui Dr. #2B\ Flagstaff AZ
86011.(520) 214-7282; jeo2@dana.ucc.nau.edu.
Parker, Gilbert D.C15505E. 44 Terrace\ Independence MO 64055. (816) 373-9453;
gilbert.parker@micro.com.
Passaglia, KathrynCFieldMuseum of Natural History\ Roosevelt Road at Lake Shore
Dr.\ ChicagoIL 60605-2496. (312) 922-9410 x296; fax (312) 922-9566.
Pelligrini, RodrigoCTheUniversity of Kansas\ 1335 Louisiana St.\ Lawrence KS 660443494.(913) 864-1780; rodpelle@falcon.cc.ukans.edu.
Penkalski, PaulCNorthCarolina State University\ Department of Marine, Earth and
AtmosphericSciences\ Raleigh NC 27695. (919) 515-2829; paulp@macc.wisc.edu.
Person, JeffCSouthDakota School of Mines and Technology\ 35 E. Signal Dr.\
RapidCity SD 57701. (605) 342-3186.
Rainforth, Emma C.CLamont-DohertyEarth Observ.\ Geoscience 206E\ Box 1000\
Palisades NY 10964.(914) 365-8621; fax (914) 365-8154; emmar@ldeo.columbia.edu.
Roe, Harwood S., Jr.C154Lemonton Way\ Radnor PA 19087. (610) 940-1668.
Ruez, Dennis R., Jr.CFloridaMuseum of Natural History\ 1930 NW 2nd Ave.\
Gainesville FL 32609.(352) 335-8250; druez@grove.ufl.edu.
Rufolo, Scott J.C447N. 800 E., Basement Apt.\ Provo UT 84606-3356. (801) 3370409;sjr@geology.byu.edu.
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Schwarz, DanielaCFreieUniversit@tBerlin\ InstithtfhrPal@ontologie\Malteserstra8e74100\ D-12245 Berlin\ Germany.
Severson, HollyCUniversityof Michigan\ 1943 Pointe Lane #101\ Ann Arbor MI 48105.
(313)669-9104; fax (313) 936-1380; hseverso@umich.edu.
Shin, MarietteC2803Regent St.\ Berkeley CA 94705. (570) 540-6595; fax (570) 5211547;mariette_shin@mclarenhart.com.
Stein, WalterCBigHorn Basin Foundation\ 828 Bighorn\ Thermopolis WY 82443.
(307)864-2983.
Strosnider, Darrin R.C7303W. Robin Lane\ Glendale AZ 85310. (602) 561-2294;
darrin.strosnider@cas.honeywell.com.
Superchi, ToniC2316Wisconsin\ Rapid City SD 57701. (605) 355-0509.
Taras, Scott S.C8438Timber Mill\ San Antonio TX 78250-4232. (210) 681-0133;
sltaras@msn.com.
Trapani, JoshuaCUniversityof Michigan\ Museum of Paleontology\ 1109 Geddes Rd.\
Ann ArborMI 48109-1079. (313) 647-7461; jtrapani@umich.edu.
Trujillo, Kelli C.CUniversityof Wyoming\ P. O. Box 323\ Centennial WY 82055. (307)
760-0366;fax (307) 766-6679; ktrujill@uwyo.edu.
Tucker, ShaneCUniversityof NebraskaBLincoln\2344 N. 44th St. #19\ Lincoln NE
68504. (402) 465-5735; shanetuc@unlgrad1.unl.edu.
Wahl, William R., Jr.CTateMuseum\ Casper College\ 125 College Dr.\ Casper WY
82601. (303)268-2447; fax (303) 268-2514.
Walker, RachaelC220East Pointe Lane, Apt. E23\ East Lansing MI 48823. (517) 3326728;walkerr2@pilot.msu.edu.
Wedel, Mathew J.COklahomaMuseum of Natural History\ 1335 Asp Ave.\ Norman OK
73019. (405)321-7126; mwedel@gslan.offsys.ou.edu.
Williams, Ellen M.CNEOUCOM\Anatomy Department\ 4209 St. Route 44\ P. O. Box
95\ RootstownOH 44272. (330) 325-2511 x307; emw@neoucom.edu.
Williams, Michael J.C1306Bob Pettit Blvd. #39\ Baton Rouge LA 70820. (504) 7698814; mwill24@tiger.isu.edu.
Wolfe, Douglas G.CMesaSouthwest Museum\ 3026 E. Verbena Dr.\ Phoenix AZ 85048.
(602)759-4667; fax (602) 263-7765.
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Zhou, ZhongheCUniversityof Kansas\ Natural History Museum\ Dyche Hall\ Lawrence
KS 66045.(913) 864-3865; fax (913) 864-5335; zhou@falcon.cc.ukans.edu.
CADDRESS CHANGES C
Ackerman, Frederick M., Jr.C336Gilbert Street\ Ridgewood NJ 07450-5106. (201) 8181088; fax (201)818-2300.
Alf, KarenCOfPrimitive Origins\ 1355 Niagara St.\ Denver CO 80220. (303) 3222536;fax (303) 322-2536; karenalf@aol.com.
Anemone, Robert L.CDepartmentof Anthropology\ Western Michigan University\
Kalamazoo MI 49008.(616) 387-4133; anemone@umich.edu.
Babbitt, ScottCPaleoBooks and Preparation Supplies\ P. O. Box 409\ Westfield IN
46074.(317) 571-1638; fax (317) 571-9784; paleobooks@ind.cioe.com.
Bacskai, Judith A.C254Stanford Ave.\ Kensington CA 94708. (510) 526-2031; fax
(510)562-3108; jbacskai@astsoft.com.
Barrick Reese E.CNorthCarolina State University\ MEAS, 1125 Jordan Hall\ Raleigh
NC27695-8208. (919) 515-7648; fax (919) 515-7802; reese_barrick@ncsu.edu.
Beamon, Joseph C.CFortHays State University\ Department of Geosciences\ Wooster
Place,Apt. F-13\ Hays KS 67601. (785) 628-5715; c992@fhsu.edu.
Bell, Christopher J.CDepartmentof Geological Sciences\ University of Texas at Austin\
AustinTX 78712. (512) 471-7301; cjbell@mail.utexas.edu.
Bever, GabeCFortHayes State University\ Department of Geosciences\ 600 Park
St.\Tomanek Hall\ Hays KS 67601. (785) 628-5715; e868@fhsu.edu.
Bonner, OrvilleC1614Rose Lane\ Lawrence KS 66044. (785) 843-4854;
j.bonner@eagle.cc.ukans.edu.
Brown, GarryC7AQueens Court\ Queensway\ London W2 3RL\ United Kingdom.
g.b.brown@ic.ac.uk.
Bryant, Harold N.CRoyalSaskatchewan Museum\ 2340 Albert Street\ Regina SK S4P
3V7\ Canada.(306) 787-2826; fax (306) 787-2645; hbryant@gov.sk.ca.
Burrow, Carole J.CVertebratePaleontology Lab\ Department of Zoology\ University of
Queensland\Queensland 4072\ Australia. 617 33654825; fax 617 33651655;
cburrow@zoology.uq.edu.au.
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Cachel, SusanCRutgersUniversity\ Department of Anthropology\ 131 George St.\ New
BrunswickNJ 08901. (732) 932-9475; fax (732) 932-1564; cachel@rci.rutgers.edu.
Carr, ThomasC50Quebec Ave., Apt. 605\ Toronto ON M6P 2T6\ Canada.
Chiment, John JosephCCornellUniversity\ Geological Sciences\ 4122 Snee Hall\ Ithaca
NY 14853-3201.(607) 255-3432; fax (607) 254-4780; jjc1@cornell.edu.
Clyde, William C.CUniversityof New Hampshire\ Department of Earth Sciences\ James
Hall\ 56College Road\ Durham NH 03824-3589. (603) 862-1718; fax (603)862-2649;
wclyde@neptune.unh.edu.
Curtice, BrianC3401East Paradise Lane\ Phoenix AZ 85032. (602) 971-2857;
gcat@goodnet.com.
De Carvalho, Alberto B.CMuseuNacional UFRJ\ Dep. Geologia e Paleontologia\ Quinta
da Boa VistaBSaoCristovao\ Rio de Janeiro RJ 20940-040\ Brazil. (55) 021 568 8262;fax
(55) 021 568 1314; albertbc@acd.ufrj.br.
Dubreuil, MartinC2525Havre des Iles, Apt. A906\ Laval PQ H7W 4C4\ Canada. (514)
686-4354;dubreum@ere.umontreal.ca.
Forst, Markus H.CAmMahnes 33\ 55120 Mainz\ Germany. 49-6131-394765; fax 496131-394768;forst@geo.unimainz.de.
Gould, GinaCDepartmentof Biology\ Morrill Research Center\ University of
Massachusetts\Amherst MA 01003. (413) 577-2303; fax (413) 545-3243;
gcgould@bio.umass.edu.
Hayes, Richard H.C27140Crow Road\ Eugene OR 97402. (541) 688-8147; fax (541)
688-8195.
Holbrook, Luke ThomasCNewYork College of Osteopathic Medicine\ New York
Institute of Technology\P. O. Box 8000\ Old Westbury NY 11568. (516) 626-6944; fax
(516)626-6936; holbrook@iris.nyit.edu.
Indeck, JeffCPanhandleBPlainsHistorical Museum\ WTAMU Box 967\ Canyon TX
79016. (806) 656-2259;fax (806) 656-2250; jeff.indeck@wtamu.edu.
Jones, Craig M.CInstituteof Geological and Nuclear Sciences\ Department of Geology\
P.O. Box 30-368\ Lower Hutt\ New Zealand. (64) (4) 570 4868; fax(64) (4) 569- 5016;
c.jones@gns.cri.nz.
Kielan-Jaworowska, ZofiaCInstituteof Paleobiology\ Polish Academy of Sciences\ ul.
Twarda 51/55\PL-00-818 Warsaw\ Poland. (4822) 697-88-50; fax (4822) 620-6225;zkielan@twarda.pan.pi.
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Kilroy, William PaulC700SW 62nd Blvd., #H-108\ Gainesville FL 32607.
Kissel, Richard A., Jr.CTexasTech University\ Department of Geosciences\ Box 41053\
LubbockTX 79409-1053. (806) 742-3132.
Laduke, Thomas C.CEastStroudsburg University\ Biological Sciences\ East
StroudsburgPA 18301. (717) 422-2351; fax (717) 422-3724; tcladuke@esu.edu.
Lamanna, MattCUniversityof Pennsylvania\ Department of Geology\ 4247 Locust St.,
Apt.609\ Philadelphia PA 19104. (215) 898-5650; lamanna@sas.upenn.edu.
Leahy, GuyC4336716th Street W #24\ Lancaster CA 93534. (805) 277-8392;
leahyg%amds.edw@mhs.elan.af.mil.
Lin, JudyC4523Birch St.\ Bellaire TX 77401. moorehome@frodo.mgh.harvard.edu.
Lindbeck, Richard A.C5669Tanner Ridge\ Thousand Oaks CA 91362. (805) 447-2838;
fax (805)480-1305; lindbeck@amgen.com.
Maas, Mary C.CUniversityof Texas\ Department of Anthropology\ EPS 1-130\ Austin
TX 78712-1086.(512) 471-7533; fax (512) 471-6535; mcmaas@mda.com.mx.
Madar, Sandra I.CHiramCollege\ Department of Biology\ Hiram OH 44234. (330) 5695261;fax (330) 569-5448; madarsi@hiram.edu.
Mader, Bryn J.C2Abbey Lane\ Levittown NY 11756. (516) 731-7822;
mader@amnh.org.
McGowan, Gerard J.CNatl.Science Mus\ 3-23-1 Hyakunin-cho\ Shinjuku-ku 169
Tokyo\ Japan.03-3364-7231; fax 03-3364-7104; mcgowan@caracol.geo.unimainz.de.
Meers, Mason B.CCollegeof Arts and Sciences\ Florida Gulf Coast University\ 19501
TreelineAve. S\ Fort Myers FL 33965-6565. (941) 590-7227; fax (941) 5907474;mmeers@fgcu.edu.
Moore, William D.CDepartmentof Anthropology\ Southern Illinois University\
Carbondale IL 62901-4502.(618) 536-6651; fax (618) 453-5037; wmoore@siu.edu.
Nagao, ErikoC84Nakanoura\ Toyohama\ Minamichita-cho, Chita-gun\ Aichi
Prefecture,470-3412\ Japan. 81-569-65-0040; fax 81-569-65-0850;
nagao@mte.biglobe.ne.jp.
Nicholls, ElizabethCTyrrellMuseum of Palaeontology\ P. O. Box 7500\ Drumheller AB
T0J 0Y0\Canada. (403) 823-7707; fax (403) 823-7131; bnicholls@mcd.gov.ab.ca.
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O=Leary,Maureen AnnCDepartmentof Anatomical Sciences\ Health Sciences Center T-8
(040)\ SUNYat Stony Brook\ Stony Brook NY 11794-8081. (516) 444-8381; fax(516)
444-3947; moleary@mail.som.sunysb.edu.
Olson, Kenneth H.C1009W. Boulevard Street\ Lewistown MT 59457-2337. (406) 5385082;kenolson@inetco.net.
Otts, CharlotteCNewMexico State University\ 1500 Grants Branch\ 1500 3rd St.\
GrantsNM 87020. (505) 287-7981; cotts@grants.nmsu.edu.
Pauls, Erik B.C1417Western Street\ Oshkosh WI 54901. (920) 236-6526;
erik@mail.tcccom.net.
Pavlakis, ParisisCPythagora15\ Holargos\ Athens 15562\ Greece. 30-1-6547964;
pavlakis@atlas.voa.ge.
Pulera, DinoC399Melville Ave.\ Maple ON L6A 2N8\ Canada. (416) 214-1340;
dino.pulera@utoronto.ca.
Reynolds, Robert E.C220S. Buena Vista St.\ Redlands CA 92373. (909) 798-8570; fax
(909)798-8585; rreynold@co.sanbernardino.ca.us.
Rogers, Raymond RobertCDept.of Geology\ Macalester College\ 1600 Grand Ave.\
Saint Paul MN55105. (612) 696-6434; fax (612) 696-6122; rogersr@macalister.edu.
Saitta, DaveCDenverMuseum of Natural History\ Department of Paleontology\ 1327
GaylordSt. #102\ Denver CO 80206. (303) 320-6419; saitta@aol.com.
Samman, TanyaC708Euclid Ave., Apt. 2\ Toronto ON M6G 2V2\ Canada.
samman@zircon.geology.utoronto.ca.
Santucci, Vincent L.CNationalPark Service\ Fossil Butte Natl. Monument\ P.O.Box 592\
KemmererWY 83101. (307) 877-4455; fax (307) 877-4457; vincent_santucci@nps.gov.
Schult, Mark F.C3110Woodland Hills Dr. #23\ Ann Arbor MI 48108. (313) 677-8842.
Semken, Holmes A., Jr.CUniversityof Iowa\ Department of Geology\ Iowa City IA
52242. (319) 335-1830;fax (319) 335-1821; holmes_semken@uiowa.edu.
Sengupta, Dhurjati PrasadCIndianStatistical Institute\ Geological Studies Unit\ 203
BarrackporeTruck Road\ Calcutta 700035\ India. 011-91-33-577-8086; fax 011-91-33577-6680;dhurjati@isical.ernet.in.
Sherwood, Richard J.CUniversityof WisconsinBMadison\Department of Anthropology\
1180 Observatory Dr.\ Madison WI 53706.(608) 262-3874; richsherw@aol.com.
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Shockey, Bruce J.CMuseoNacional de Historia Natural\ Dep. de Paleontologia\ Calle
26Cota Cota, Casilla 8706\ La Paz\ Bolivia. pal@mnhn.rds.org.bo.
Smith, Jason D.C36South Holman Way, Dept. 3H\ Golden CO 80401. (303) 216-2253.
Smith, RobinCSpringer-VerlagNew York Inc.\ 75 Fifth Ave.\ New York NY 100107858. (212) 460-1569;fax (212) 533-5587; rsmith@springerny.com.
Theodor, Jessica M.CDepartmentof Ecology and Evolutionary Biology\ Brown
University\ Box G-B205\Providence RI 02912. (401) 863-3754; fax (401) 863-7544;
jessica_theodor@brown.edu.
Therrien, FranHoisCUniversityof Rhode Island\ Department of Geology\ 8 Ranger Road,
Suite 2\Kingston RI 02881-0807. fthe8602@uriacc.uri.edu.
Todd, Nancy E.C35Clark St.\ New Haven CT 06511. (203) 432-3700; fax (203) 6242682;nancy.todd@yale.edu.
Tumarkin, Allison R.CUniversityof Pennsylvania\ Department of Geology\ 240 South
33rd St.\ PhiladelphiaPA 19104-6316. (215) 898-5630; fax (215) 898-0964;
tumarkia@sas.upenn.edu.
Wallace, Steven C.CDepartmentof Geology\ University of Iowa\ Iowa City IA 52242.
(319) 335-1818;steven-wallace@uiowa.edu.
Wilhite, RayCLouisianaState University\ Department of Geology\ 1919 Blvd. de
Province#133\ Baton Rouge LA 70816. rwilhit@unix1.snc.lsu.edu.
Zetkus, SusanCAmericanMuseum of Natural History\ Department of Vertebrate
Paleontology\Central Park West at 79th Street\ New York NY 10024-5192. (212)9225338; fax (212) 867-7652; zetkus@ecunet.org.
CNEWS FROM MEMBERS C
AUSTRALIA
Australian Museum, Sydney, Australia
Zerina Johanson recently submitted her Ph.D. dissertationon a Late Devonian fish fauna
from near Canowindra, New SouthWales, Australia. This thesis was conducted under the
supervisionof Dr. Alex Ritchie (see below) who generously allowed her towork on these
and other fishes upon her arrival in Australia in1993.
The Canowindra fauna, preserving 3,100 fishes collectedin early 1993, occurs along a
single bedding plane and so representsthe remains of one Devonian fish community. This
includes verycommon placoderms and rarer sarcopterygians. The sarcopterygianfishes
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were described with Dr. Per Ahlberg (Natural History Museum,London) and include two
tristichopterids, a lungfish, and themost complete and perhaps most primitive rhizodont
known to date.Overall, the fauna appears similar to Late Devonian faunas fromeastern
Greenland.
In January 1998, Zerina will begin an AustralianResearch Council Postdoctoral
Fellowship at the Australian Museum,continuing projects with Per Ahlberg (e.g., on
osteolepiform phylogenyand work on a new tristichopterid from near Eden, New South
Wales),and with Drs. Anne Warren (La Trobe University, Melbourne) andSue Turner
(Queensland Museum, Brisbane) on rhizodont fishes fromthe Carboniferous of
Queensland. She will travel to Britain inMarch to work with Per and look at as many
fishes as she can,and to the SVP meeting next yearChopefully,the Aussie dollar can slow
its recent terrific plunge!
Alex Ritchie, now a Research Fellow at the AustralianMuseum following his retirement
as Museum Palaeontologist, isstill based at the Museum and coordinating plans for a
brand newAge of Fishes Museum at Canowindra. This will display the finestof the
remarkable local finds, and present the story of fish evolutionover 500 million years. The
first stage of the new Museum (costingA$350,000) is under construction while fund
raising continuesfor A$1 million to complete the exhibition area and add a theatrette.He
is also working on new placoderms from near Canowindra,Groenlandaspis and a new
genus and species of phyllolepid.Hundreds of complete specimens of the new phyllolepid
have beenrecovered from a former quarry used for roadfill material, butnow fenced and
secured in perpetuity for scientific investigation.(Zerina Johanson and Alex Ritchie)
BOLIVIA
Museo Nacional de Historia Natural, La Paz,Bolivia
This past September (with support of an NSF InternationalResearch Fellowship to BJS)
Federico Anaya Daza and Bruce J. Shockey,along with Severo Churiri of Quila Quila,
found quite a few nicePleistocene fossils near Mojotorillo. Their findings includeda nearperfect skull of a very large mylodontid (cf. Mylodon),a maxilla with teeth of a canid,
teeth and postcranials of equidsand camelids, scutes of three genera of glyptodonts, and
the entirecarapace of one of these beasts. The biggest surprise was thefinding of a nearly
complete, articulated skeleton of a tayassuidat over 10,000 feet. Severo proved himself to
be the most ablehunter of fossilsCevenin the most inaccessible places. On one occasion
he was forbiddento collect a Megatherium vertebra sticking out of a verticalwall, 50 feet
above the canyon floor. He initially agreed thatit would be too dangerous to excavate, but
snuck back by himselfand somehow secured the specimen.
Shockey went to SVP. While in the states, he studiedthe collections of the Field
Museum, Smithsonian, Pratt Museumof Natural History at Amherst, and the Yale
Peabody Museum. AtYale, he was pleased to find the tarsals and metatarsals of
aproterotheriid from Salla (late Oligocene). These represent thefirst unambiguous
proterotheriid remains from Salla and show thatthis animal was essentially monodactyl,
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having its lateral metatarsalsreduced to the same degree as all Santacrucian (midMiocene) generaexcept Thoatherium.
In late November, Shockey and Severo, along withJuan Tarqui and Praxidas Mallcu,
returned to the Department ofPotosRto excavate the large complete glyptodont carapace
that Severohad found in September. After five days of prep work (the daybefore it was to
be loaded on a truck), some local politicos cameby in force, ignored the permit from the
ministry (MinisterioDesarrollo Sostenible y PlanificacTn),declared the fossil theirs,
threatened to incarcerate the crew,and crudely tried to excavate the animal (even though
they weretold that it was not ready). All this occurred on a Sunday whenthe authorities in
La Paz and PotosRcould not be contacted. These arrogant and ignorant local
politicosseriously damaged the specimen, which they carried off to a churchin Chaqui.
The crew complained to the Perfecto (governor) of PotosRwho was supportive of the work
of the museum and chastised thepoliticos. He has ordered a hearing into the matter.
Federico has left for Japan where he will be workingwith Dr. Takai of the University of
Kyoto. They will be studyingthe primates of Salla (Late Oligocene). (Bruce Shockey)
CANADA
Canadian Museum of Nature
Kathy Stewart and Alison Murray are spending theCanadian winter wishing they were
back in Africa. They are nearingcompletion of a description of a new species of tilapiine
cichlidfrom the Miocene of Ethiopia. They are also continuing their studyon the
relationships of fossil and Recent African characoids,particularly examining the teeth of
these fish. Murray is stillplugging away at her Ph.D. project, an examination of the
ichthyofaunafrom a Tertiary site in Tanzania which includes osteoglossomorphs,catfish,
and haplochromine cichlids.
The Paleobiology group at the CMN are looking forwardto welcoming Dr. Michael
Caldwell this spring. The hiring committeehad a very difficult time choosing among all
the applicants forthis position, and would like to thank everyone who applied.
(AlisonMurray)
Heritage Branch, Department of Tourism, YukonGovernment
Field work this year included Axel Heiberg Island(with Jaelyn Eberle of Rice and Jim
Basinger=spaleobotany team from the University of Saskatchewan), the DawsonCity and
Carmacks placer areas, and the northern Yukon. Next yearI plan to work on Ellesmere
with Jaelyn, Ch=ijee=sBluff near Old Crow, and the Amphitheatre Formation in
southwesternYukon. I hope to visit the Devonian of the Snake River with SteveCumbaa
(Canadian Museum of Nature), a trip that was canceled in1997.
The Yukon Beringia Interpretive Centre opened inMay 1997, focusing on the
environment/faunas/people of 25,000years ago. Come visit. (John Storer)
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Provincial Museum of Alberta
Summer 1997 saw new Quaternary acquisitions fromthe Island Bluff site, near Medicine
Hat, AlbertaCasite made famous by the work of (former SVP President) Rufus
Churcherand GSC geologist Archie Stalker. One new taxon was identifiedfrom a
fragment of a Mammut molar. We also confirmedMegalonyx ground sloth from a
humeral shaft, along with thefemoral shaft from the 1996 digs. Hitherto, it had been
listedas A?Megalonyx?.@Now we=recertain.
Local gravel pit surveys have been sporadic, in stepwith the vagaries of the Edmonton
area construction industry.In one discouraging case, our phone system backed up and we
missedthe call of the decade: portions of tusk, skull, and pelvis, aleft mandible with M6,
and portions of longbones fromall four limbs of a 41B45-year-oldmale Woolly Mammoth
were recovered. I am inclined to think itwas more nearly complete, and possibly
articulatedCamajor Afirst@for AlbertaCbutthe rest of the skeleton and the geologic context
are history.They=renow in somebody=sbasement, the binding for their concrete
foundation! (Tears andmore tears!) We=veadded Superbase software to our arsenal of
collections managementand research tools and soon we will have data on our
collectionsavailable at the stroke of a few keys. Tastes good and it=seasy to swallow! (Jim
Burns)
Redpath Museum, McGill University
Robert Carroll has been collecting and editing manuscriptsfor two volumes which should
be ready soon. He has overseen (incollaboration with the Department of Geology) the
production ofa new exhibit which opened in conjunction with a new course offeredthis
winter term: The History of Life. In addition, research intothe origins of modern
amphibians continues unabated.
Graduate students Alison Murray and Jason Andersoncompleted their Ph.D. qualifying
examinations this fall. Alisonis working on a Tertiary fish fauna from Mahenge,
Tanzania. Preparationof her 300+ fossils is time consuming but she will eventuallybe
able fill in this gap in the story of African fish evolution.Jason is revising the lepospondyl
order AVstopoda.While in Chicago for SVP he borrowed many specimens from
MazonCreek, in order to study patterns of ontogeny in this group. Thiswill then
contribute to an understanding of the overall taxonomicstructure. With the study of
aVstopods,teleosts, and caecilians, we have inadvertently become the Alimblesslab@!(Jason
Anderson)
Royal Saskatchewan Museum
The Eastend Fossil Research Station had a busy 1997field season. Two productive weeks
in the Killdeer badlands (FrenchmanFormation, Maastrichtian) produced a nearly
complete lizard skeleton,an ornithomimid foot (both under study), many micro sites,
severalpartial turtle skeletons, and a partial ceratopsian skeleton.An old quarry was also
relocated. A second ceratopsian was locatedby technician Don Stoffregen in the vicinity
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of the T. rexskeleton collected in 1994B1995.A second ornithomimid foot was found by
volunteer Lorna Irishin the Frenchman Valley, and a partial disarticulated shortneckedplesiosaur, together with the remains of several fish and sharkteeth, was
discovered in the Bearpaw near Herschel; this near-shoresite will be excavated in 1998.
In the Eastend lab Don continuesto hammer away at Scotty, the T. rex, and is nearly
finishedextracting the bones from the original four-ton block. Fine preparationis being
done by Don and our education coordinator Joan Hodgins.In the Regina lab Mel
Vovchuk continues to work on the leg block.
Harold Bryant left his position of Curator of Mammalogyat the Provincial Museum of
Alberta in September to become theCurator of Earth Sciences here starting October 1
(see addresschanges). This position had been vacant since John Storer leftfor the Yukon
early in 1996. Harold hopes to return to variouspaleo projects that have been on the back
burner for some timeand he is looking forward to renewing his research interests inthe
Tertiary mammal record in Saskatchewan. Harold found a weekin August to visit Ted
Fremd and have a look at the nimravidsthat he has collected in the John Day Basin. Ted
and Harold areworking on a manuscript on the stratigraphic and temporal rangesof the
John Day nimravids. The origin of many of the specimensin early collections can now be
constrained, at least to somedegree.
In September the Eastend Fossil Research Stationhelped to host the field trip associated
with the Canadian PaleontologyConference that was held in Saskatoon. The field guide
includeda paper by John Storer and Harold Bryant on the mammalian faunaof the
Cypress Hills Formation, and two chapters by Tim Tokaryk,one on the nonmammalian
fauna from the Frenchman Formation, andone on the history of paleontology in the
province. Tim=snote on juvenile horn cores of ceratopsians was published in theOctober
issue of the Canadian Journal of Earth Sciences.He is now spending his few available
moments for research on smalltheropods (thanks to a grant from The Dinosaur Society)
and Cretaceousbirds. Andrea Tail (volunteer) has finished most of the illustrationsfor the
former project and will soon be attacking other boneswith pen and paper. (Tim Tokaryk,
Harold Bryant)
University of Guelph, Ontario
Jeff Thomason is continuing his studies of craniofacialmechanics in mammals. Currently
he is looking at the correspondencebetween in vivo strain orientations and trabecular
structure incraniofacial bones as a means to infer predominant loading patternsin Recent
and fossil skulls. (Jeff Thomason)
FRANCE
College de FranceBCNRS,Paris, France
A new research group (UMR) has just been formed underthe leadership of Y. Coppens
and J.-J. Hublin. It will be mainlydevoted to the studies of fossil man and
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paleoenvironments. Thisis a very preliminary report but we hope to provide more
detailedinformation in the near future.
Zeresenay Alemseged is extending his taphonomic andpaleoecological analyses of Omo
33 in Ethiopia (Revue de PalJobiologie.,15(2), 1996) to the whole French collection from
the Omo valley.He is mainly using multivariate analysis with emphasis on lowermember
G which has yielded some of the best hominid specimens.He plans to complete his thesis,
prepared under the directionof Y. Coppens, in May or June, before returning to Ethiopia.
Hehas also studied, with D. Geraads, the Theropithecus specimensfrom Ahl al Oughlam
(Journal of Human Evolution, in press).
Anne Marie Bacon specializes in primate postcranialanatomy, especially functional
anatomy of the lower limbs. Sheis trying to find out which one of the middle or upper
Mioceneprimates with combined Atreewalking and tree climbing@could have given rise to
bipedal walking. She also worked on thefemoral anatomy of the australopithecines (with
M. Baylac) andthat of Adapis (with M. Godinot).
Josi Braga is studying two main aspects of humanevolution. The first one is the study of
brain evolution and development.He is focusing his attention on the evolution of cephalic
bloodflow (pattern and volume), considered to be functionally closelyrelated to cortical
metabolism. He is also studying qualitativeand quantitative cerebral development during
childhood. Severalpapers appeared recently in the Journal of Human Evolution.The
second aspect is the study of fossil hominid growth patternsand skeletal maturation in
connection with brain growth. Withinthis framework he is trying to determine whether
there are differentgrowth patterns among early hominids in order to recognize theoldest
human developmental pattern in the fossil record. The recentstrides of medical imaging
and information processing, as wellas new data from molecular embryology and
neurobiology, standhis research in good stead. Josi was recently in Ethiopia wherehe
could examine many fossil hominids. He has also shown his efficiencyin the field, being
the discoverer of one of the baby hominidsrecently found at Drimolen in South Africa, a
new site excavatedby A. Keyser.
Yvette Deloison is still involved in the study ofaustralopithecine feet, especially the
South African ones, fromSterkfontein and elsewhere, with P. V. Tobias and R. Clarke.
Shealso recently published papers on hominid tali from Omo. She isalso applying 3-D
imaging to the Laetoli footprints.
Denis Geraads was in Ethiopia with Zeresenay Alemsegedlast October. They collected
more rodents in the upper Mioceneof Chorora, but large mammals are rare and
fragmentary. They nowplan to turn to other Miocene formations in the country. In
Turkey,he completed the study of middle Miocene ruminants from Gandir,to be
published soon in a special monograph edited by E. G`legfrom Ankara University. He is
also studying upper Miocene bovidsand some carnivores from Turkey (JVP, 17(2),
1997). InMorocco, several mammalian groups from the late Pliocene localityof Ahl al
Oughlam have been published (the latest ones were thecarnivores: Geobios,
30(1):127B174,1997). With more than 50 mammalian taxa, Ahl al Oughlam is nowby far
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the richest site of the North African Neogene. More informationon this locality can be
obtained at http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/dgeraads.
Besides heavy administrative tasks, Jean JacquesHublin tries to keep on with his
research on the evolution ofHomo erectus and H. sapiens. He is still involved inthe study
of the new Moroccan material, but concentrates on Europeanfossils, in connection with
Neandertal origins. He is employingvirtual imaging, that he already used for North
African fossils,to correct effects of crushing on the Steinheim skull, a key fossilfound in
1931 but not yet studied in detail. He has also studied,with D. Dean, R. Holloway, and R.
Ziegler, the Reillingen specimen,found in 1981 (Journal of Human Evolution).
Fernando Ramirez-Rozzi is working on hominid dentalenamel. He is trying to evaluate
the influence of environmentalfactors on hominid enamel development by comparison
with otherliving and fossil primates. Careful examination of PlioBPleistocenehominids
has also convinced him that there may be more speciesthan suggested by macro-anatomy.
Valiry Zeitoun is mainly workingon the phylogenetic study of early Homo, focusing on
ontogenicvariability and heterochrony of development of Homo erectus.To improve the
cladistic analysis, he has devised a new codingmethod which allows him to take into
account metrical data. Hecan recognize several species of Homo in the early
Pleistocene,including H. erectus defined by several autapomorphies.(D. Geraads)
GERMANY
Instithtof Pal@ontology,University of Bonn
The latest news from Wighart v. Koenigswald is therelief that a new book had gone to
the printer and shortly afterwardswas published. It shows the beauty and the scientific
importanceof the fossils of the famous Eocene locality of Messel. The bookis intended
for interested laymen and contains large photos ofspecimens accompanied by short
articles. The editing was donejointly with Gerhard Storch at the Senkenbergmuseum in
Frankfurt.Currently, only the German edition is available but English andFrench versions
are in preparation.
Concerning Pleistocene faunas, Wighart publisheda new survey of the mammals of the
middle Pleistocene Mauer localityin a book commemorating the discovery of the Mauer
human mandible90 years ago. The other Pleistocene project is a paper on faunalchange
during the Weichselian with Wolf-Dietrich Heinrich fromBerlin. With Dale Guthry from
Fairbanks he investigated severalPleistocene Bison skulls. A high percentage of the
maleindividuals have lesions on the forehead resulting from combatduring the mating
seasons. Such lesions were sometimes interpretedas impacts of weapons of paleolithic
people, who most probablywere smart enough not to attack a bison from the front, and
thenew interpretation is less dramatic. Both papers were publishedin
ThbingerMonographien zur Urgeschichte (FestschriftfhrH. Mhller-Beck),volume 11.
Concerning enamel research Wighart and Martin Sanderedited the book on Tooth
Enamel Microstructure published by Balkemain Rotterdam (see also Publications). In
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that volume they producedthe first extensive glossary of terms used for enamel
microstructure.Wighart=sown contributions cover a brief survey of the enamel diversityat
the schmelzmuster level in Cenozoic placental mammals, thevariability of the enamel at
the dentition level, and evolutionarytrends in the differentiation of mammalian enamel
ultrastructure.
This spring Wighart enjoyed a sabbatical and wentto South America in order to
Acollect@samples of tooth enamel from endemic marsupials and ungulatesin several
collections. Thanks to the generosity of various colleagues,especially Rosendo Pascual
and JosJBonaparte, the material allowed him to develop a model of enamelevolution in
this group. What he has found mostly parallels theevolution in the Australian marsupials
but shows distinct differencesas well.
In December 1996, Ashok Sahni from Shandigar visitedWighart and pulled an exciting
tooth out of his pocket: a hypsodontmolar from the Upper Cretaceous of India. Although
fragmentary,the morphology and enamel microstructure were very much like
thegondwanathere molar from Madagascar David Krause had shown atthe New York
SVP meeting. This inspired us to prepare a jointpaper for Nature on the first
gondwanathere from Indiaand Madagascar and their paleobiogeography.
Martin Sander divided his research time between marinereptiles and teeth. At the Third
World Congress of Herpetologyin Prague in August he presented a paper on the
phylogeny of theichthyosaurs, including 32 taxa and 120 characters. Although
heattempted to sort out the taxa by skulls or fins only, the bestresolution was achieved
using as many different characters aspossible. The description of the postcranium of the
new pistosauridfrom the Middle Triassic of Nevada was recently published inJVP. The
biggest surprise in this animal was the reduced phalangealformula, not exactly what one
would expect in the sister groupof the Plesiosauria. Now he, Olivier Rieppel, and Glenn
Storrsare eagerly awaiting the preparation of the skull.
The spring of 1997 saw the submission of two paperson teeth, one on APrismlessenamel
in amniotes: Terminology, function, and evolution@for the Teaford et al. volume on
development, function, and evolutionof teeth, and one on dinosaur jaws and teeth for the
Encyclopediaof Dinosaurs edited by Currie and Padian.
At the annual fall meeting of Pal@ontologischeGesellschaft, Martin was elected co-editor
of Pal@ontologischeZeitschrift. He will succeed Wolf-ErnstReif as the vertebrate paleo
guy (see also Bulletin Board).
In the sauropod paleobiology research group of Martin=sPh.D. students (Sabine and
Christian Peitz, Ioannis Michelis)Ioannis Michelis has some neat results to present. The
Howe-StephensQuarry in Wyoming is recognized as a fluvial deposit reminiscentof the
situation at the Carnegie Quarry at Dinosaur National Monumentin Utah. The major
purpose of Ioannis=Ph.D. dissertation is to investigate the taphonomy of the HoweQuarry
which is close to the Howe-Stephens Quarry and was originallyworked by the AMNH in
1934. The quarry shows a mass accumulationof sauropod dinosaurs belonging to
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Apatosaurus, Barosaurus,Diplodocus, and Camarasaurus. Upon discovery,
BarnumBrown had suggested that a sauropod herd got mired in the softsubstrate of a
levee environment. Now it turns out that the majorityof the sauropods had not reached
adult size, but were of subadultand juvenile ages. Our taphonomic data suggest that this
depositwas indeed the result of catastrophic death but caused by a severedrought which
killed preferably nonadult sauropods and preservedthem in situ in their last watering hole.
Ioannis greatly appreciatesthat he was able to work on the Howe Quarry material in the
AMNHin September. As a result a paper together with Mark Norell isin preparation
describing the mode of growth in juvenile Barosauruscervical vertebrae.
Christian Peitz made a further field trip to Spainto examine the dinosaur eggs in the
Maastrichtian of northeasternSpain. Together with a German field crew under the
guidance ofMartin and a Spanish field crew under the guidance of Jaume Gallemifrom
the Museu de Geologia de Barcelona he excavated several eggs.Now the material is in
Bonn and in the Institute for PaleontologicResearch in Sabadel (Spain) for preparation.
For an exhibitionabout fossil sharks and rays, Christian took part in buildinga life-size
reconstruction of the Permian shark Orthacanthus.He did this work together with Martin
and the preparator of ourinstitute.
Sabine Peitz is continuing her research for her Ph.D.thesis on the reptilians of the
BhckeburgFormation in northern Germany. She is currently concentratingon the Chelonia
and is able to distinguish three different typesof carapaces and four types of plastra. They
belong to speciesof Plesiochelys and Pleurosternon. Together withSteve Salisbury from
Australia, Sabine examined skull materialof Goniopholis (Crocodilia). The results will be
publishedin a paper co-authored by Steve. Her examination of the
pholidosaurids(Crocodilia) is not finished yet. Among the material from theBallerstedt
Collection, she also found dinosaur remains, for examplethose of a large theropod. This is
the first dinosaur materialsince the discovery of Stenopelix in the middle of thelast
century.
Thomas M`rsis going on with his research on Tertiary VP sites of the Rhineland.The
richest fauna from the Miocene deposits of the Hambach opencast mineCmarineand
terrestrial vertebrates including 70(!) mammalian taxaCwaspresented by him at the
BiochroM =97meeting in Montpellier. Together with Wighart and the mining
company=sgeologist Fritz von der Hocht, he has submitted a paper on thePliocene rodents
from the Hambach mine. It will be published inthe proceedings volume (Meded. Rijks
Geol. Dienst, Haarlem) ofthe INQUA-SEQS >96meeting held in Kerkrade/The
Netherlands.
The upper Oligocene oil shales of Enspel, which haveproduced the first articulated
skeleton of a gliding eomyid, alsoattract Thomas=interest. Together with Wighart, he is
studying the first largemammal from this locality. The partly disarticulated skeletonof a
juvenile Potamotherium represents the earliest recordof this otter-like carnivore.
The oil shales and the mammals of the upper OligoceneRott locality near Bonn are the
topics of two contributions (onetogether with Wighart) in Wighart=spopular booklet
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AFossillagerst@tteRott.@The second, enlarged edition with color pictures has been
availablesince fall 1996 (also see Publications).
In June 1997 Thekla Pfeiffer finished her Ph.D. thesisabout the phylogeny of Dama. She
pointed out that postcranialcharacters provide valid information about the evolution of
theCervini. She was able to discriminate between the larger lineagesof fossil cervids,
much better than on antler characters alone,as it is usually done in paleontology. She
could separate theDama lineage from the Cervus lineage in Europe up tothe upper
Pliocene. Her Ph.D. thesis will be published in theCourier Forsch. Inst. Senckenberg this
year.
The Asmallcervid@of the German Pleistocene-age Mosbach locality, described asCervus
elaphoides Kahlke 1960, was verified by her as a validspecies (Mainzer
Naturwissenschaftliches Archiv, vol. 35,1997). Also, because C. elaphoides was
preoccupied, thesmall cervid of Mosbach is now called Dama (Pseudodama)reichenaui
(Kahlke 1996). Thekla also finished her researchon the fossil Dama population of
Neumark-Nord (Thuringia).More than 80 skeletons were preserved at this site and
provideextensive morphological data as well as data on ontogeny, sexualdimorphism,
variability, and antler development (Jahresschriftf. mitteldeut. Vorgeschichte, LfA Halle,
in press). TheDama from Neumark-Nord can be separated from the Recent
EuropeanDama as a new fossil subspecies (Eiszeitalter und Gegenwart,in press). It
exhibits a different antler morphology and a greaterbody size than other Eemian Dama
finds from Germany (ZeitschriftfhrJagdwissenschaft, in press). Thekla isnow studying
the phylogeny of the megacerines and dwarfed islanddeer on a grant by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft.
The incisor enamel microstructure of fossil and Recenthamsters is
still covering most of Daniela Kalthoff=sresearch time. With the greatly appreciated help
of many colleaguescontributing tooth material, she has examined over 100 taxa
ofcricetids and other myomorph rodents. The great variety of differentschmelzmusters
and its systematic and phylogenetic significancewill be the topic of Dany=sPh.D. thesis
which she intends to submit this spring. Anothersmall paper (Jahrbuch des
R`mischenZentralmuseums, Mainz, in press) describesthe late Pleistocene small mammal
fauna from the Kettig locality(Neuwied Basin, western Germany). The faunal association
is consistentwith the relatively temperate climatic conditions at the end ofthe Pleistocene
(Aller`dstage).
For his master=sthesis, Ingo Raufuss is investigating middle and late Pleistocenemusk
oxen (Ovibos) from Germany. Specifically he is describing12 new skulls. Based on skull
features, he is trying to distinguishthe two described Eurasian fossil species of Ovibos
(O.moschatus and O. pallantis) from each other. He isalso working on the functional
morphology of the atlanto-occipitalregion of Ovibos and is preparing a distribution map
offossil muskoxen in central Europe.
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Dieter Schreiber will soon finish his master=sthesis on a fossil rhino population from the
middle PleistoceneMauer locality near Heidelberg, Germany. The material is
customarilyassigned to Stephanorhinus hundsheimensis which is oneof four European
interglacial rhinos. The rich sample offers theopportunity to assess morphometric
variability in the cranialand postcranial skeleton of this species.
In 1996 and 1997 Elke Knipping continued workingon the differences in amelogenesis
between mammals and reptiles.Elke plans to finish her Ph.D. project next spring.
For her master=sthesis Cornelia Kurz is describing a small marsupial rat fromthe Middle
Eocene Messel locality near Darmstadt, Germany. Sofar, two marsupial rats are known
from Messel, a big one (Amphiperatherium)and a small one (possibly Peradectes). Like
most of theother specimens, Cornelia=sanimal is refusing to bare its teeth. This makes it
hard for herto position it within the Didelphidae, but based on its size itprobably belongs
to the small form.
For her master=sthesis Andrea Goernemann is working on a bird from the
famousLiaoning locality in China. Her task is a detailed morphologicaldescription of the
specimen, probably pertaining to Confuciusornis.
In summer of 1996 Silvana Condemi from Paris VI Universityand the Centre National de
la Recherche Scientifique finishedher stay in Bonn where she had been working on
Neandertal specimensfrom Germany as a Humboldt Fellow for almost two years. She
hadbecome part of the department and we were sad to see her go. (DanielaC. Kalthoff
and Martin Sander)
ITALY
Museo Paleontologico Cittadino, Monfalcone(Gorizia)
Research on Mesozoic vertebrates is continuing despitethe problems caused by the
Italian law concerning fossil collectionand possession. Fabio M. Dalla Vecchia is
finishing a paper aboutsome sauropod bones from the Lower Cretaceous of Istria
(Croatia)to be submitted to Geologia Croatica, the journal of theCroatian Institute of
Geology. The Istrian sauropods appear tohave quite unusual vertebrae and are
represented by very smalland very large individuals. The presence of sauropods in a
zoneconsidered by many authors as a shallow-water, intraoceanic carbonateplatform is
somewhat puzzling! Fabio is also preparing a paperwith Igot Vlahoviƒof the Institute of
Geology in Zagreb on the Cretaceous dinosaurfootprints of the Brijuni/Brioni Islands
(Istria). Other Istrianstuff (dinosaur footprints) is under study thanks to a DinosaurSociety
grant. The goal of our team (including sedimentologistGiorgio Tunis and biostratigrapher
Sandro Venturini) is to investigatethe paleoenvironmental and paleogeographical
meaning of the dinosaurpresence on the Cretaceous carbonate platforms in the
northernAdriatic region. Fabio gave an oral presentation on this subjectat the first
Geoitalia meeting at Rimini last October. He submittedfor publication in Gaia=sspecial
volume AAspectsof Theropod Paleobiology@a paper about theropod tracks (Theropod
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tracks in the CretaceousAdriaticBDinariccarbonate platform [Italy and Croatia]). Fabio is
also involvedin an official committee for the study of the hadrosaurian remainsrecently
discovered in the Lower Senonian (Upper Cretaceous) karstin Italy.
A paper is in press (Tracks of large terrestrialreptiles in the Dolomia Principale
Formation [Late Triassic] ofCarnic pre-Alps [Pordenone, NE Italy], Atti Ticinesi di
Scienzedella Terra, vol. 7) by Fabio and Paolo Mietto (Universityof Padua) concerning
reptile (mainly dinosaur) footprints. Ourhope is to compare them with similar footprints
of New Mexico,Colorado, and Galles in the future. Fabio finally submitted forpublication
to the Bollettino della SocietBPaleontologica Italiana his revision ofthe Triassic basal
pterosaur Preondactylus, his first love(New observations on the osteology and taxonomic
status ofPreondactylus buffarinii Wild, 1984 [Reptilia Pterosauria]).
Oliver Rieppel joined Fabio in the Friuli regionof northeastern Italy to check the
possibility of joint researchon the fine sauropterigyan and placodont material of Fusea
(Ladinian/Carnian).Davide Rigo is finishing his graduate dissertation about a
LowerSenonian Lagerst@tteof the Italian karst (Polazzo site). This site was excavated
lastautumn with success: more than 100 fish remains and a reptiletooth have been found.
Davide is interested mainly in fish faunaand the paleoecology of the gisement that also
preserves plantremains, rare turtle bones, and crocodile teeth. A possible theropodtooth is
under study by Fabio.
The exhibit ALeorme dei gigantiCimprontee piste di dinosauri dell=AltoAdriatico@(The
footprints of the giantsCdinosaurtracks and trackways in the Upper Adriatic region),
Piancada (Udine),August 16BNovember30, was a success and the news of the dinosaur
presence in thispart of the world is going to find a position in the popular culture.
The mammalian bone collection from the lower partof the Middle Pleistocene of Slivia
cave (Italian karst) with28 mammalian taxa was studied last summer by Benedetto Sala
andRoberto Magaraggia of the University of Ferrara. Cesare Briziois going on with his
theoretical cladistic delirium and producinga CD-ROM about Italian fossil vertebrate
collections. (Fabio M.Dalla Vecchia)
Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra, UniversitJdegli Studi di Milano
Triassic fishes are coming out from everywhere herein northern Italy. A few new
localities have been discovered inMiddle Triassic rocks around Trento. Andrea Tintori,
togetherwith Marco Avanzini from the Museo Trentino who discovered thesites, is trying
to organize field work for summer 1998. If thecollecting is successful, we have at least
five different fishassemblages in the Ladinian, which will improve the biostratigraphyof
fossil fish to the ammonite level for this stage. The lateLadinian of Ca=delFrate (Varese,
Italy) and Meride (Canton Ticino, Switzerland)has been explored during two field
seasons with very good results.Thanks are due to the Museo Insubrico di Storia Naturale
di IndunoOlona and to the Museo Cantonale di Storia Naturale (Lugano) forsupporting
the field work. A few days have been also spent inthe Carnian of Raibl-Cave del Predil
(Udine), where a mass mortalitybed was discovered by a private collector. For the first
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timewe could collect fishes in place and the rich materials will behoused in the Museo
Friulano di Storia Naturale in Udine. Andreawas also in the field in the Sultanate of
Oman last February andmade exciting finds in the Upper Permian (Early
MurgabianBEarlyWordian). Remains of hybodonts are found together with
cladodontteeth, large dermal denticles that are Menaspis-like,Deltodus teeth,
actinopterygian teeth, scales, and vertebralcentra. A few shell beds proved to be very
rich. Most of the conodontsamples also yielded vertebrates. A proposal to work on the
Omansite has been submitted to CNR, but due to shortage of money forresearch, we have
only a very limited possibility to get thisgrant even if this new fauna is very interesting
and almost unique.
Work is progressing also on the Permian from Sardinia:Andrea, together with A. Ronchi
who discovered the fossiliferoussite, published in Rivista Italiana di Paleontologia e
Stratigrafiaa note on branchiosaurid amphibians. Andrea is now looking atacanthodian
and xenacanth material. Though not rich, this is thefirst time these groups have been
found in Italy. Andrea and CristinaLombardo attended the II International Meeting on
Mesozoic Fishesin Buckow and gave speeches on the Middle Triassic fish faunasof
Lombardy and Canton Ticino (Switzerland). They also participatedthe IX International
Congress of European Ichthyologists in Trieste,and made oral presentations on sexual
dimorphism in the genusPeltopleurus (by Cristina) and on the Norian
neopterygianradiation (by Andrea).
Cristina defended her thesis last spring and is nowpreparing the work for publication
starting with a new speciesof Peltopleurus which shows an excellent sexual
dimorphicfeature. Other interesting aspects of Cristina=sthesis are the ontogenetic
developments of several fishes andthe record of size classes interpreted as year classes.
A few fish people visited our collections: GillesCuny, now in Bristol, was interested in
the Norian complete specimens,as he is working on isolated teeth. Gloria Arratia from
Berlinspent three days with Andrea in the Induno Olona Museum to lookfor wellpreserved Prohalecites from Ca=del Frate in order to prepare a paper on the relationships
ofthis small fish. Becky Hitchin from Bristol was very surprisedby the quality of our
Norian material and found it very importantfor her thesis on the origin of neopterygians.
She and GillesCuny visited the museum in Bergamo where most of the Norian
materialsare stored. In Volume 15, 1997, of Archaeopteryx has beenpublished the
description of a new Leptosaurus from theKimmeridgian of Bavaria by Silvio Renesto
and Gunther Viohl. Silviofinished a note on an isolated phytosaur skull
(Mystriosuchus)found in the Zorzino Limestone. This paper has been accepted
forpublication in Rivista Italiana di Paleontologia e Stratigrafia.The skull represents
another case of phytosaur remains in a marineenvironment. The preparation of the
recently found complete phytosaur(possibly another Mystriosuchus) goes on despite
financialrestrictions and bureaucracies. This reptile is nearly four meterslong and almost
completely articulated. Its description will addsubstantial knowledge to the anatomy of
Mystriosuchus.(Andrea Tintori)
JAPAN
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National Science Museum, Tokyo
Yuki Tomida has been busy for over a year preparinga temporary special exhibition. It is
tentatively titled ADinosaursof Gondwana Land@and will be held at the National Science
Museum (Tokyo) from July11 to October 11, 1998. Major specimens to be exhibited
includeGigantosaurus, Patagosaurus, Amargasaurus,Carnotaurus (Argentina),
Cryolophosaurus (Antarctica),Muttaburrasaurus minmi (Australia),
Afrovenator,Deltadromeus, Carcharodontosaurus, and Malawisaurus(Africa). Some
nondinosaur reptiles are also included: Scaphonyx,Tupuxuara, Tapejara, Baurusuchus
(Brazil),Notosuchus, Patagopreryx, Alvarezsaurus (Argentina),and others. Vertebrate
paleontologists who cooperated with thisexhibition include Drs. Bonaparte, Coria, Calvo,
Salgado (Argentina),Kellner, Campos (Brazil), Molner, Tom and Pat Rich
(Australia),Hammer, Sereno, Jacobs, and Gomani (USA).
Seizing this opportunity, the National Science Museumof Japan will host a symposium
on the dinosaurs and other vertebrates,tentatively titled ASecondSymposium on
Gondwana Dinosaurs,@counting the symposium AGondwanaDinosaurs@held in April 1994
in Trelew, Argentina, as the first one. Allthe vertebrate paleontologists listed above, at
least, will beattending the symposium. Any of you who are interested in attending,please
write Yuki Tomida for further information (e-mail: y-tomida@kahaku.go.jp).
It is the second year of Makoto Manabe=sstudy of a small vertebrate fauna of the Tetori
Group (Early Cretaceous)with Susan Evans (UCL), David Unwin (Bristol), and Liz Cook
(Bristol).Makoto has started two new projects in 1997: one is to study Middleto Late
Triasasic marine vertebrates in British Columbia withBetsy Nicholls (TMP), and the
other is to study Late Jurassicmarine reptiles in Madagascar with Armand
Rasoamiaramanana (U.Antananarivo).
A new JSPS postdoctoral fellow, Gerard McGowan, hasjoined the Museum in
November. He will study fossil amphibiansin Japanese collections for one year. Gerry did
a Ph.D. on albanerpetontidamphibians at UCL, and did a postdoc at the University of
Mainzbefore joining NSM. (Yuki Tomida)
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Northeast Region
National Museum of Natural History, Washington,D.C.
Things have been hectic in the NMNH, as usual, butare winding down a bit for the
holidays. Mike Brett-Surman=snew dinosaur book (The Complete Dinosaur) was unveiled
at SVP.Mike was the junior editor with Jim Farlow, Indiana University.This was one of
three new dinosaur books that were released atthe meetings. Mike=sbook is the first book
to formalize the use of the termAThagomizer,@and to present the actual calculations to
determine how many lawyersit would take to feed a T. rex. The book has already goneto
a second printing. It is unknown how many lawyers have boughtthe book.
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The Bown (and Rose) Wasatchian mammal collection,consisting of over 5,000
specimens from the Willwood Basin, hasbeen transferred here by the USGS; the
collection also includesfishes, birds, and reptiles. At present the collection is
storedtemporarily in an area vacated by Pliocene horses that were sentto the MSC in
Suitland (Maryland), and it is being unpacked bya volunteer. Ken Rose and his students
continue their work onthis fauna.
Shelly Applegate and Bob Purdy continue their workon lamnoid sharks; their first
installment of the revision ofthese sharks will be a paper on the Alopiidae. These sharks
aremore conservative than most shark paleontologists think. Theirpaper should provide
for a lot of discussion. By the time yourread this, Shelly will be back in Mexico City.
In September, Peter J. Harmatuk, a long-time goodfriend and collector for the USNM,
donated the remainder of hiscollection of over 15,000 specimens to the museum. Most of
thismaterial was fossil shark teeth from the PCS, Inc., Lee CreekMine. Pete=sgift gives
the museum one of the best collections of Neogene sharkteeth.
In November Bob Purdy, Dave Bohaska, and Fred Gradyspent nine days in the Carolinas
collecting fossils and participatingin two fossil fairs, one at the South Carolina State
Museum inColumbia for the Myrtle Beach Fossil Club, and the other at theNorth
Carolina Museum of Natural History in Raleigh for the NorthCarolina Fossil Club. At the
fossil fairs they identified severalhundred specimens for the public (over 400 visitors at
Columbiaand over 2,000 at Raleigh) and club members. Between fossil fairs,with the
assistance of Jim Knight (SCSM), Vance McCollom, BillPalmer, and George Fonger,
they searched for fossil marine mammalsat Eocene, Oligocene, and Neogene localities in
both states. InNorth Carolina, Becky and Frank Hyne, who are also long-time
goodfriends and collectors for the Smithsonian, donated to the museumtheir Upper
Cretaceous fossil vertebrate collection from PhoebusLanding on the Cape Fear River; this
collection of several thousandspecimens includes fish (principally shark teeth), turtle,
crocodile,and dinosaur remains. It was a most productive trip.
The Glasgow, Montana, T. rex came under somescrutiny by an assembled team of
paleobiologists in early November.The White House Office of Science and Technology
Policy assembleda group of interested parties to decide the disposition of thepublicly
owned specimen in which the Smithsonian Institution wasto play a role. We were asked
to assess the condition of the specimen,the potential of the site, and to work towards a
solution forthe disposition of the specimen. Pete Kroehler and Dan Chaneyrepresented
the Smithsonian. The other team members were MikeGreenwald and Bruce Schumacher
(South Dakota School of Mines),Carrie Ancell, Bob Harmon, and Pat Leiggi (MOR), and
Barb Beasley(USDA Forest Service), who convened the team.
Since the specimen was found to be on federal property,the Smithsonian Institution
exercised its right of first refusalof the specimen and decided to try to find a place to keep
itin or near Glasgow. There was
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discussion of an interpretive center being builtclose to the Ft. Peck Dam that may
eventually house this T.rex. The Institution=srefusal was based on the overall condition of
the specimen.
Pete stated that all members of the assembled paleoteam contributed greatly to rescue
this specimen from furtherdamage and wishes that all publicly owned specimens could
receivethe excellent attention that this one was shown during the weekof November
2B9.Pete left Montana satisfied that the T. rex is now in goodenough condition
(stabilized) that a qualified preparator maybegin the many thousands of hours that it is
going to take toenable this specimen to be researched. He would like to thankall those
involved in the project; the folks in Glasgow, CongressmanRick Hill=soffice, the Museum
of the Rockies, and, especially, the paleoteam members.
Ralph Chapman has been busy with some trilobite research,a lot of SVP business, and
continuing and broadening a long-termresearch program on the three-dimensional
scanning and digitizingof vertebrate fossils, with subsequent computer modeling of
theresults. This is being done in conjunction with David Weishampel,postdoc Diego
Rasskin-Gutman, University of Chicago graduate studentGene Hunt, Paleobiology
chairman Richard Benson, our anthropologyCT-scanning group, and zoologist Alfie
Rosenberger. This fallhas been a good one for publications, with three papers comingout
in the Dinofest II volume, two in the Farlow and Brett-Surmandinosaur book,
ATheComplete Dinosaur,@and two entries in the AEncyclopediaof Dinosaurs.@In his spare
time, he is trying to edit and develop a couple ofbooks.
Diego Rasskin-Gutman is winding down his postdochere at the Department of
Paleobiology with various studies usingcomputer modeling, especially of archosaur
pelves. He will bemoving to Austria to start expanding his knowledge of
developmentalbiology and doing even more sophisticated computer modeling
ofmorphology, especially of embryonic structures.
Dan Chaney, Bill DiMichele, Bob Hook, and John Nelsoncontinued to work
Aupsection@in the Lower Permian of north-central Texas last September. Sparseremains of
the xenacanth shark Orthacanthus, the lungfishGnathorhiza, and the amphibian
Diplocaulus were collectedfrom a Foard County deposit that is among the youngest
vertebrate-bearinghorizons found thus far in the Clear Fork Group of the region.These
remains were recovered from a channel-fill deposit thatwas excavated for a moderately
rich plant assemblage. Althoughseveral channel-fill deposits were excavated in the
overlyingBlaine Formation (Pease River Group, late Early Permian) for plantremains, no
significant vertebrate remains were found. IsabelMontanez and Neil Tabor, both of the
University of Californiaat Davis, joined the field party to obtain carbonate and
paleosolsamples for their investigation of geochemical and paleoclimaticchanges from
the uppermost Carboniferous to basal Triassic.
Kay Behrensmeyer has been working on various paleoecologyprojects. She and Rick
Potts are completing a manuscript on thelandscape archeology of Olorgesailie, Kenya,
which is a well-knownsite for artifacts and bones from the last million years. Kayis
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analyzing microstratigraphic information on several lateralkilometers of the
paleolandscapes at two levels, and they willsee how the artifacts and bones map onto
these landscapes. A paperon African Pliocene faunal turnover was published in Sciencein
late November; this represents the first major work resultingfrom data in the Evolution of
Terrestrial Ecosystems (ETE) database,which continues to grow steadily. Manuscripts on
the Miocene Kipsaramonbonebed site in Kenya and paleosols through time in the
Mioceneof Pakistan are in the works. (Ralph Chapman)
New Jersey State Museum
Dave Parris spent much of the last few months planningfor Natural History Hall
renovations. He plans to spend a fewDecember days with Don Clements and his
associates at the NorthCarolina site which recently yielded a pterosaur bone.
As a result of hosting ATheGreat Russian Dinosaurs@exhibition in Trenton, Bill Gallagher
visited the Moscow Instituteof Paleontology as a guest of the Russian Academy of
Sciences.Bill worked with Andrei Soloviev on K/T boundary faunas from theCrimea and
Kazakhstan that show intriguing similarities to AmericanEast Coast K/T sections. He also
followed up on some ankylosaurresearch with Tanya Tumanova. Bill would like to thank
Tanya,Andrei, and Oleg Lebedev for their hospitality. (Bill Gallagher)
Southeast Region
Florida Museum of Natural History/Universityof Florida
Dave Webb is playing midwife to the imminent rebirthof a large bull mammoth skeleton
that he and his SCUBA crew collectedexactly three decades ago from the bottom of the
Aucilla River.As soon as this magnificent mammoth is resurrected it will takeup
residence in the Central Gallery of the new Powell Hall. Ina related effort on the research
side, Dave is helping to producea multidisciplinary book on late Pleistocene paleontology
andarchaeology of the Aucilla River. It is an interesting contestto see whether the book or
the mounted skeleton emerges first.Another imminent manuscript features the earliest
American deer(Bone Valley, late Hemphillian), with phylogenetic notes on theNew
World radiation of Cervidae.
In September, Barry Albright joined Carl Swisherfor some field work in Montana, then,
in October, it was off tothe John Day Valley to collect samples for paleomagnetic
analysis.Bruce MacFadden caught up with Barry and Ted Fremd in Oregon justin time to
see the movie AMarsAttacks.@By the end of the month Ted, Bruce, and Barry had
memorized mostof its script.
Bruce MacFadden has mostly been involved in his newadministrative position as
Associate Director of Exhibits andPublic Programs and getting our new exhibits building
ready toopen to the public on 30 January 1998. Otherwise Bruce has starteda project with
Nikos Solounias to understand resource partitioningin coexisting late
MioceneBearlyPliocene Bone Valley horses. Bruce has had a paper on the
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isotopicecology of the Florida rhinos Teleoceras and Aphelopsaccepted to Paleobiology.
The FLMNH and Museo Nacionalde Historia Natural in La Paz, Bolivia, have received
an InternationalPartnerships among Museums grant from the American Associationof
Museums to plan and design a bilingual traveling exhibit entitledATheGreat American
Interchange.@
Phil D=Girolamois working on Cutler Hammock, located in Dade County, south
ofMiami. A sinkhole deposit hypothesized to be a dire wolf (Canisdirus) den, Cutler
contains an abundance of pre-extinctionPleistocene fauna. It is within the abundance of
peccary and direwolf material that Phil is attempting to reconstruct the 11,000year-old
scene (predator/prey relationships). Biochemical techniquessuch as carbon isotopes and
strontium/calcium ratios will be executedin this research.
Matthew Mihlbachler, Dave Webb=snewest student, has twofold duties. Matt is working
on Dave=sAucilla River project and is undertaking a study of Late Pleistocenemastodon
gut contents. This work will be a contribution to theupcoming book about the first
humans and the last megafauna fromthe Aucilla River. However, for his master=sthesis,
Matt is journeying back to the late Miocene, where hewill be studying the paleobiology
and ecology of two sympatricrhinos (Teleoceras and Aphelops) from Florida. Theinitial
stages of this project include interpreting populationstructure and SEM analysis of dental
microwear. Matt also plansto examine limb bones using CT scanning to measure bone
densityof Teleoceras. He hopes to set to rest the question asto whether or not Teleoceras
was a hippo-ecomorph.
Jean-Louis Monfraix has had a very eventful semester.At the meeting in October, he
won Honorable Mention for an outstandingtalk he gave during the Romer Prize session.
His talk, based onhis master=sresearch, dealt with his unique approach to typifying
modern environmentsusing characteristics of the mammalian fauna. He then appliedthis
new system to the reconstruction of a paleoenvironment usingthe mammal fossils of the
Leisey Shell Pit, a Pleistocene localityfrom the Tampa Bay region. In November, JeanLouis successfullydefended his master=sthesis. Says committee chair Bruce MacFadden,
AJean-Louisdid a good job in his defense. We couldn=tget a word in edgewise.@Jean-Louis
is presently taking a deserved break from graduateschool. Next semester, look for JeanLouis=application materials at a doctoral program near you.
Jay O=Sullivanspent much of his semester writing PR for his friend Jean-LouisMonfraix
(see above). He also passed his qualifying exams andsubmitted a grant to the NSF. In
addition, Jay spent a good dealof time thinking about those yummy pastries the Ramada
Congressoffered for breakfast during October=smeetings, especially the cheese-filled
ones. (Jay O=Sullivan)
Louisiana State University Museum Of NaturalScience
New material is coming out of the dissolving vatsfrom Fort Polk all the time and the
number of terrestrial mammaltaxa is over two dozen. Suyin Ting just returned from
leadinga field trip to Fort Polk in which an additional 1,500 poundsof rock for dissolving
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was collected, along with a possibly new-to-our-faunahigh-crowned horse from surface
collection. Judith Schiebout iswriting a short paper on the first undoubted bone of a
marinemammal from the Castor Creek Member of the Fleming Formation,a partial
baculum from Fort Polk. This makes two partial baculathe sum total of our carnivore
material from large animals. Oneis from a terrestrial form. Schiebout also spoke at the
Phi KappaPhi Centennial National Meeting in August in New Orleans on her20 years of
paleontological research.
Julia Sankey is aiming to defend her Ph.D. dissertationin May 1998. It is titled
ALateCretaceous vertebrate paleontology, paleoecology, and magnetostratigraphyof the
Upper Aguja Formation, Talley Mt. Area, Big Bend NationalPark, Texas.@She presented
some of her results at the SVP (Romer Prize Session)and the GSA annual meetings. Julia
was the co-instructor for theLSU Geology Department=ssix-week freshman geology field
camp this summer outside of ColoradoSprings, Colorado. This eight-credit field course
covered thefirst two semesters of introductory geology. She is actively lookingfor a
research/teaching job and can be reached at 504-388-1510;Jsankey@unix1.sncc.lsu.edu.
Alton Dooley, Jr. (Butch) is aiming for a May completionof his dissertation on
squalodont whales and is seeking teaching/researchjobs. He was instructor for an LSU
historical geology class lastsummer.
Ray Wilhite is finishing his master=swork on AOntogeneticvariation in the appendicular
skeleton of Camarasaurus@and is contemplating dissection of alligator limbs for the
firstpart of his dissertation. Anyone who knows of recent publishedwork in this area
should contact Ray at rwilhit@unix1.sncc.lsu.edu.He would eventually like to use shape
analysis and limb morphologyto reconstruct sauropod limb musculature. He gave a
presentationat SVP called AAstatistical analysis of sauropod limb elements@in which
Brian Curtice, John Foster, and Ray attempted to finddistinguishing patterns in sauropod
limb bones. The basic gistof the poster was that you can=ttell a whole lot from
measurements alone. Hence his idea to lookat shape and see if there are discernible
differences there.
Students interested in graduate study in VP at LSUshould contact Dr. Schiebout at
naschi@lsuvm.sncc.lsu.edu or 504-388-2717.Increased support for graduate students is
available to the LSUDepartment of Geology and Geophysics because of the upturn inthe
U.S. oil industry. Inquiries on loans from the LSU VP collectionscan be directed to Dr.
Ting at: glsuyin@unix1.sncc.lsu.edu.
Recent publications from our group include: Sankey,J. T. In press. Vertebrate
paleontology and magnetostratigraphyof the Upper Glenns Ferry (Latest Pliocene) and
Lower Bruneau(PlioceneBPleistocene)formations, near Murphy, southwestern Idaho.
Journal of the IdahoAcademy of Science. Schiebout, J. A.. 1997. Paleofaunal
survey,collecting, processing, and documentation at two locations onFort Polk,
Louisiana. Corps of Engineers, Fort Worth District.Open-file report, 93 pp. Schiebout, J.
A. 1997. The Fort PolkMiocene microvertebrate sites compared to those from east
Texas.The Texas Journal of Science, 49(1):23B32.Schiebout, J. A. 1997. Microvertebrate
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sites. Pp. 437B442,in Encyclopedia of Dinosaurs (P. J. Currie and K. Padian,eds.).
Academic Press. Ting, S. 1998. Paleocene and Early EoceneLand Mammal Ages of Asia,
Bulletin of Carnegie Museum of NaturalHistory, 34:124B147.(Judith Schiebout)
Paleontologist at Large, Birmingham, Alabama
Caitlin R. Kiernan has begun preparation of a smallplioplatecarpine mosasaur from the
Smoky Hill Chalk of westernKansas. Originally thought to be a second specimen of
Selmasaurusrusselli, the specimen (collected by Steve Johnson and MikeEverhart and on
loan to Columbus College) now appears to be anew taxon, having synapormorphies with
both S. russelliand APlatecarpus@planifrons. It is hoped that descriptionof the new
material, along with a redescription of the obscureAP.@planifrons, will yield important
dataon the systematics of this subfamily of masasauroids.
In November, Caitlin reexamined the holotype ofSelmasaurus russelli and extracted a
small matrix sample fromthe basilar canal of the basioccipital that was analyzed by
Dr.Charles Smith of the Geological Survey of Alabama. Nannoplanktonin the sample
place the specimen (which has long remained undateddue to poor locality data) within
Zone CC-17 of Sissingh (1977),probably originating from the lower part of the
Mooreville Chalk(basal Campanian). Caitlin (with the help of Jennifer Caudle ofthe
University of Alabama at Birmingham) also continues her searchfor vertebrate-bearing
exposures of the Ripley Formation (earlyMaastrichtian) in Georgia and Alabama. (Caitlin
R. Kiernan)
Midwest Region
Cincinnati Museum Center
Since our last report we have been up to our earsin activity. The transfer of the
University of Cincinnati=scollection to the Museum has been finalized and a new IP
curator(Colin Sumrall) is on board. We should have a new collection managerand a
technician on staff by the time this goes to press. TheMuseum=slatest touring exhibit
ABeakman=sWorld on Tour@will soon open and includes a dinosaur component that
emphasizesthe bird/dinosaur relationship for a general audience. This necessitatedthe
purchase from the Royal Tyrrell Museum of two Dromaeosauruscasts that will later be
recycled into our own dinosaur exhibit.
Field work over the summer resulted in a very popularAEarthwatch@-styledinosaur
expedition to Drumheller for Musuem volunteers wherewe collected several interesting
bits of hadrosaur and ceratopsians.Excess funds raised by this project paid for a two-week
trip tothe Kansas Niobrara in collaboration with Dave Meyer of UC whois researching
Uintacrinus. He managed to find a slab andthe VP crew (including Glenn Storrs, Tamaki
Sato, Derek Parker,and Jim Damico) came up with several good fossils. Our best
specimens,however, were donated by Pete Bussen of Wallace (Platecarpusskull) and
Mike and Pam Everhart of Derby (Squalicoraxskull). We thank them and look forward to
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working with them againthis summer on two plesiosaur localities. Also,
congratulationsare in order for Derek Parker who won the Estes Award this year.
Closer to home, the discovery of an embolomere bonebed in western Kentucky has us
excited about opening up a quarryin conjunction with the Kentucky Geological Survey
this spring.Nothing of this sort has ever been found in the commonwealth beforeand we
anticipate some notable results. Concentrate from Jim Farlow=sIndiana sinkhole is also
producing some good material, but we=llleave it to Jim to break the news on that!
VP volunteers Fred Moore, Hank Schlosser, Grace Castellini,Christy Connelly, Jim
Clark, Jim Damico, George Riechmann, LarryGruber, and Susan Jackson (and perhaps
others I=veforgotten!) are to be thanked for their diligent work during 1997.We all want to
thank Wayne Wauligman for his donation of a dentalair compressor and air dryer system
for the lab. Thanks also toRoy Stegmann for his donation of exhibit cases for the
Stegmannpeccary exhibit, and to Jim Damico for his donation of neededfield equipment.
A major organizational change at CMC (yet another)is also cause for celebration. The
Children=sMuseum of Cincinnati has joined our ranks at Union Terminal andwill be up
and running by autumn. The addition of a third museumat UT will expand our
membership base, attract repeat visitors,and go a long way to funding mission-driven
activities that mightotherwise be on a tight budget. Check it out! (Glenn Storrs)
Illinois State Geological SurveyBUniversityof Illinois, Champaign/Urbana.
The Hell Creek Field program in South Dakota (ledby Russ Jacobson, ISGS, and Steve
Sroka, U of I Museum of NaturalHistory) continued a third successful season. Two oneweek sessionswere held (July 13B19,and July 20B26)in which crews of 26 (week one)
and 23 (week two) were involvedin exploration and recovery of Hell Creek material.
This year we made a final excavation of our originalEdmontosaurus site and found more
material scattered somedistance from the rest of the skeleton. This included severalmore
vertebrae and the scapula.
Work this year concentrated on a new site found bythe rancher. At this site in the base of
a paleochannel we recoveredmaterial from an estimated three Triceratops
individuals.Two of those represented disarticulated cranial (frill, jaw, andother elements)
and postcranial material (vertebrae and limb material).The major find for the year was
what may be a nearly completemoderate-sized skull of a Triceratops. Portions of
thecrews worked on the skull throughout the field program, and itwas readied for the
winter so that we could finish removal duringthe 1998 season.
Perhaps the most exciting highlight of the seasonfor us was the recovery of a partial
weathered nodosaur skull(jaws and portions of the cranium). We have yet to spend
timepreparing the specimen to see how much of the skull was present.
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Since we had larger crews this year, a more intensiveexploration program was
undertaken. The effort located many moremicro sites, scattered ceratopsian and hadrosaur
remains, as wellas some significant sites for work in future years.
As with previous years at the new micro sites wefound abundant smaller vertebrate
material including fish, crocodile,turtle, and dinosaur remains. This year a larger amount
of invertebrate(some especially large bivalves) material was collected from someof the
floodplain pond facies. These facies were also the sourceof much plant material (cones,
nice leaves, etc.). Studies arebeing planned with Dr. Daniel Blake (U of I) and some of
his studentson the invertebrate material. With the discovery of the newTriceratops site
(including the fairly complete skull) othersites found in 1996, such as one with a
Triceratops limb(and probably other material) were left buried and untouched forthis new
season. We have held them in reserve for the 1998 or1999 season (after the skull is
removed and shipped).
This season, just before the dig, Steve and Russalso spent time visiting other digs and
collections near to ourarea to do comparative work and work out cooperative
arrangementstowards a regional group working in the Hell Creek (which we hopeto
expand).
Preparation of the specimens from this season hasbegun as part of a class teaching
preparation techniques and familiarizationwith dinosaur material to paleontology students
(in cooperationwith Dr. Daniel Blake at the U of I Geology Department). Plansare
already in process (and crews being recruited) for the 1998season when we will return
again to work on the old and new sites(especially working on recovery of the skull).
(Russ Jacobson,ISGS)
Illinois State Museum
Since last heard from, Jeff Saunders has preparedand submitted papers on the
morphometrics and butchery of Mammuthuscolumbi from the Dent Site, Colorado, and,
with Beth Dawson,one on the implications of juvenile Pachycrocuta brevirostrison the
basis of modified bones from the Haro River Quarry, Pakistan.At this year=send he
completed the task of editing (with Bonnie Styles and GennadyBaryshnikov) 17
manuscripts contributed to a joint Russian, Ukrainian,and American workshop volume
titled APaleozoologyin the Northern Hemisphere.@In addition he=scompleted text editing
of an English translation of ATheExterior of the Mammoth@(N. K. Vereshchagin and A.
N. Tikhonov, 1992, in Russian). Illustrationsare now being assembled to enable the
publication of this currentRussian view of mammoths, in large part on the basis of
mummifiedmaterial.
The big news in our program is the appointment, effectiveat the New Year, of Rickard
Toomey to the Museum staff as an AssistantCurator in the Geology Section. Rick has
been at the Museum forseveral years as a Research Associate. Toomey=schange in
position should allow him to concentrate more on variousresearch that he has going. The
paleontological studies he hasundertaken with the National Park Service at Mammoth
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Cave (Kentucky)are really beginning to take off. He and Mona Colburn have beenvery
active this fall in mapping past bat usage near the mainentrance to Mammoth Cave. This
work will help the NPS in theirplans to restore the cave environment near that entrance.
Themore general paleontological inventory of the caves of the parkis just getting
underway. Toomey and Colburn are cooperating withthe NPS and the Cave Research
Foundation on this ambitious project.Cave work in areas other than Mammoth Cave is
also continuing.Recently, ISM crews have found Pleistocene bone in two of thelongest
and most visited caves in Illinois. In addition to hisongoing research, Toomey will remain
active in several excitingeducation projects with which he has been working for the
lastseveral years.
Mona Colburn has been working on several projectsrecently. She has been working with
Rick Toomey on the variouspaleontological projects at Mammoth Cave. In addition, she
helpeddesign and construct a fiberglass freshwater mussel shell usedin exhibits and
presentations at this past year=sIllinois State Fair. (J. Saunders and R. Toomey)
Michigan State University Museum
Since our last submission, Alan Holman officiallyretired from the MSU Museum but
continues to come in regularlyand work on a variety of research projects, including his
BritishEocene herpetofauna. Al=ssuccessor, Mike Gottfried, spent the last several years at
theCalvert Marine Museum in Maryland and is very pleased to now beat MSU.
Mike=splans include continuing with a number of shark research projects,including
further work on Late Cretaceous fishes and sharks fromMadagascar (as part of Dave
Krause=sgroup), some isotopic analysis of fossil marine vertebrates withPeggy Ostrom in
the MSU Geology Department, future collectingin and around Michigan, reorganizing
and rehousing existing collections;and expanding and improving our fossil exhibits.
Two of Al=sgraduate students, Rachel Walker and Carl Doney, are planningto finish their
Ph.D.s this semester, and Mike expects to welcometwo or possibly three new grad
students starting fall of 1998.Mike would like to thank Al, MSU Museum Director Kurt
Dewhurst,and everyone else here for making him feel so welcome, and looksforward to
many happy and productive years at MSU. (Mike Gottfried)
Museum of Geology, South Dakota School of Minesand Technology
The School of Mines=Paleontology Program is growing! We currently have nine
activegraduate students. Much to Jim Martin=sand Carrie Herbel=sdelight, several of our
new students have expressed great interestin mammalian paleontology. Amid the earlier
focus of Cretaceousmarine reptiles and dinosaurs, this brings added variety to ourdiverse
program. Two recent students, Heather Findlayson and JanetBertog, graduated in
December 1997 with M.S. degrees in paleontology.Heather has elected to stay with the
Museum assisting with severalon-going projects, while Janet continues her education in a
Ph.D.program at the University of Cincinnati focusing on bentonitecorrelation. Bruce
Schumacher received his doctorate in May 1997.His dissertation on the stratigraphy and
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paleontology of the NiobraraFormation was extremely well received. Currently he is
responsiblefor surveying state lands in South Dakota. Congratulations toall three of them!
During January and February of this year, Jim Martinis participating in the Antarctica
NSF project and is lookingfor Cretaceous vertebrates along with Dan Chaney of the
Smithsonian,Judd Case of St. Mary=sCollege, and a small group from Argentina. The rest
of us in RapidCity remain warm (relatively speaking) and are thinking aboutour summer
field paleo programs and miscellaneous research projects.
This coming spring and summer we are working at severaldifferent fossil localities in
Oregon, Washington, Wyoming, andSouth Dakota. In May, we head to Fossil Lake,
Oregon, lookingfor Pleistocene fish, mammals, and birds on BLM lands. This willbe
followed by examining other fossil localities in central Oregonand south-central
Washington. During the month of June, severalprojects are anticipated on South Dakota
state lands, easternWyoming Forest Service field surveys, and to assist Badlands
NationalPark staff in opening an incredible Oligocene bonebed site withinthe Park. In
July, we descend upon the Jurassic rocks of northeasternWyoming focusing on our
Allosaur Pit and looking for more of ournearly complete Camarasaurus skeleton. And
finally in August,we will continue our intensive Cretaceous paleontologcal fieldwork
along the Missouri River in central South Dakota with theassistance of the Corps of
Engineers and the Crow Creek IndianReservation. Gorden Bell is particularly fond of this
project,as each year new mosasaurs are discovered along with incredibleamounts of
surrounding data to add to his understanding of thesefascinating creatures. This project is
followed by working theunique fissure-fill site in the northern Black Hills known asthe
Unwily Coyote Site. Phil Bjork continues to uncover new anddiverse fauna from this
Pliocene deposit.
In addition to these projects, the Museum is preparingfor the upcoming 1998 Fossil
Conference to be held here on October13B16,1998. This is the fifth conference of its type
since its inceptionin 1986 by the National Park Service. We are working with
BadlandsNational Park, U.S. Forest Service, BLM, and the North DakotaGeological
Survey. If you are interested in this conference, pleasecontact Rachel Benton at Badlands
National Park for more information.(See Calendar of Events.)
These projects, plus continued preparation and curationof associated specimens, and the
teaching and taking of classeskeeps us all very busy throughout the year. (Carrie L.
Herbel)
Rocky Mountain Region
Dinosaur National Monument, Utah
Scott Madsen and Ann Elder reopened a site in theCedar Mountain Formation in the
Monument where Tobe Wilkins excavatedpart of a sauropod foot in the mid-1980s. Field
observations suggestthat we have a bone bed containing at least two sauropods. Workwill
continue at the first hint of spring. Scott also spent afew days working on a Morrison
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sauropod site in Curecanti NationalRecreation Area with Cathleen May and a field crew
from SUNY atStony Brook headed by Brian Curtice. NPS volunteers Dale Grayand Rod
Joblove helped close the site. Ann spent two weeks inAugust working a site in Badlands
NP with Rachel Benton (BadlandsNP) and Joe DiBenedetto (South Dakota School of
Mines), and acrew from the park. Though taphonomic studies are much more
straightforwardon horizontal surfaces (as opposed to 70Edips), working with Cenozoic
mammal folks is good cross-training.Planning has begun for the Preparation of Fossil
Vertebrates Symposiumto be held prior to the 1998 SVP meetings in Snowbird, Utah.
Startthinking about your abstracts now.
Copies of AScreenwashingand Associated Techniques for the Recovery of
MicrovertebrateFossils@(Oklahoma Geological Survey Special Publication 96-4) by
RichCifelli, Scott Madsen, and Beth Larson are available upon requestfrom Scott.
Dan Chure=sthesis on the genus Allosaurus is perilously close to completionand has
expanded to include a review of all taxa ever referredto the Allosauridae (a mixed bag
indeed). Dan and Jim Madsen havea paper in press (JVP) on an unusual basicranium of
?Stokesosaurusfrom the ClevelandBLloydQuarry. Dan has three papers accepted for the
upcoming Gaiatheropod paleobiology volume, one on radiological surveying
forsubsurface bone (with Ramal Jones), one on the scavenging of anAllosaurus skeleton
(with Tony Fiorillo and Aase Jacobsen),and one on the orbital shape in theropods. Dan
was recently promotedto NPS Research Scientist and his main responsibility is now
researchand publication. (Dan Chure)
University of Wyoming, Department of Geologyand Geophysics/Geological Museum
Mike Cassiliano arrived in Laramie during the springfrom Long Island University to take
over the collection manager=sposition from J.-P. Cavigelli (see item in the Bulletin
Boardsection). While learning the ins and outs of the collection manager=sduties, he has
managed to shepherd three publications into print:a study of the taphonomy of
BlancanBIrvingtonianvertebrates in the Palm Spring Formation of southern
California(Palaeo3), a description and interpretationof depositional environments in the
Huesos Member of the PalmSpring Formation and a proposal to recognize the Huesos as
a formallithostratigraphic unit (Contributions to Geology), anda review of the
ecophysical literature that demonstrates the linkbetween climate and physiology of
crocodilians and large landtortoises so that the fossils of these animals can be used
asreliable paleotemperature proxies (Paleoclimates). Mikealso has a manuscript in review
with JVP on the biostratigraphyof Blancan and Irvingtonian mammals in the Palm Spring
Formationwith a review of the BlancanBIrvingtonianboundary and is nearly ready to
submit a manuscript to the CaliforniaAcademy of Sciences that corrects and formalizes
the stratigraphicnomenclature of the Palm Spring Formation and its subunits otherthan
the Huesos Member. Mike=slast project, aside from managing the UW collections, is
organizinga symposium on vertebrate paleoecology for SVP =98.The symposium will
include talks covering case studies, theory,methods of paleoecological investigation, and
lessons/implicationsfrom paleoecological studies for understanding Recent
communitiesof vertebrates.
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Jay Lillegraven is happier than any clam has a rightto be with the signing up of Michael
Louis Cassiliano as our CollectionsManager. Mike has jumped in with both feet, and
already he ismaking a huge difference in the quality of our operation. Andfor those of
you out there who failed to return long-overdue specimenloans upon our politely made
previous requests, please note thatMike is quite a large and strong fellow of Italian
descent, andyou really, really don=twant him coming after you. For pure amusement, Jay
and Mike recentlysubmitted a third-attempt proposal to NSF=sprogram for Research
Collections in Systematics and EcologyCforcuratorial improvement of our VP collection.
Such submissionshave become an annual tradition with Jay as he tries to convincethe
panel that strong, but relatively small, regional collectionsalso should have a turn at the
public trough. On another matter,Jay encourages members of the paleo community
having geologicalinterests to keep eyes peeled for the spring 1998 premiere ofRocky
Mountain Geology to be published semi-annually by Wyoming=sDepartment of Geology
and Geophysics.
Fall semester 1997 was conceivably the most trying(yet enjoyable) semester of Pennilyn
Higgins=academic career. She passed her written preliminary examinationstoward her
Ph.D. and managed to pass several very difficult courses(including physical chemistry) at
the same time. In her Asparetime@she took a foray into the world of screenwriting,
completing thefirst 30 pages of a full-length feature screenplay. Happily, shesurvived the
tumultuous semester with flying colors and is readyto get on to writing her dissertation.
Still amazingly optimistic,she plans to graduate on time, in August of 1999.
Ph.D. candidate Michael Webb has just completed afall semester of geology coursework,
and looks forward to lookingat some Lancian mammal teeth from the Bighorn Basin this
spring.Recent projects include several articles for the upcoming AEncyclopediaof
Paleontology,@and getting parts of his master=sthesis on Paleocene mammals from
Alberta (Canada) ready for submittal.Michael also awaits his Ph.D. preliminary exams in
spring.
John Burris will be finishing up his thesis thisspring. He will use the reworked shark and
ray teeth he collectedfrom the Hanna Formation and surrounding Late Cretaceous
formations,as well as others sedimentological and structural evidence, toaddress
questions of the erosional/depositional evolution of theHanna Basin.
Anton Wroblewski spent the fall completing threemanuscripts on the evolution of fluvial
and estuarine channelbelts in the Ferris Formation, the paleoecology of the
LancianBPuercantransition in south-central Wyoming, and theropod tooth
assemblagesfrom the Lancian Ferris Formation. On top of that, Anton preparedcore
samples from the Mesaverde Group near the Rock Springs Upliftfor slabbing and
porosity testing in Denver, made several tripsinto the field to collect additional geological
data, and preparedabstracts for GSA and AAPG meetings in the spring.
Kelli Trujillo is continuing her work on microvertebratesin the Morrison Formation, with
an emphasis on the mammals.
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Brent Breithaupt (UW Geological Museum) continuesto increase the visibility of the
museum as he revamps displaysand develops new public/education programs. He
continues his workon various projects dealing with the history of vertebrate
paleontologyin the West and Mesozoic and Early Cenozoic lower vertebrate
faunas.(Brent Breithaupt)
Weber State University
Jeff Eaton and his students continue their never-endingfield work in the Cretaceous and
early Tertiary of southwesternUtah with the help of Howard Hutchison, Pat Holroyd,
Dave Archibald,and Steve Diem. Collections of vertebrates are gradually increasingfrom
the Cretaceous Straight Cliffs and Iron Springs formationsof the Markagunt Plateau and
significant new localities in theWahweap Formation were found during the past field
season.
Undergraduate vertebrate paleontological researchprojects on the Cretaceous faunas
recovered from the Paunsauguntand Markagunt plateaus at Weber State involve many
students: HeidiMunk is working on the herptiles (with the help of Janet Gillette),Angie
Nebeker the crocodilians, and Megan Hardman the sharks andrays. Shino Sugiomoto is
sharpening her preparation skills underthe supervision of Janet Gillette (Utah Museum of
Natural History).
Continued research is planned over the next few fieldseasons to complete correlation
across the Cretaceous sectionand interpret the developmental history of the Sevier
forelandbasin in the area. (Jeff Eaton)
West Coast Region
Occidental College, Los Angeles, California
Don Prothero just received a $30,000 grant from thePetroleum Research Fund to work
on the marine Eocene of California.Some of the results of the previous summers=field
work are already in. The most surprising is the magneticpattern from the
AtypeMontediablan@(late Clarendonian) Black Hawk Ranch Quarry north of
Danville,California. The 500 feet of section above and below the quarryis entirely
reversed, forcing a serious rethinking of what AlateClarendonian@means.
Don was elected a Fellow of the Geological Societyof America in October. It=snice to be
acknowledged as a geologist, and not just as a paleontologist!
The textbook ABringingFossils to Life: An Introduction to Paleobiology@is now already
in its second printing (after just two months inprint). It can be ordered at the W. C.
Brown/McGrawBHillWeb site, www.mhhe.com. (Don Prothero)
UNITED KINGDOM
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University of Bristol
Axel Hungerbuhler has submitted his Ph.D. thesison the taxonomy and phylogeny of the
phytosaurs from the Studensandstein(Late Triassic, Lower to Middle Norian) of
southwestern Germany.This includes a redescription of the skull of Nicrosaurus kapffi,a
robust phytosaur characterized by a prominent prenarial crest,and a study on intraspecific
character variation in this taxon.New morphological data have been gathered from a
number of hithertoneglected specimens which are usually referred to the dubiousname
ABelodonplieningeri.@The specimens actually represent a second species of
Nicrosaurus,and have allowed the diagnosis of this genus by autapomorphies.In the
slender-snouted genus Mystriosuchus, new cranialfeatures were found which support the
presence of two species,and help to clarify the debated phylogenetic position of the
genus.
Since his thesis on embryos of the Lower Jurassicichthyosaur Stenopterygius, Axel has
maintained a livelyinterest in this group. In collaboration with Michael Maisch
(Thbingen),a review of the giant ichthyosaur Temnodontosaurus is inpreparation. A
redescription and systematic evaluation of theMiddle Liassic Temnodontosaurus
nuertingensis has alreadybeen published. In a second paper, important new evidence on
thetemporal region of post-Triassic ichthyosaurs will be presentedand discussed.
Additionally, a survey of the poorly known LowerJurassic and Cretaceous ichthyosaur
faunas from northern Germanyhas been undertaken. The first results were published in
two papers(co-authored by Sven Sachs, Dusseldorf), the first dealing witha large
Pliensbachian temnodontosaurid and the second on the remainsof a Middle Jurassic
ichthyosaur, both from the Bielefeld region(Westfalia).
Richard Kemp and David Unwin have restudied all theskeletons of Archaeopteryx, and
they have discovered thatthese fall into two distinct preservational categories: one setof
relatively undisturbed skeletons, and another set that havebeen partially disarticulated.
They have disproved an earliernotion that the seven described skeletons form an east-towestseries of disarticulation as they were washed across the Solnhofenlagoon.
David Unwin, Liz Cook, Susan Evans (UCL), and severalJapanese paleontologists have
started a joint program to investigateLower Cretaceous vertebrate localities of central
Honshu, Japan.The sites have yielded hundreds of disarticulated remains of fishes,frogs,
choristoderes, turtles, dinosaurs, and possible birds.The sediments indicate a
terrestrial/freshwater setting, and thesite has key importance for paleogeographic studies.
Liz Cookis continuing with her work on the taphonomy of the vertebratesfrom this area.
In addition, she is currently working on a GeologicalConservation Review volume
describing the Mesozoic, Tertiary,and Quaternary mammal and bird localities in the
British Isles.
Clive Trueman has found that bones absorb characteristicrare earth element (REE)
signatures from groundwaters soon afterburial. The bones then appear to retain the REE
signatures, evenafter reworking. He has shown the value of this new techniquefor
detecting reworking by comparisons of similar bones from differentRhaetic bone beds
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around Bristol. His analyses of dinosaur bonesfrom a variety of facies in the Late
Cretaceous of Montana haveshown that REE signatures vary greatly, but reflect
groundwaterchemistry rather than simply the environment of deposition.
Mike King is near the completion of his revisionof all the classic Middle Triassic
vertebrate footprints of England.Many species were named as far back as the 1830s, and
he findsthat the diversity and stratigraphic distributions of taxa aremuch simpler than
could ever be imagined from the tortuous literatureon the subject. One discovery was that
numerous Early and MiddleTriassic three-toed Adinosaur@footprints were nothing of the
sort (had they been dinosaurian,they would have substantially predated the first bony
remainsof dinosaurs). The Lower Triassic specimens turned out to be
inorganicCmudflakes, curious ripple marks, and the likeCandthe Middle Triassic
specimens were broken parts of more typicalfive-toed footprints of primitive reptiles.
David Unwin and Jo Wright have added some additionalevidence to a long-running
dispute about the terrestrial abilitiesof pterosaurs. They have described some footprints
from France,England, and the United States which they claim show that pterosaurswere
generally quadrupedal on the ground. They have also reportedthe largest pterosaur
footprints, from the Purbeck in Dorset.These are over 20 cm long, indicating the presence
of pterosaurswith wing spans of 5 m or more.
Jo Wright=sfurther work on footprints from the Purbeck has shown how thedinosaur
Iguanodon walked: one trackway indicates thatthe animal walked generally on its hind
limbs, but that it putdown a hand here and there to steady itself. Another track showsthe
hitherto unsuspected presence of nodosaurid ankylosaurs inthe Purbeck. Jo=swork on the
Late Triassic and Early Jurassic dinosaur tracks ofthe Connecticut Valley, USA, has also
sorted out a nomenclaturaltangle, and it has shown that most of the tracks were made
bytheropods, with rarer Otozoum prints made by a basal thyreophoran.
Mike Benton and Becky Hitchin have begun an extensiveprogram of testing how well
the fossil record corresponds to evidencefor phylogeny, or the shape of the history of life.
The fossilrecord is patchy, some would say notoriously incomplete. Untilrecently, this
kind of assertion could not be quantified in anyrealistic way; it was possible only to
compare relative measuresof completeness between two units of time, or between two
groupsof organisms. A new approach is now possible. Phylogenies areroutinely
reconstructed by the use of information on the distributionof morphological or molecular
characters, and without referenceto stratigraphy. Such phylogenies may then be compared
with stratigraphicdata to assess congruence. Our studies of 400 phylogenies
haveconfirmed that the fossil records of echinoderms, fishes, andtetrapods are better than
random (good news for paleontologists),and indeed that the fossil records of all three
groups are equallygood. This latter result did not confirm the usual assumptionthat
marine fossil records are better than continental. Furtheranalyses have shown that fossil
collecting generally improvesthe match of stratigraphic and phylogenetic data, again a
vindicationfor the labors of paleontologists.
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Mike Benton has continued to worry about the differencesbetween logistic and
exponential models of the long-term diversificationof life. New data from The Fossil
Record 2 confirmed a clearlyexponential model for the diversification of vertebrates and
forthe diversification of continental life (plants and animals combined).Such exponential
patterns imply that there is no (immediate) limitto the diversity level that might be
achieved. The pattern ofdiversification for marine animals and plants retains a
Paleozoicplateau, as indicated by other investigators before, and hencesuggests a logistic
pattern of diversification, with a fixed globalcarrying capacity. The problem is to
determine whether these differencesbetween marine and continental life are real or not,
and if not,which is correct. Mike Benton made a related investigation ofthe nature of the
origins of all 1,000 families of tetrapods witha fossil record: only 13% of these could be
said to have displaceda preexisting family. The remaining 87% all apparently
originatedinto empty ecospace; possible confirmation of an exponential patternof
diversification.
Mike Benton and David Gower have completed theirreanalysis of the archosaurs of the
Middle Triassic of England.They found that Sir Richard Owen, first to describe such
materialin the 1840s, had confounded remains of a variety of animals:the jaws of
temnospondyl amphibians, the steak-knife teeth ofarchosaurs, and the hind limbs and
vertebrae of archosaurs. Fromthis mJlange,he created a monstrous amphibian, a three-tofour-meter-long frogfrom hell, which was duly reconstructed in solid form for theCrystal
Palace exhibition in the 1850s. Owen=sspecimens, and new material from Devon found
by Patrick Spencer,show that the English Middle Triassic archosaurs included a
poposaurid,Bromsgroveia, and a variety of others known only from teeth.
Matt Wills has continued to explore methods for producingcomparable cladistic and
phenetic treatments of the same charactermatrices, refining approaches for ordered and
differentially-weightedcharacters. These are currently being applied to data sets forfishes
and pterosaurs, in conjunction with Becky Hitchin and DavidUnwin.
Simone Klutzny is analyzing mammal evolution in anunusual way, by studying the ala
temporalis, a structure in thebraincase, of embryos of a variety of species.
Characteristicfeatures of the ala temporalis can be diagnosed consistently bycartilaginous
or ossified connections and relationships to soft-tissuestructures such as nerve branches,
blood vessels, and muscle attachments.
Paul Upchurch (School of Biological Sciences) hascontinued with his work on sauropod
phylogeny and now has a newpaper (including a complete data matrix) in press for the
ZoologicalJournal of the Linnean Society. He is now turning his fullattention to work on
dinosaur biogeography as well as lookingfor a job (hint).
Gilles Cuny has identified an unusual aspect of theearly evolution of sharks by means of
SEM studies of tooth ultrastructures.It was generally thought that modern sharks, the
neoselachians,radiated in the late Jurassic, replacing the previously dominanthybodont
sharks. Studies of large collections of isolated teethfrom late Triassic localities show that
neoselachians were alreadydiverse and abundant at that time. He has found good
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evidencethat Vallisia coppi from the British Upper Triassic isnot a neoselachian. He
intends to begin a study of the enameloidof teeth of Wodnika and Hopleacanthus from
the Permianto trace the origin of the neoselachian lineage. A collaborationis also
underway with Eric Buffetaut (CNRS, Paris) and Henri Cappetta(University of
Montpellier) to study some freshwater sharks fromthe Lower Cretaceous of Thailand.
Gareth Dyke has started a Ph.D. grandly titled ATheorigin of modern birds.@He plans to
look in detail at the avifaunas of the Eocene localitiessuch as the Green River Formation,
the Messel Shale, the Phosporitesdu Quercy, and, most importantly, the London Clay
with the aimof characterizing the diversification of modern bird lineages.Other projects
include the phylogeny of the Avarezsauridae andthe Recent and fossil gruiform birds.
Gareth is also writing upfield work conducted in collaboration with Dave Varricchio
(OldTrail Museum) on the taphonomy and sedimentology of the LowerTwo Medicine
Formation, Montana.
Don Henderson has begun an ambitious project to quantifythe precise details of bipedal
locomotion in theropod dinosaurs.He enters three-dimensional models of each of the
bones in thehind limbs into a Ascientificvisualization@package, and codes the precise
ranges of movement of each joint.He has animated the walking and running patterns of
Allosaurus,and will add other theropods with different body shapes. Thistechnique allows
a more realistic assessment of true patternsof movement at different speeds, and it allows
calculation ofstresses on every bone element at every stage of movement. Withthis work,
he hopes to answer some long-debated questions abouthow these dinosaurs walked and
how fast they ran.
Bob Savage has published a study of early elephantoids,and he is investigating two
mammal skeletons from the Middle Jurassicof Skye. He is also examining the work of
Edward Owen, who inthe 1750s published the first geological account of Bristol,
includingdetailed study of the Avon Gorge, Cotham Landscape Marble,
BristolDiamonds, and the Hotwells. (Gareth Dyke)
University of Portsmouth, Palaeobiology Group
Hello again, sorry we did not report in the lastnewsletter, I guess preparing our poster
displays for SVP Chicagoimpinged on our time. Vertebrate paleontology seems to be
gainingin strength at Portsmouth. Once more Dave Loydell, our graptoliteman, is
studying vertebrates, this time conodonts. He is currentlyinvolved in an integrated
biostratigraphical study of the Ohesaareborehole from Estonia with Dim Kaljo and Peep
M@nnik.This is a largely Silurian sequence rich in marine faunas. MikeBarker is working
with volunteer Jane Clarke on the histologyof some unusual osteoderms form the Lower
Cretaceous of the Isleof Wight, while our joint paper (Jane, Mike, and I) contrastingthe
taphonomy of bones from marine and terrestrial sequences cameout in the Bulletin of the
Geological Society of Francewith a color plate. We think you will agree that the extra
expensewas worthwhile.
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Discoveries this year include a few more dinosaurbones from the Isle of Wight, as well
as some exciting new materialfrom the Cretaceous of Brazil. Our undergraduate students
arebusy assembling an ophthalmosaur from the Middle Jurassic of Peterborough,while
collaboration with Arthur Cruickshank at Leicester Museumcontinues on some new
pliosaur material with soft tissues.
We have four new graduate students started this academicyear. Aaron (Stig) Walsh is
looking at the taphonomy and sedimentologyof bone beds, while Jan Toporski is
investigating the mechanismsof fossilization of bacteria. What has this to do with
vertebratesyou may ask? Well, much of his material comes from fish coprolites,although
some comes from Martian meteorites! Fossil bacteria arepretty damn important in the
fossilization of soft tissues, especiallyin vertebrates. Darren Naish is reexamining
Wealden dinosaursfrom the Isle of Wight while Shiela Briley will be working onmarine
reptiles for the local Upper Jurassic Kimmeridge Clay.
Collaboration with the Staatlisches Museum fhrNaturkunde, Karlsruhe, Germany, with
Dino Frey is going very wellindeed. We have descriptions of three new pterosaur
specimensin press, as well as of a new and exciting dinosaur. Our descriptionof the
rediscovery of the holotype of the giant pterosaur Arambourgianiashould be published by
the time you read this. You might alsohave heard about our pterosaur with a 13-m wing
span. If not,then look out for big bits of ornithocheirids in the Lower Cretaceous,because
they are there and their wing spans beat azdharchids bytwo meters. (Dave Martill)
CBULLETIN BOARD C
PAL?ONTOLOGISCHEZEITSCHRIFT WITH NEW LAYOUT
Pal@ontologischeZeitschrift is the journal published by Pal@ontologischeGesellschaft, the
professional society for German-language paleontology.Now in its 71st year,
Pal@ontologischeZeitschrift has received a substantialfacelift and is published quarterly.
The new format sports a two-columnlayout on an A4 page (a little taller but narrower
than Americanletter size). This layout is easier to read than the old single-columnformat,
allows more layout flexibility, and, best of all, providesample space for high quality
illustrations. Maximum length ofarticles is 20 printed pages.
Other things Pal@ontologischeZeitschrift has going for it are a quickturnaround time,
currently no backlog, and no page charges. Instructionsfor authors are printed on the
inside back cover. They and furtherinformation are also available from the chief editor,
Prof. Dr.R. Schroeder (Geologisch-Pal@ontologischesInstitut der
Universit@t,Senckenberg-Anlage 32, D-60054 Frankfurt, Germany), and the
vertebratepaleo editor, Dr. Martin Sander (Institute of Paleontology, Universityof Bonn,
Nussallee 8, D-53115 Bonn, Germany, e-mail: gee.sander@uni-bonn.de).(Martin Sander)
FIELD WORK SUPPORT OFFERED
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Do you have a small team that will be working inthe West during the summer of 1998?
Would you like a few daysbreak from doing your own cooking and cleaning? As an
amateurmember of SVP, I would be willing to trade some drudgery for afew tall tales
around the campfire. I=llhave up to one week available following a field biology
workshopin Yellowstone. I can not only pay for my own victuals, but canbring in
perishables to spruce up your diet. My chuckwagon comescomplete with a hand-cranked
ice-cream maker, stove-top popcornpopper, and I may even have a portable shower
rigged up in mypickup by then. If interested, contact Dave Dietz at (707) 526-5010(day)
or (707) 433-8113 (eve.); fax (707) 526-9721; critters@sonic.net.
UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING LOANS
I have recently taken over the position of collectionsmanager at the University of
Wyoming. Jay Lillegraven and I appreciatethe interest of the VP community in our
vertebrate fossil collection.Jay and the former collections manager, J.-P. Cavigelli,
computerizedthe specimen and locality records. I am now planning to updateand improve
those records by recurating the collection. In orderto accomplish this major goal, I have
two requests to make. Thefirst is that if you are finished with any UW specimens that
youborrowed, please return them. The second is that if you are stillstudying the
specimens, please send a list of the specimens youhave so that I can confirm what
specimens are where and with whom.Please include the UW loan number with any
returned specimensor confirmation lists. Your cooperation is deeply appreciatedas it will
preclude my having to contact loan recipients individually.Specimens/confirmations lists
can be sent to: Michael Cassiliano,Collections Manager, Department of Geology and
Geophysics, Universityof Wyoming, Laramie, WY 82071-3006; mcassil@uwyo. edu; fax
(307)766-6679. (Mike Cassiliano)
CCALENDAR OF EVENTS C
CONFERENCE ON FOSSIL RESOURCES
The Fifth Conference on Fossil ResourcesCPartnersPreserving Our Past, Protecting Our
Future will be held at theRushmore Plaza Holiday Inn, Rapid City, South Dakota, on
October13B16,1998. Themes include: Education and Outreach; Science and Researchon
Public Lands; Paleontology and the Public Trust; Technologyand Paleontology;
Paleontological Resource Management; Curation,Preparation and Conservation; and
Partnerships. Abstract and papersubmittals are due April 17, 1998. A one-day field trip is
includedin the registration cost of $150. The Conference is being hostedby the National
Park Service, USDABForestService, Bureau of Land Management, South Dakota School
of Minesand Technology, South Dakota Discovery Center and Aquarium, andthe North
Dakota Geological Survey. For more information, pleasecontact Rachel Benton,
Badlands National Park, P. O. Box 6, InteriorSD 57750; (605) 433-5361, ext. 261.
(Carrie L. Herbel and RachelBenton)
CPUBLICATIONS C
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FOSSILLAGERST?
?TTEROTT BEI HENNEF IM
SIEBENGEBIRGEC
CDASLEBEN AN EINEM SUBTROPISCHEN SEE VOR 25
MILLIONEN JAHREN(WIGHART VON KOENIGSWALD, ED.). Rheinlandia
Verlag, Siegburg 1996,109 pp., many color pictures. ISBN 3-931509-12-5. Price DM
40.00.
Fossils from a time 25 million years ago documentlife in and around a subtropical freshwater lake in the volcanicsurroundings of Germany=sformer capital Bonn. The fossil
record shows impressively thatlife conditions and life forms are permanently changing.
Thisbook includes 12 contributions on this famous Messel-like oilBshalelocality, present
the current state of knowledge. The topics coveredare geology, mining history,
sedimentology, paleobotany, insects,fishes, amphibians, reptiles, mammals, and portraits
of the paleontologistswho have studied the fossils (e.g., L. Agassiz and E. D. Cope).The
extraordinary well-preserved plants, insects, and vertebratesare illustrated with many
color pictures.
TOOTH ENAMEL MICROSTRUCTURE.PROCEEDINGS OF THE ENAMEL
MICROSTRUCTURE WORKSHOP, UNIVERSITYOF BONN, ANDERNACH,
RHINE, 24B28JULY 1994. (WIGHART V. KOENIGSWALD AND MARTIN
SANDER, EDS.). BalkemaPubl. 1997, 288 pp., many figures. ISBN 90-5410-667-0.
Price US$95.00.
Enamel, the shiny material covering teeth of vertebrates,is the hardest tissue the
vertebrate body can produce and oneof the most impressive products of
biomineralization. This hardtissue is closely related to feeding, the first part in the
energyintake process so basic to vertebrate life. Enamel has a complexinternal
microstructure full of phylogenetic and biomechanic information.
Although research was long centered around humanenamel, its structure is far from
representative for the structuraldiversity seen in the mammalian spectrum. The authors,
paleontologists,mammalogists, and dentists draw on long experience in researchon
enamel microstructure in reptiles as well as in mammals. Includingtheir own results, they
provide a survey of the state-of-the-artresearch in this field. Important aspects are the
variabilityof enamel microstructure at the various hierarchical levels, rangingfrom the
crystallite level to the dentition level, biomechanicalconstraints, and evolutionary trends
documented in the fossilrecord. In addition, the ontogeny of enamel is discussed and
thefirst glossary of terms used in the description of enamel microstructureis presented.
PLEISTOCENE AND HOLOCENE FAUNA OF CRETE AND ITSFIRST
SETTLERS
A new book from Prehistory Press, edited by DavidS. Reese, includes topics such as the
Pleistocene sites and dates,the paleogeographic and pre-Pleistocene background,
Pleistoceneanimals, Holocene animals, and prehistoric archaeology. It isavailable from
University Museum Publications, The Universityof Pennsylvania Museum of
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Archaeology and Anthropology, 33rd andSpruce Streets, Philadelphia, PA 19104-6324;
phone (800) 306-1941;publications@vax.museum.upenn.edu.
HALF-PRICE CLEARANCE SALE OF
VP/BIOSTRATIGRAPHYPUBLICATIONS
The New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resourcesis sponsoring a half-price
clearance sales of many of its titlesin VP and biostratigraphy. For more information or a
completelisting, call, fax, or write: Special Offer 98-1, New Mexico Bureauof Mines and
Mineral Resources, New Mexico Institute of Miningand Technology, 801 Leroy Place,
Socorro, NM 87801-5410; phone(505) 835-5410; fax (505) 835-6333.
OBITUARIES
JACK M. CALLAWAY, 1930-1997
It is with great sadness that we report that JackM. Callaway passed away on November
20, 1997, after a two-yearbattle with cancer. During his illness, he still managed to coedit(with Elizabeth Nicholls) "Ancient Marine Reptiles,"as well as contribute a chapter
about his own research on ichthyosaurs.Jack was cheered by the news at the October SVP
meeting that thebook was in its second printing. The work is a fitting legacyof
Jack'sdedication and enthusiasm for vertebrate paleontology.
Vertebrate paleontology was actually Jack=ssecond career. Growing up in the ranch
country of the south Texascoastal plain, Jack=sfirst fascination was with aviation. After
graduating from highschool in the small town of Taft, Texas, he attended the
Universityof Texas, Austin. He majored in geology, but left after threeyears when he had
the opportunity to enter the U.S. Navy flightprogram. After the two-year program, he
became an officer anda naval aviator. Jack=slove of the naval service, and of naval
aviation in particular,led to a career of 24 years, which included time as an instructorin
the Navy'sAtopgun@school. Early in his naval career, Jack married Beverly A. Evans.Their
son and daughter were born on Bermuda, where Jack was stationedfor three years.
Unfortunately, not all of his naval service wasso idyllic. His service spanned times of
war, and included manylong months at sea, away from family.
Jack had plenty of flying stories, but being a modestman, these had to be pried free.
Once, following an engine flameout, Jack instructed his navigator to eject, and then
Alanded@his disabled Phantom on the ocean surface. Using the arresterhook in the tail to
gauge his approach, he touched down, withonly seconds to spare, before the aircraft
slipped beneath thewaves. He recounted what it was like being on an aircraft carrierat
night: the short eternity, strapped inside the cockpit, waitingto be catapulted into the dark.
And when the mission was over,you had to find your way back to the small speck of light
on theocean and land upon it. It is not hard to imagine that clean-cutTexan going about
the serious business of flying with rock-steadyassurance.
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During his years in the Navy, Jack developed an intenseinterest in vertebrate
paleontology, largely inspired by his visitsto the many museums throughout the world.
After his retirementwith the rank of Commander, Jack and Beverly moved to Laramieso
Jack could complete his long-interrupted degree. He earnedhis B.A. in geology from the
University of Wyoming in 1976 andthen enrolled in the graduate program at UW. Jack
already hada strong interest in ichthyosaurs, and we (JM) would get togetherin front of
the Myopterygius skull and talk about lifein the Mesozoic oceans. Family considerations
and a growing disinterestin early Tertiary mammals led to his leaving UW after two
yearsin graduate school.
Back in Texas, Jack taught high school earth sciencefor a year in San Antonio. Then he
worked for the consulting firmof Morrison-Knudsen for five years as a coal and mining
geologistinvolved with the development of lignite resources in Texas. Jacknever lost
interest in vertebrate paleontology, and continuedto attend SVP meetings regularly, but
he believed that time wasagainst him. It was the encouragement and urging of Robert
Bakker,by then a good friend of Jack=s,that finally persuaded Jack to return to graduate
school. Jackentered the University of Rochester=sgraduate program in 1985. His advisor
was a new Ph.D., some 20+years his junior. At subsequent SVP meetings, it was often
difficultfor others to figure out who was the student and who was the professor.Jack took
it all in stride (although he never did take orders).Jack completed his M.S. in 1987, and
his Ph.D. in 1989, at anage when most folks are thinking about retirement! When Jack
beganhis dissertation research, only a few paleontologists were interestedin ichthyosaurs.
Today the numbers have probably quadrupledCanda large portion of them are working
on Triassic ichthyosaurs andichthyosaur origins, the subjects of Jack=sdissertation. His
paper on the geographic and stratigraphic distributionof ichthyosaurs may well have been
a starting point for some ofthem. We would like to think that Jack=sinfectious enthusiasm
played a part in stimulating interest inichthyosaurs, and in marine reptiles in general. Jack
was freewith his ideas and information, and was always encouraging toothers entering the
field.
After a year at UR as a post doc, Jack returned againto south Texas in 1990, this time as
an Assistant Professor atLaredo Junior College, with a joint appointment at Texas
A&MInternational University. He was promoted to Associate Professorand granted
tenure a few years later. He taught courses in introductorygeology, earth history, and
vertebrate paleontology. Jack lovedteaching and continued teaching throughout his
illness, even untiltwo days before his death. Jack=spublications include many papers
describing new Triassic ichthyosaurspecimens, and one on ichthyosaurian affinities in
which he establishedthat ichthyosaurs are diapsids.
Jack was a lucky man. He had two distinguished, totallyseparate, careers. And he
remained operational right to the end,which comes as no surprise to anyone who knew
him. He once describedwhat a good aircraft the Phantom wasCAatough old bird,@he said.
But no tougher than Jack. We will miss Commander Jacktremendously, especially at the
SVP banquet where there won=tbe another Spitfire tie to be seen. (Judy Massare and
Chris McGowan)
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A. S. RomerB
BG.G. Simpson Medal
** Call for 1998 Nominations **
The RomerBSimpsonMedal Committee is accepting nominations for the next award.
TheMedal, given for Asustainedand outstanding scholarly excellence and service to the
disciplineof vertebrate paleontology,@is the highest honor that our Society can bestow on
a vertebratepaleontologist. A complete description of the award can be foundin the
October 1987 SVP New Bulletin. Past recipientsof the award are:
1987 Everett C. Olson 1988 Bobb Schaeffer
1989 Edwin H. Colbert 1990 Richard Estes
1992 Loris R. Russell 1993 Zhou Ming-zhen
1994 John H. Ostrom 1995 Zofia Kielan-Jaworowska
1996 Percy Butler 1997 Colin Patterson
Nominations must include a formal nominating letterand at least two seconding letters of
support; there is no limiton the number of supporting letters that can be submitted.
Nominatingand supporting letters should explain how the individual beingnominated fits
the criteria for the award, emphasizing the nominee=scontributions to vertebrate
paleontology over the span of hisor her career. Nominees should not be informed by the
nominatoror by anyone else that they are under consideration for the award.It is the
responsibility of the nominator to gather all originalletters and forward these to the
committee chair by no later thanApril 1, 1998.
Please address questions and send complete nominationpackets to: Dr. Audrone R.
Biknevicius, Department of BiologicalSciences, College of Osteopathic Medicine, Ohio
University, Athens,OH 45701-2979, USA. (740) 593-0487; fax (740) 593-9180; email:biknevic@ohiou.edu.
The Society of Vertebrate Paleontology
By-Law on Ethics
AArticle9. Statement of Ethics.
Several goals for the Society of Vertebrate Paleontologyfollow from its mission
statement (Constitution Article 1): todiscover, conserve, and protect vertebrate fossils and
to fosterthe scientific, educational, and personal appreciation and understandingof them
by amateur, student, and professional paleontologists,as well as the general public. Fossil
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vertebrates are usuallyunique or rare, nonrenewable scientific and educational
resourcesthat, along with their accompanying contextual data, constitutepart of our
natural heritage. They provide data by which the historyof vertebrate life on earth may be
reconstructed and are one ofthe primary means of studying evolutionary patterns and
processesas well as environmental change.
$It is the reponsibility of vertebrate paleontologists to striveto ensure that vertebrate
fossils are collected in a professionalmanner, which includes the detailed recording of
pertinent contextualdata (e.g., geographic, stratigraphic, sedimentologic, taphonomic).
$It is the responsibility of vertebrate paleontologists to assistgovernment agencies in the
development of management policiesand regulations pertinent to the collection of
vertebrate fossils,and to comply with those policies and regulations during and
aftercollection. Necessary permits on all lands admininstered by federal,state, and local
governments, whether domestic or foreign, mustbe obtained from the appropriate
agency(ies) before fossil vertebratesare collected. Collecting fossils on private lands must
only bedone with the landowner=spermission.
$Fossil vertebrate specimens should be prepared by, or under thesupervision of, trained
personnel.
$Scientifically significant fossil vertebrate specimens, alongwith ancillary data, should
be curated and accessioned in thecollections of repositories charged in perpetuity with
conservingfossil vertebrates for scientific study and education (e.g., accreditedmuseums,
universities, colleges, and other educational institutions).
$Information about vertebrate fossils and their accompanying datashould be
disseminated expeditiously to both scientific communityand interested general public.
$The barter, sale, or purchase of scientifically significant vertebratefossils is not
condoned unless it brings them into, or keeps themwithin, a public trust. Any other trade
or commerce in scientificallysignificant vertebrate fossils is inconsistent with the
foregoing,in that it deprives both the public and professionals of importantspecimens,
which are part of our natural heritage.@

SVP Sponsors
As of December 29, 1997
The following individuals sponsor one or moreSVP members by generously paying for
their annual dues. If youare interested in becoming an SVP sponsor, please complete
thesponsorship application on the following page.
Larry Agenbroad, William Bartels, Kenneth Carpenter,Robert Carroll, Judd Case, Mary
R. Dawson, Eric Delson, PeterDodson, Robert J. Emry, Richard C. Fox, John M. Harris,
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JosephHartman, Robert M. Hunt, Jr., Farish A. Jenkins, Jr., David W.Krause, Everett
Lindsay, Donald L. Lofgren, Spencer G. Lucas,Ernest L. Lundelius, Bruce J. MacFadden,
Jonathan D. Marcot, JimMead, Adele Irene Panofsky, Charles Repenning, Patricia
Rich,Bruce M. Rothschild, Jeffrey Saunders, Judith A. Schiebout, HolmesSemken,
George V. Shkurkin, Gary Takeuchi, Yukimitsu Tomida, Loren M. Toohey, Mahito
Watabe, S. David Webb, David Weishampel, Michael O. Woodburne
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